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T H E  KINGDOM OF SHIRWAN
TH E Shirwanshahs of the sixth century a .h . ruled over the province of Shirwan, th a t is, the two districts of Shirwan proper and Gushtasfi. 
The limits of this principality were the River Samur or Nahru’l-Malik 
on the north, the Caspian Sea on the east, the River Kur or Cyrus on the 
south, and the Christian kingdom of Georgia on the west. .Derbend, 
though temporarily subdued by Georgian aid between 565 and 570 a .h ., 
was a state by itse lf: in 514 a .h ., according to the Georgian Chronicle, 
Farid un I, king of Shirwan, lost his life in a struggle with the ruler of 
Derbend 1 ; in 517 a .h ., according to IbnuT-Athir, the people of Derbend, 
being harassed by the Georgians, solicited the intervention of Sultan 
Mahmud 2; in 553 a .h ., or between 566 and 575 a .h ., the poet Khaqani 
addressed an ode to Sayfu’d-Dln, ruler of Derbend 3 ; and in a prison-poem, 
written with the object of regaining the confidence of Akhsatan, Khaqani 
says 4 :
1 M. Brosset, Histoire de la Georgie, p. 364, St. Petersburg (1849).
2 Kamilu't-Tawdrikk, ed. C. J. Tornberg, vol. x ,  p. 434 ; sub anno 517 a .h .
3 Kulliydt-i-Khaqani. p. 344, Lucknow ed., 1295 a .h . :
j o k "  1 j  y  I J  J  ' " ’*** ** ^  ^
j j l  j  » y j  ^ ^
The Lucknow ed. gives seven bands of this ode, pp. 343-54; but the ode addressed 
to Sayfu’d-Din belongs only to bands 1, 2, 3, and 5.
The date of composition of the ode is given by the reference to the pilgrimage (p. 346):
Khaqani performed the pilgrimage twice—in 551 a . h .  (Lucknow ed., p. 514) and again 
in the reign of al-Mustadi (566-75 a .h . ) ,  Lucknow ed., pp. 86 and 90 :
Jo I « J y  Ij h* bzcS \ f 3 <—>! j  j j J j C '  <_ol> <_*> (_£Jj aa j y-j*
Jo I J  o L 5 ^ >  —C —J {J*3
Jli I ( S j j  jo  <U*5^ o l j  j  y  y r
> Khanikow considers that Khaqani performed a pilgrimage in 521 a . h . ,  but the evidence 
adduced contains important variants and has been wrongly interpreted. It is obvious 
that if Khaqani’s Sayfu’d-Din is identical with the Amir of Derbend, Sayfu’d-Din 
Muhammad b. Khalifatu’s-Sulami, whom Abu Hamid al-Andalusi met between 525 and 
528 a .h .  (Tuhfatu’l-Albab, ed. G. Ferrand, p. 85, 1925), the earlier date, i.e. 553 a . h . ,  is 
preferable.
4 Idem, p. 256.
2 FALAKI-I-SHIRWANI :
(_jl A« A* o ! Ar » - I  oL-i AJ_> j
oU li—jlwo I j l £ l  f - J j   ^ - <J^ (/'C’ “* '
God forbid, I do not complain of the fetters of the king, although he 
dishonoured me in the month of .46.
Whither can I flee ? To ‘Iraq or the Alans ? Whither can I go ? 
To Georgia or Derbend ?
The geographical position of Shirwan determines the relations of the 
Shirwanshahs—with the Khazars and Derbend Amirs on the north, the 
Georgian kings on the west, the Seljuq Sultans and their Atabeks on the 
south, and the Russian sea-raiders or Brodniki on the east. The campaigns 
of the Shirwanshahs were generally defensive, and conducted,when possible, 
by means of external aid : the Seljuqs intervene when the Georgians under 
David II  become aggressive, and the  Georgians come to the rescue when 
the land is ravaged by the Brodniki. The weakness of the Shirwan 
government, indeed, is self-acknowledged : the Shirwan coinage bears in 
addition to  the name of the Shirwanfdiah the name of the Caliph and also 
of the Seljuq Sultan. The Caliph’s connection with Shirwan was nominal, 
but not so the Seljuq Sultan’s. Mahkshah (465-85 a .h .) imposed an 
annual levy on Shirwan ; Sultan Mahmud in 517 a .h . imprisoned the 
Shirwanshah; and in 622 a .h . Sultan Ja la lu ’d-Dln Khwarazmshah 
reinforced with remissions the levy of Malikshah. I t  was only during the 
later years of the reign of Minuchihr I I  th a t Shirwan became tem porarily 
aggressive and this period, c. 530-44 a .h ., represents, consequently, the 
height of Shirwan’s prosperity.
I t  is interesting to  note th a t though usually pronounced
Shirwan, was also pronounced Sharwan. Says K haqani1 :
=»- I J  ^  jA  [SjrY*
Speak not disparagingly of Sharwan, for Khaqani hails from the city 
which begins with Shar (mischief).
Why criticize a city because of (its) two letters, for it represents the 
commencement of Shar1 (Religious Law) and the term ination of 
Bashar (mankind) ?
1 Kulliyat-i-Khaqani, Lucknow ed., p. 236.
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Similarly, the following couplet of F a la k i:
AL-ljl j  j j ^ j j  y y  j  j y ^  j^e>. ^ j  1 j ^ A  ojj.^
The land of Sharwan, which was the den of the devils’ intrigue and 
uproar, he has adorned with fairy-faced Turkish and Turkoman 
maidens.
f 9 t . '
with its three redundant homonymies— ejjA  j j~A ; j ' j ^ A  ; and 
—requires the alternative pronunciation Sharwan.
T H E  S H I R W A N S H A H S  OF T H E  SIXTH  
CENTURY A .H .
The history of the Shahs of Shirwan, as here discussed, will embrace 
only the sixth century of the Hijra , i.e. roughly the period of the poet 
Khaqani, but for the sake of un ity  it is necessary to  begin a little earlier 
with Farlburz I.
F a k I b u r z  I
Of Farlburz I, grandfather of Falakl’s patron, Minuchihr I I ,1 two sets 
of coins have recently been discovered.2
A
Rev.
B
Rev.
dUU!
1 The dynasty, designated Kesranid (see Jahdn Ara, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 141, f. 151a, 
where Minuchihr II is called Minuchihr b. Kesran), was probably founded by 
Muhammad b. Yazid who seized Shirwan and Derbend about 332 a . h .  (Muruju’dh- 
Ijhahab, ii, 4.)
2 E. A. Pakhomow, Kratkiy kurs istorii Azerbaidzana s priloz. ekskursa po istorii 
shirwanshakhov, pp. 28-9, Baku (1923).
Obv.
aJ0\ V I  -01 V  
41! tjj — j  
451^1 ^ x i l !  
d lU  j l L U l
Obv.
4 1 !  V ! 4 !  V
41! J j —j  
^ k L ~ J !  
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As the caliph al-Muqtadl ruled 467-87 a .h ., and as Sultan Mahkshah 
ruled 465-85 a .i i ., the coins of set A must have been minted between 
467 and 485 a .h . Further, as the caliph al-Mustazhir ruled 487-512 a .h  
and as Minuchihr I  b. Farlburz I  was the Shirwanshah in 498 a .h .,  it is 
obvious th a t Farlburz I  must have died between 487 and 498 a .h .
Proceeding now to the literary evidence, “ when Malikshah crossed 
over to  Arran,” says al-Bundari, “ there came before him the king 
Farlburz, ruler of Shirwan, who had previously offered resistance ; and 
Farlburz covenanted to pay 70,000 dinars (annually) to the royal treasury. 
But from time to  time remissions were allowed in th a t sum' till it stood 
a t 40,000 dinars.” 1 A reference to the levy imposed by Malikshah upon 
Farlburz I  is contained in Ahmad b. Ahmad al-Nasawi’s Siratu s-Sultan 
Jaidin'd-Dm Mankubirti, where it is stated tha t in the year 622 a .h . 
Sultan Jalalu’d-Dln Khwarazmshah demanded from the then reigning 
Shirwanshah a tribute equivalent to “ the sum previously fixed to be 
paid into the treasury of Malikshah.” 2 In  the KulUydt-i-Khaqani the 
name of Farlburz is vaguely mentioned in several places : in the following 
ode, however, addressed to the sister of Minuchihr I I  (i.e. the Shirwanshah 
Minuchihr II  b. Faridun I) Khaqani states definitely th a t “ her grand­
father, the king Farlburz, had visited Malikshah a t Isfahan ” 3 :
1 M. Th. Houtsma, Histoire des Seldjoucides de Vlraq, Leyden (1889), Ar. text, p. 140:
2 O. Houdas, Histoire du Sultan Djelal Ed-Din Mankobirti, Paris (1891), Ar. text, 
p. 175 :
Malikshah is described as having imposed on the Shirwanshah (i.e. Farlburz I) an 
annual tribute of 100,000 dinars.
3 Kulliyat-i-Khaqani, Br. Mus. MS. Add. 7726, f. 1996; and India Office MS. No. 589, 
f. 181a—6. The text of the Lucknow ed., pp. 573-74, is corrupt (see infra, p. 6, n. 3). The 
ode which belongs to the “ Fragments ” is wanting in most MSS.
j  j  (J. (J-*- 1J  4* I*!** _j J ^Iai I * C j \ I <— Lli
Sj ITVI* UHsl*
6 FALAKI-I-SHIRWANI :
oJwi j l j  J  W X j \ j t  o-L A y  ^ y *  °-lr j \
oA_A JjL ^ T o ' j   ^ (^1) ^ oA^ I
0-\»-£ }^A _J Ai<jdb« _^A 0-La ^  0 >J oL^i 0
None of the Kayanians ever went to the Ka'ba ; you went to the 
Ka‘ba and became the pride of the Kayanians.1
You have truly realized the longing which the life of Minuchihr 
entertained ; and (so) you have become life’s heavenly countenance.
Behold this wonder : the brother sowed the seed and the sister 
gathered in the fruit with joy.
The soul of Minuchihr flew towards you, saw you in the Ka‘ba and 
became happy.
Towards you came the soul of Faridun scattering jewels: because of 
these jewels the land has become the standard of Kawah.2
Your grandfather, the king Farlburz, had also set out on a journey, 
had entered the hall of Malikshah, and had visited Isfahan.3
Now as the sister of Minuchihr I I  was the grand-daughter of Farlburz I, 
the contemporary of Malikshah, Minuchihr I I  himself must have been 
the grandson of this Farlburz I. On the other hand, we know from coins
1 According to Falaki (Diwan, couplet 934), the Shirwanshahs were descended from 
Arash (b. Kay Kubad) and Bahram; according to al-Baydawi (Nizdmu’t-Tawdrikh, 
674 a . h . ,  Br. Mus. MS. Or. 1859, f. 376), the Shirwanshahs were descended from Bahram 
Chubin. Al-Baydawi is followed in 892 a .h .  by Dawlatshah (Browne’s ed., p. 71), in 
1002 a . h .  by Amin Ahmad-i-Razi (Haft Iqlim, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 203, f. 3906), and in 1193 
a . h .  by Lutf ‘Ali (Atashlcadah, India Office MS. No. 2929, f. 28a).
In Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Ghafiari’s Jahan Ara  of 971 a . h .  (Br. Mus. MS. Or. 141, 
f. 151a), in Hasan b. Muhammad al-Khaki’s Ahsanu’t-Tawdrikh of 1019 a . h .  (Br. Mus. MS. 
Or. 1649, f. 335a), and in Mirza Muhammad's Jannatu’l-Firdaws of 1126 a . h . ,  the 
Shirwanshahs are regarded as the descendants of Nushirwan.
2 The Sasanian banner, named the “ dirafsh-i-Kawian ” after the flag of the black­
smith Kawah who overthrew the usurper Dahhak, was so richly garnished with gems that 
it was valued, when captured at Qadisiyah, at a hundred thousand or even a million pieces. 
Tabari, Annals, ed. de Goeje, i, p. 2337.
3 The text of the Lucknow e d .:
o-tA ^ > y—> a—>■
is a corruption of the following :
jA aOO 4_lij aLi J-J y  0_a-
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and the testimony of Khaqani and Falaki tha t Minuchihr II  was the son 
of Faridun I. Consequently, Farlburz I  was the father of Faridun I— 
the genealogical tree being as follows :
Farlburz I
Minuchihr I Faridun I
(infra)
Minuchihr’s sister Minuchihr II
M in u c h ih r  I
Farlburz I left two sons, Minuchihr I and Faridun I, both of whom 
came in turn to  the throne. Of Minuchihr I the only record extant is a 
coin recently acquired by the Ermitage Museum.
Minuchihr ibn Fanburz 
Obv. Rev.
[ ^ 1] J +[£-] dUll
(jl
The caliph al-Mustazhir ruled from 487 to 512 a .h ., and Sultan 
Muhammad b. Malikshah, the Seljuq from 498 to 511 a .h . ; therefore, in 
498 a .h . Minuchihr I was the Shah of Shirwan. Further, as Faridun I 
was killed in 514 a .h . ,1 it is obvious th a t some time between 498 a .h . and 
514 a .h . the reign of Minuchihr I  term inated and of Faridun I began.
F a r i d u n  I
Of Faridun I  no coins are known, but, according to  the Georgian 
Chronicle, “ in 1120 a .d . =  514 a .h . the rulers of Shirwan and Derbend 
having come to  blows, Afrldun was killed and the people of Shirwan
1 Infra.
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cut to  pieces ” 1—a statem ent corroborated by Khaqani who calls 
Faridun “ a m artyr ” .2 The claim to distinction of Faridun, however, 
rests not on his martyrdom, but on the fact th a t he was the father of 
Minuchihr II, the patron of the poets Abu’l-‘Ala, K haqani and Falaki.
“ In  the year 1116  a .d . =  5 1 0  a .h . , ”  says the  Georgian Chronicle, 
“ David II , surnamed the Restorer, king of Georgia, sent his daughter 
Cata to Greece to marry the son of the Emperor. Previously, he had sent 
his elder daughter, Thamar, in order to reign over Shirwan.” 3 I t  will 
be shown hereafter th a t Thamar was the wife of Minuchihr II, and th a t 
the marriage took place between 5 0 4  and 5 1 0  a .h . The alliance, however, 
with the Christian state of Georgia, instead of benefiting the Muslim house 
of Shirwan, served only as an incentive to  Georgian aggression. In  
1117 a .d . = 5 1 1  a .h . David I I  sent his son D im itri with a strong army 
to  overrun Shirwan. “ D im itri took the citadel of Kaladzor where he 
got a quantity of spoils and many prisoners, and put to flight the people 
of Sukman, commander of all the forces of Persia.” 4 The mention of 
Sukman by the Chronicle shows th a t Faridun I must have applied to  
Armenia for help, for Nasiru’d-Dln Sukman (reigned afterwards as 
Sukman I I  from 522 to  5 7 9  a .h .) was the son of Zahlru’d-Dln Ibrahim  
Shah-Arman, ruler of Armenia from 506 to 521 a .h . T o proceed, however, 
with the Chronicle. After his exploits D imitri returned to  his father in 
tr iu m p h ; the next two years went peacefully by ; and then, in 
1 120  a .d . =  5 1 4  a .h ., David II  himself undertook a campaign against 
Shirwan. In  February he contented himself w ith seizing the town of 
Qabalah in Derbend ,5 but in May “ overran Shirwan from Arabia- 
L idjatha till Shishtlantha and Kurdewan and returned to K arthli laden 
with spoils ” .6 The Georgian raid, by weakening Shirwan, incited the
1 M. Brosset, Histoire de la Georgie, pt. i, p. 364, St. Petersburg (1849).
2 Kulliyat-i- Khaqani, Lucknow ed., p. 238, Br. Mus. MSS. Add. 25,808, f. 1326 ; 
Add. 25,018, f. 1306, etc., in an ode addressed to Queen T§matu'd-Din Safwatu’l-Islam, 
wife of Akhsatan I :
• y  *  y  '  s
See also infra, pp. 33-34.
3 M. Brosset, Histoire de la Georgie, pt. i, p. 360, St. Petersburg (1849).
4 Idem, p. 360 and p. 381.
5 M. Brosset, Histoire de la Georgie, pt. i, p. 364. The Chronicle says " Qabalah in 
Shirwan ”, but Qabalah was a well-known fortress in the mountains near Derbend, where, 
for example, Muqaddasi found a mosque on a hill. See Muqaddasi, ed. de Goeje, p. 376.
6 M. Brosset, Histoire de la Georgie, pt. i, p. 364 ; the Armenian Chronicle : “ From 
Laijk up to Kurdewan and Khshtalan.” Wakhoucht has Shimshata for Shishtlantha. “ I 
do not know these two places,” writes M. Brosset, n. 6, p. 364, “ but the first one, i.e. 
Lidjatha, has some similarity to Laich in Shirwan, where the Tatars used to come to buy 
copper from the mines of Alawerd or more often from Lalwar in Georgia.”
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cupidity of Derbend : war followed, and in the engagement which took 
place in November, 1120 a .d . =  514 a .h ., Faridun I was killed and his 
army cut to pieces.
Coins of Minuchihr I I  were unknown a t the time of the publication
possession of the Ermitage Museum, are of silver, small value, and 
defective : on the reverse is the title “ al-Malik Minuchihr b. Afridun ” ; 
on the obverse, the name of the caliph al-Muqtafi (reigned 530-55 a .h .) 
with the name of the Seljuq Sultan obliterated, unfortunately, on all 
specimens.
Including his titles the full name of Minuchihr I I  was Abu’l-Hayja 
Fakhru’d-Din Malik Minuchihr b. Faridun, Shirwanshah, Khaqan-i- 
Buzurg, Kablr or Akbar. This is borne out by references in the works of
M i n u c h i h r  I I
of Markow’s Catalogue. These coins, recently discovered, and now in the
Minuchihr ibn Afridun
Obv.
<JU! V I  4 1  V
Bev.
J4A1I
a1|I J yjMJ
A buV A la 1 :
Khaqani 2
VI o-X-vc j I o  1^!®“oI"****
jja^ l l)y> -  j l  j >li
1 Infra, p. 95. 2 Kulliyat-i- Khaqani, Lucknow ed., p. 63 and p. 541.
10 FALAKI-I-SHIRWANI :
and F a la k i1 :
J**
j^l>) L> l^ >" ( ^ 1 4iil y lpc-w«<oa5 “Ls ~^ ^ 1
J Z yJlSU- J Jjii*  j \  Jiy_ j^Al> j-U> (j £ j  <_Ji! lj j l <i$j>jj j^lSU- O —*
A *£ (J I_5 U-
|»t j  ^ j l  y  ^ ^ » -
1 _^AwO A_Ao I j  <^^*u 
**
p l2_*_y« oLA
i£^ >—*~i—* >>-^—■**
Amongst the titles of Minuchihr II, “ Shirwanshah ” and “ Khaqan-i- 
Buzurg, Kabir or Akbar ” have no identification-value, because they were 
borne also by Akhsatan I. But the titles “ Abu’l-Hayja ” and “ Fakhru’d- 
Din ” belong exclusively to  Minuchihr I I , just as “ Abu’l-Muzaffar ” 
and “ Jalalu’d-Din ” belong to  Akhsatan I. The tadhkirah-writers, 
having failed to distinguish the identity of father and son, give the title 
of Jalalu’d-Din to  Minuchihr I I—an error repeated both by Khanikow 2 
and Pakhomow .3
y  I j  y  ^
Cy?
a_$^ " y j - k  y i  y^*
The Duration o f Minuchihr’s Reign
The evidence regarding the commencement and term ination of the 
reigns of the two Shirwanshahs—Minuchihr I I  b. Faridun I  and Akhsatan I 
b. Minuchihr I I  b. Faridun I —is presented in the following table :—
1 Diwan-i-Falaki, couplets 203-05, 448-49, 764-67.
2 Melanges Asiatiques, iii, p. 117.
3 E. A. Pakhomow, Kratkiy kurs istorii Azerbaidzana s priloz. ekskursa po istorii 
shirwanshakhov, p. 34, Baku (1923).
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Literary Evidence. Shirwanshah. Numismatic Evidence.
‘Abbasid Caliph. Seljuq Sultan.
Died in 514 a .h .
(Georgian Chronicle)
Faridun I. No coins. No coins.
Ruled thirty years Minuchihr II b. al-Muqtafi Name obliterated on
(Khaqani). Faridun I. (530-55 a .h . ) . all specimens.
Akhsatan I b. al-Mustanjid A(r)sla(n) Shah (556-
Minuchihr II. (555-66 a .h .) . 73 A .H .).
99 99 al-Mustadi
(566-75 a .h . ) .
Tughril (III b. Arslan 
Shah) (573-90 a .h . ) .
99 99 al-Nagir
(575-622 A .H .).
Tughril (III b. Arslan 
Shah) (573-90 A .H .).
Was reigning in 584 
a . h .  when Nizami’s 
Layla, wa Majniin was 
dedicated to him.
99 99 al-Nasir
(575-622 a .h .) .
Nil.
The numismatic evidence is indefinite : coins of Faridun I, and 
coins of Minuchihr II  and Akhsatan I minted during the reign of the 
same ‘Abbasid caliph are wanting. On the other hand, in his elegy 
on the death of Minuchihr II, Khaqani says (as was first pointed out by 
Khanikow) th a t Minuchihr I I  reigned th irty  years 1:
l^> j** o  ^  I '•*
^ \ jS ' i)y>- ^ iT j
If thou shouldst make the earth blood with thy flowing tears, it is 
(but) proper, for this earth is the sleeping-place of King Minuchihr.
0  king, why didst thou leave the throne and the crown of the 
Kayanians ? Why didst thou leave (thy) thirty years’ dominion 
and kingdom of the world ?
1 Kulllyat-i- Khaqani, Lucknow ed., pp. 548-49; Br. Mus. MSS. Add. 25,018, f. 35a; 
Add. 25,808, f. 2156 ; Add. 16,773, f. 2096 ; Add. 7726, f. 224a ; and India Office MSS. 
No. 1767, f. 305a; No. 1264, f. 213a; No. 589, f. 253a. The only variant of 
aJU x*" is (Jb- x*"
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As Minuchihr I I  was the son of Faridun I, and as Faridun I, according 
to the Georgian Chronicle, died in 514 a .h . ,1 and, finally, as Minuchihr II  
was not a minor a t the time of his father’s death 2 (for the marriage of 
Minuchihr I I  to the Georgian princess, Thamar, took place between 
504 and 510 a .h . ) ,3 the obvious conclusion is th a t the reign of 
Minuchihr I I  lasted from 514 to c. 544 a .h . 4 Consequently, the reign of 
Akhsatan I began in or about 544 a .h .—the figure, th irty  years, given by 
Khaqani being, of course, approximate. I t  is obvious, therefore, th a t the 
prima facie evidence of the coins is deceptive, and th a t three sets of 
coins—(i) those of Faridun I, (ii) those of Minuchihr I I  minted between 
514 and 530 a .h ., and (iii) those of Akhsatan I minted between 544 and 
566 a .h .—still remain to be discovered.
The Marriage o f Minuchihr I I
“ In  the year 1116 a .d . = 5 1 0  a .h . , ”  says the Georgian Chronicle, 
“ David I I  sent his daughter, Cata, to Greece to m arry the son of the 
Emperor. Previously he had sent his elder daughter, Thamar, in order to 
reign over Shirwan.” 5 Elsewhere, the Chronicle adds : “ Aghsarthan 
treated Giorgi I I I  like his son, because he (Aghsarthan) was the son of 
Thamar, the paternal aunt of Giorgi, who was married in this country 
(i.e. Shirwan) by the great King David . . . Aghsarthan, the Shirwanshah, 
was the cousin-germain paternal of Giorgi.” 6 Therefore, although the 
name of Thamar’s bridegroom is not explicitly mentioned, it is obvious 
th a t Thamar was married to Minuchihr II, for Akhsatan, who was the son 
of Thamar, was also, as proved by numismatic and literary evidence, the 
son of Minuchihr II. Further, the marriage which did not take place
1 Supra, p. 8.
2 It is necessary to emphasize this fact, because in an ode, addressed, apparently, to 
a king, but whose identity is not disclosed, Falaki says (couplets 688-89) :
3 Infra.
4 In a qasidah, addressed by Abu'l-‘Ala to Minuchihr II, Sana’! is spoken of as dead, 
and as, according to Rieu, Ethe, Prof. Browne, and Mirza Muhammad Khan, the date of 
Sana’i’s death is 545 a . h . ,  Minuchihr II would still be reigning in 546 a . h .  It is certain, 
however, for reasons mentioned in the Appendix, that the ordinarily accepted date of 
Sana’i’s death is untenable.
5 M. Brosset, Histoire de la Georgie, pt. i, p. 360, St. Petersburg (1849).
6 Idem, p. 397.
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later than 510 a .h ., did also not take place earlier than 5 0 4  a .h . For if 
David, who, according to all sources, was born in 1073 a .d . ,1 got married 
a t the age of twenty, and became the father of Thamar in the first year 
of his marriage, and gave away his daughter in marriage in the sixteenth 
year of her life, then the date of Thamar’s marriage would be 
1073 a .d . +  20  +  1 +  16 =  1110  a .d . =  50 4  a .h .
The date of Thamar’s marriage between 504 and 5 1 0  a .h . but not 
earlier or later, is a rough guide to the dates of birth of Minuchihr I I  and 
Akhsatan I. For Minuchihr II  must be presumed to have been a t least 
twenty years of age at the time of his marriage, and was, therefore, 
born c. 4 8 4 -9 0  a .h . Further, as Akhsatan, the son of Thamar, could 
not have been born before 504  a .h ., and perhaps not before 510 a .h ., 
a liberal interpretation should be put, as suggested by Pakhomow ,2 on 
the following verse of Khaqani 3:
y  ^ o .  (All* l>
Five hundred years of the Hijra have not pro duced a king like thee— 
from amongst crown princes to the (Four) Orthodox Caliphs.
utilized by Khanikow as indicating tha t Akhsatan was born in 5 0 0  a .h .
We have thus arrived a t the following dates : birth of Minuchihr II, 
between 484  and 490  a .h . ; marriage of Minuchihr I I  with Thamar, 
between 504  and 510 a .h ., and nearer 5 1 0  than 50 4  a .h . ; birth of 
Akhsatan, after 504  a .h ., and probably after 510  a .h .
I t  is curious tha t neither Falaki whose odes are addressed almost 
exclusively to Minuchihr II, nor Khaqani, who has five panegyrics and 
a long threnody on Minuchihr I I ,4 should mention Thamar anywhere in 
their poems. Only in one place, in an ode addressed to  Akhsatan I, have 
I  found Khaqani alluding to the Christian parentage of his patron 5 :
1 M. Brosset, Histoire de la Georgie, pt. i, p. 10, n. 4.
2 E. A. Pakhomow, Kratkiy kurs istorii Azerbaidzana s priloS. ekskursa po istorii 
shirwanshakhov, p. 31, Baku (1923).
3 Kullh/dt-i-Khaadni, Lucknow ed., pp. 176-77 ; Br. Mus. MS. Add. 25,808, f. 1896 ; 
Add. 25,018, f. 138a ; Add. 7726, f. 190a ; and India Office MSS. No. 589, f. 2386 ; 
No. 1264, f. 2036, etc.
4 Kulliyat-i- Khdaani, Lucknow ed., pp. 62-66 ; 407-12 ; 478-80 ; 541-44 ; 743-44 ; 
and 544-52.
5 Idem, Lucknow ed., p. 177 ; Br. Mus. MSS. Add. 25,808, f. 190a ; Add. 16,773, 
f. 1846 ; and India Office MS. No. 1264, f. 2036. The other MSS. have iS y - f ,  
probably an amendment of the scribes to whom appeared meaningless.
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-V t <JL j \
^ l J  ( ^ t )^*A9 ^ ^^  O ^ y^CJLA
Through the king of Christian descent the Lazarus of the kingdom has 
revived ; this evidence is enough to attest his miraculous powers.
Reverting, therefore, to the Georgian Chronicle for further information 
about Thamar, it is stated under the events of the year 1161 a .d . th a t 
“ Giorgi I I I  (1155-84 a .d . ) ,  after breaking up his camp a t Ani, 
presented himself with a shining countenance to  her who had brought 
him up, namely his paternal aunt, the queen of queens, Thamar, who 
bathed him with tears mixed with smiles.” 1 Accordingly, Thamar 
was still alive in 1161 a .d . =  556 a .h ., and as Minuchihr II  died about 
544 a .h ., she must have remained a widow for a t least twelve years.
I t  was probably in her widowhood th a t Thamar became a nun and 
founded the monastery of Thighwa. The brief information of the Georgian 
Chronicle 2 :
“ Thamar, sister of King Dimitri I (1125-54 a .d .), foundress of 
the monastery of Thighwa, died also as a nun.”
is amplified by the Tsarevitch Wakhoucht in 1745 a .d . 3 :
“ At Tighwa (Thighwa), to the east of Metekh and to the west of 
the Phtza, is the monastery of the Cross, built by Thamar, daughter of 
David the Restorer ; it is with a cupola, and is immense and of elegant 
architecture, and is surrounded by a large number of buildings and at 
present administered by a priest.”
and corroborated by the epigraphic evidence of M. Dim itri in 
1849 a .d . 4 :
“ At the village of Thighwa there is a large monastery built of cut 
stones and placed, according to the reports of the inhabitants, under 
the invocation of the Virgin. I t  is surrounded by a ruined w all; in 
the courtyard are traces of dwellings ; the wall is decorated with a 
cupola covered with bricks ; all the rest is in blocks of stones of which
1 M. Brosset, Histoire de la Georgie, pt. i, p. 391, St. Petersburg (1849).
2 Idem, p. 382.
3 Tsarevitch Wakhoucht, Description Geographique de la Georgie, p. 265, St. Petersburg 
(1842). The MS. of Wakhoucht was written in Georgian in 1745 a . d .  and additions made 
to the MS. in 1755 a . d .  The Georgian text, with a French translation, was published by 
M. Brosset in 1842 a .d .
4 Bulletin de la Classe Historico-Philologique de V Academie Imperiale des Sciences de . 
St. Petersbourg, cols. 172-73, vol. vi, 1849.
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several are 3 or 4 archines in length. The same description applies to 
the interior of the wall. The length of the church is 34 archines ; and 
the width 21. Although the church is very ancient, people still pray 
there and mass is said there. On the north side, above a window, is 
an inscription of which I could only gather the last three lines on the 
right, which signify : £ Help thy servant Thamar.’ Therefore, the 
inhabitants are wrong in saying that the place is under the invocation 
of the Virgin. . . .
“ There is no other writing, and on the tombs which can be seen 
in the church, the inscriptions are illegible. Very probably one of these 
is that of the Princess Thamar.”
The Sons o f Minuchihr I I
Whether Thamar, mother of Akhsatan, was the only wife of 
Minuchihr II  is unknown. According to Falaki, Minuchihr II  had five
sons i  .
lili <ol j  j \  obto A
The Khaqan of religion, Minuchihr, whom it befits, by the favour of 
the sphere, to have the sitting-carpet (spread) above the sun, and 
to have the moon for a foot-carpet.
Thou hast five sons ; may they be fifty, and from each one of these 
may five hundred (grand)sons be born to thee.
Four of these—Akhsatan, Shah inshah, Faridun, and Farrukhzad— 
are known from numismatic evidence :
I
Alchsatan ihn Minuchihr 
Obv. Rev.
<a UL!
j l k J U l  4*11 
(sic) ^h«l 
< \il V I  <01 V
1 Diwdn-i-Falaki, couplets 866 and 897.
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I I
Shdhinshah ibn M inuchihr 
Obv. Rev.
MSI V I  M l V  M il
A\] I J yjMy  ( J y
(sic) a\ !1 y  ~vJI v^*?UI ^ 4 1 I
^ > -  
(sic) SINI
I I I
Jalalu’d-Dunya wa’d-Din Farlburz ibn Afridun ibn Minuchihr 
Obv. Rev.
<Ul V I  a II V  J j U I  ^ U i l
a\J| ( J y> -01 ^  «a)I 
(sic) a\|I j j j d l  c ^ ..J *  \ o>-
^ ^ j i l  ^ |  oU o lj^ 2- y *  y
IV
Garshasp ibn Farrukhzad ibn Minuchihr
Obv. Rev.
All! V I  All V  A \J|
A\jl ifyMij JJ&~ J A S "
(sic) 411 ^ - ^ U l  p )g .« l I d U i l
O r *  ^   ^ i f .  * 1 O'.
I
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In  the archaic genealogy of the Shirwanshahs, given by the Haft  
Iqlim  1 and Jahdn Am  2 (a general history), Farrukhzad is mentioned as 
the son and successor of Minuchihr I I  and called the father of Gushtasp, 
probably the Garshasp of the coins. Similarly, Prince D hukhratu’d-Dln 
Faridun, to  whom Falaki has addressed a poem 3 :
A aJL»> IaI>
4,-U T ol^ j l  <L^
is no doubt identical with the Afridun b. Minuchihr mentioned above as 
the father of the Shirwanshah Jalalu’d-Dunya wa’d-Din Farlburz.
The Reign o f Minuchihr I I
The reign of Minuchihr I I  may be divided into two periods : an earlier 
period, beginning with the death of Faridun I  in 514 a .h ., and term inating 
with the death of David the Restorer in 518 a .h ., when Shirwan was 
overrun by the Georgians and the Seljuqs, and the Shirwanshah, not 
specifically mentioned by name, temporarily imprisoned ; and a later 
period (518-44 a .h . ) ,  when Shirwan had recovered its semi-independence, 
or had even become hostile and aggressive. The authorities for the former 
period are the Georgian and Armenian Chronicles, supplemented by 
al-Bundari and Ibnu ’l-A th lr ; the authorities for the la tter period are 
the two poets of Shirwan, Khaqani. and Falaki.
The Early Years o f M inuchihr’s Reign
“ In  the year 1123 a .d . =  517 a .h . ,”  says the Georgian Chronicle,
“ Sultan M ahm ud4 entered Shirwan, seized the Shirwanshah and the 
town of ShamakhI, and sent an insulting le tter demanding tribute from
1 Br. Mus. MS. Or. 203, f. 3906 :
d U U  - ill* !  j l  y *  _} - i j  a A j  ^ > -  ^ f  *4ju
2 Br. Mus. MS. Or. 141, f. 151a :
J j i  ^ s ^ j L a  j l j  ^  j  I <—  >-a  _}-Ai  J L .  L idS * *
y*Z.A jJj jl’Li J
3 Diwan-i-Falaki, couplets 1078-79.
4 i.e. Sultan Mahmud b. Muhammad, Seljuq of ‘Iraq, who ruled 511-25 a .h .
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King D avid.” David replied by entering Shirwan with 50,000 troops, 
and in an engagement “ 4,000 men, commanded by Aghsunthul, atabek 
of R an,” who was trying to  join his forces with the Sultan’s, were cut 
to pieces. Thereupon the Sultan fled in terror and David returned to 
Georgia.1
The Armenian Chronicle gives an  identical version, reducing the troops 
of “ Askhandiil, atabek of Rhan ” from 4,000 to 3,000.2 This Aghsunthul, 
or Askhandul, is no doubt a corruption of Aqsunqur, i.e. Aqsunqur-i- 
Ahmadill, ruler of Maraghah in 516 a .h . Subsequently, in 525 a .h ., 
Aqsunqur-i-Ahmadill became regent to Malik D a’ud b. Sultan Mahmud 
b. Muhammad b. Malikshah, and was finally slain by the Ism a’Ilis in 
H am adan in 527 a .h .3
The Muslim version of the campaign of 517 a .h ., as given by 
al-Bundari, differs only in  detail from the Christian Chronicles. Sultan 
Mahmud, a t the express invitation of the  Shirwan leaders, marched 
against the country and imprisoned the popular Shirwanshah, whereupon 
“ the infidels who lived on the frontiers became greedy and with a force 
of 30,000 horse encamped a t a distance of 2 farsangs from the Sultan’s 
army. B ut God came to the help of Islam by crushing the marauders . .  . 
Now when the Sultan saw the confusion of affairs he became incensed 
against the wazir Shamsu’l-Mulk, son of Nizam u’l-Mulk, and ordered him 
to  be pu t to  death. And this was towards the end of R abi‘ I, 517 a .h ., 
a t the gate of Baylaqan.” 4
In  contrast, however, to al-Bundari and the Christian Chronicles, 
i t  appears from Ibnu ’l-Athir th a t Sultan Mahmud, whose intervention 
had been sought by the people of Derbend against the inroads of the 
Georgians, found himself confronted a t ShamaMiI with a Georgian army, 
but a quarrel between the Georgians and their allies, the  Qipchaqs, in 
consequence of which the enemy dispersed like fugitives, “ released the 
Muslims from the obligation to fight.” Shortly after, the  Sultan left
1 M. Brosset, Histoire de la Georgie, pt. i, p. 368, St. Petersburg (1851).
2 Idem, Chronique Armenienne or Additions, p. 59.
3 Ibnu’l-Athir, K am ilu’t-Tawarilch, ed. C. J. Tomberg, vol. x, pp. 421, 471, 483, sub 
anno 516 a . h . ,  525 a . h . ,  and 527 a . h .
4 M. Th. Houtsma, Histoire des Seldjoucides de I'Iraq, Ar. text, pp. 140-41 :
^ jd i J  d U * jU | a i i  j  j l ^ V l  i
j*o>\ C JJ ....................................................................... cJjIar -0)1 j S J  J p
J \jy0 ^JLJL <1^  j  cdiilfdaJ J}k»-I ^Ua.U|
* »_>L 6 1 V “C— J j V l  j >-1 j
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Shirwan for Hamadan, where he arrived in the month of Jam adi I I  
(August, 1123 a .d . ) . 1
The disloyalty of the Qipchaqs, mentioned by Ibnu’l-Athir, is 
attested by a passage in the Georgian Chronicle, where David II , in 
mobilizing his forces, “ passes over the Qipchaqs in review.” 2 The 
evidence, therefore, seems to  favour the view th a t the defeat of 
Aqsunqur-i-Ahmadlll on the one hand, and the defection of the Qipchaqs 
on the other, deterred the belligerents from coming to a fight, and the 
general result was a devastation of the country described by al-Bundari 
as the “ takhrib of Shirwan ” .3
After the  campaign of 1123 a .d . =  517 a .h ., the Seljuq Sultan 
disappears from the scene, but David II, who had pursued an aggressive 
policy towards Shirwan during the reign of Faridun I, and had since then 
improved his position by the capture of Tiflis,4 returned to  Shirwan, 
“ seized the palace-fortressof Gulistan, and imposed a tax  on the district. ” 5 
This Gulistan, described by the Chronicles as “ the royal residence of the 
Shirwanshahs ” , m ust have been a place of importance, for I  have found 
it mentioned by Khaqani in an ode addressed to Akhsatan I .6
The following year, in March and August, 1124 a .d . = 5 1 8  a .h ., 
David I I  undertook his last campaigns against Shirwan : the first, directed 
against Shabaran ,7 was, as usual, a raid ; but the second, which led to the 
capture of ShamakhI and the surrounding d istric t,8 was an attem pt a t 
annexation. “ David I I ,” say the Georgian and Armenian Chronicles, 
“ left strong garrisons and soldiers of Hereth and of Cakheth in the towns
1 Ibnu’l-Athir, Kam ilu’t-TawariJch. ed. C. J. Tornberg, vol. x, p. 434, sub anno 
517 a . h .  :
1 1fi>-J J d lj | v-Jlr Ijjblsli J
j  J \  jiff jv* 2-U ^HaJLJI f l i l  J JkaJl dJ| j
* • tSi\r
2 M. Brosset, Histoire de la Georgie, pt. i, p. 368.
3 M. Th. Houtsma, Histoire des Seldjoucides de I’Iraq, Ar. text, p. 141.
4 In 515, 516, or 517 a . h . ,  according to al-Qalanisi, the Georgian Chronicle, and 
Ibnu’l-Athir respectively. See the History of Damascus, ed. H. F. Amedroz (1908), pp. 204- 
5 ; Histoire de la Georgie, ed. M. Brosset, p. 367 ; and the Kamilu’t-Tawankh, ed. C. J. 
Tornberg, sub anno 517 a . h .  See also an article by M. Defremery, Journal Asiatique, 
June, 1849.
5 M. Brosset, Histoire de la Georgie, pt. i, p. 368, and Chronique Armenienne, p. 59.
6 Kulliyat-i-Khaqani, Lucknow ed., p. 174 :
ojlT j** d* i^
^  y y
7 M. Brosset, Histoire de la Georgie, pt. i, p. 368.
8 Idem, p. 370 ; also Chronique Armenienne, p. 60.
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and citadels of Shirwan, and ordered his chief secretary, Bishop Simon of 
Bedia, to  supervise the adm inistration of the country . ” 1 The attem pt, 
however, was belated, for David died the following year (1 1 2 5  a .d .) 
and, thereafter, nothing is heard of Georgians in Shirwan until their 
reappearance in a different role c. 1 1 7 0 - 7 5  a .d . =  5 6 5 - 7 0  a .h .
The Later Years o f Minuchihr’s Reign
“ There are only two odes of K haqani in honour of Minuchihr,” 2 
says Khanikow, “ and in these two odes I have only been able to  find two 
historical references—firstly, th a t the prince suppressed a rising of the 
Qipchaqs (a Turkish tribe which occupied the northern part of Talish,
or perhaps of their compatriots settled in Georgia by David the
R esto rer); and secondly, th a t he reigned th irty  years.” 3 In  one of his 
odes Falaki refers to a victory of Minuchihr I I  against the infidels 4 
and this victory is no doubt the suppression of the Qipchaqs recorded by 
K h aq an i5 :
y  —SI ^
3 ^ ^  -n*
j ls U iii-  J ^
<3^. o f?
O1^  ^  ^
j  j  ° y - tM ^
The glory of the nation, and the crown of kings, Fakhru’d-Dln ; the
sphere of love, Minuchihr, whose manners are bright as Jupiter.
Considering the blood of the Qipchaqs spilt by him with his Indian 
damascened sword, flashing like Chinese silk,
Thou needst not be astonished if, by his creative force, the earth 
produced heads of Qipchaqs, in place of plants.
1 M. Brosset, Histoire de la Giorgie, p. 370.
2 This statement is incorrect; see supra, p. 13.
3 Melanges Asiatiques, iii, p. 117.
4 Diwan-i-Falaki, couplets 810-11.
j !  j  b h -  dr-L-3 J -3 j  I -f ar-l i j
J <1*- j \J *  \ j  d jL -  y j O >  £y \ £ J -
5 Kulliyat-i-Khaqani, Lucknow ed., p. 541; Br. Mus. MSS. Add. 25,018, f. 1156; 
Add. 25,808, f. 1116-112a, etc.
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I t  appears, however, from FalakI th a t Minuchihr I I  pu t down the 
turbulent Qipchaqs w ithout the aid of the Seljuq of ‘Iraq .1
There can be no doubt th a t Minuchihr I I  proved eventually to be 
a firm ruler, for, apart from maintaining order in his own realm, 
he is credited by Khaqani with the conquest of the neighbouring 
kingdom of Arran 2 :
ru
\j I oz j  j  \ j  L^_> j l  J\ ^ 3  j !
,j 9j  Ij  j  ^
Is it the cup (of Jamshid), or Arion, or the hand of Moses ? Or is it 
the sword of [A]bu’l-Hayja unsheathed by him in the centre of 
the battle ?
By his conquest of Arran he made his name illustrious in the world, and 
he fixed another time for the conquest of ‘Iraq and Syria.
Minuchihr’s political relations with King Dimitri of Georgia
(1 1 2 5 -5 4  a .d .) are uncertain. In  533  a .h . Derbend was raided b y  
Dimitri, who carried away as trophies the famous gates of Derbend 3 :
1 Dlwan-i-Falaki, couplet 714:
oX«l j '  1^1slL-» j  ^  3 { j ^  3^
2 Kulliudt-i-Khaadni. Lucknow ed., pp. 411-12 ; India Office MSS. No. 1767, f. 164a; 
No. 1264, f. 1046 ; No. 589, f. 58a ; Br. Mus. MSS. Add. 25,018, f. 184a-6 ; and Add. 7726, 
f. 746-75a. The Br. Mua. MSS. Add. 16,773, f. 896, and Add. 25,808, f. 93a, have ^ \y \
in place of ^1 j l .
Khanikow (Melanges Asiatiques, iii, p. 118 and p. 134) ascribes this ode to A kh satan, 
but Abu'l-Hayja was the title of Minuchihr II and not of A kh satan I.
Khaqani also says, Lucknow ed., p. 548 ; Br. Mus. MS. Add. 25,808, f. 215a (in 
the elegy on Minuchihr I I ) :
^  ^   ^ 3 ^  3 J & j* ’ ^
Where is the tribute he imposed on Ray and brought from ‘Iraq ? Where is the
defeat on the Ghuzz troops he inflicted in Khurasan ?
As Ibnu’l-Athir records several invasions of the Ghuzz in Khurasan it is not possible 
to refer Khaqanl’s allusion to a particular date. The Ghuzz campaign of Minuchihr II is 
a poetic exaggeration.
3 Wakhoucht and Brosset claim to have seen these gates in the church at Gelath. 
According to Wakhoucht (Description Geographique de la Georgie, p. 359, St. Petersburg, 
1842), " the doors were brought from Derbend by David the Restorer,” but M. Brosset 
states in the Histoire de la Georgie, note, p. 369 : *' A Georgian inscription which I have 
collected at Gelath tells us that King Dimitri brought away the gates in the 13th year of 
his reign.”
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there is no evidence, however, th a t a t th a t time Derbend belonged to
caused by the bursting of the Baqilani dam, probably in 532 a . h .  Says 
Khaqani in an ode hitherto unnoticed 2 :
Regard his name, like the Divine Name, to be the crown of names, 
because the curve of the mim  [  ^] of Minuchihr is the collar of the 
Holy Ones.
I t was in the king’s decrees (of judicial astrology) that, after two and 
thirty  years, damage would be caused by wind and water in our 
land.
1 Diwan-i-Falaki, couplet 655:
^ b '  j  <-L/r iS J ,  j l  *y. yj> j r  j  j y ~
2 Kulliyat-i-Khaqani, Lucknow ed., pp. 63-65; also Br. Mus. MSS. Add. 25,808, 
f. 117a-6; Add. 25,018, f. 116, etc. Khaqani refers to the dam in another ode (also 
unnoticed), Lucknow ed., pp. 743-44.
Minuchihr II. FalakI contrasts the prosperity of Shirwan with the chaos 
formerly prevalent,1 alluding probably to the Georgian raids of
517-18 a . h .
Amongst the other minutice of Minuchihr’s reign is the inundation
J/,  ^ •
-CiU
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The king bound the hands of the water and broke the legs of the wind, 
so that neither water nor wind might cause destruction.
And since, like the bees, the king himself was the engineer of this 
structure, the water, like the honeycomb of bees, became honey in 
purity.
The king carried the dam to (where) Qarun (is buried, i.e. to the bowels 
of the earth) ,1 and unlocked the treasures of Qarun : he gave every 
labourer treasures for his pains.
The angels shouted: Behold, on the earth, the king has bound the 
BAND-I-BAQILANI like a girdle.
The words J U  j  ^  either represent the thirty-second year of 
Minuchihr’s reign or are an abbreviation of j  ^  j  just as
we might say ’28 for 1928. Now the entire length of Minuchihr’s reign, 
according to  Khaqani himself, was th irty  years ; consequently, adopting 
the second alternative, the inundation occurred in 532 a . h .  Unfortunately, 
I  have not been able to identify Baqilan, but as canals were cut from the 
River K ur to irrigate the Gushtasfi district,2 the Baqilani dam m ust 
have been situated on the River Kur. Further, it appears from Falaki 
th a t the Baqilani dam was rebuilt by Minuchihr II, not a t its original 
site, but, elsewhere, up the river, probably to  prevent a recurrence of the 
flood by the accumulation of a large head of water 3 :
A A £  «a_a
j j \  ( j l  x S '  j  'Alls I i JfS f
j j l  ,jLaA> x S ^  (JLaA) (jlc— 5^ J
< 3 ^ ^ .  j  J  
j j \  j )  -A—A ( j l—[J* J
^ J,_A J  4 _ d >  1 aL _A
j j \  J
1 See Qur'an, xxviii, 81 : We made the earth swallow him (Qarun) and his abode.
2 Histoire du Sultan Djelal Ed-Din Mankobirti, ed. 0 . Houdas, p. 174, Paris (1891); 
Nuzhatu’l-Qulub, ed. le Strange, p. 92.
3 Diwan-i-Falaki, couplets 498-500 and 504.
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It was BAQILANI and now became NAQILANl for the king shifted 
it, so that heaven might eliminate its defect.
The BAQILANI dam became NAQILANl when the king shifted 
i t : it had occasioned loss exactly like the sky .1
The king bound the dam of the flood and removed LAN from 
BAQILANI: the dam alone remained (lit. BAND BAQI
remained) and the flood disappeared.
The king [AJbu’l-Hayja Minuchihr by whom has been revived in the 
world the government of Kay Khusraw and the justice of 
Nushlrwan.
Originally BAQILANI, the dam  became NAQILANl by bursting 
its bounds and having its site shifted upwards, for if the position of the 
first dot in BAQILANI be shifted upwards, the word is converted
removed from BAND-I-BAQILANI, the result is J jL  A_L>
BAND BAQI—
The Court o f Minuchihr I I
There remains now the royal court. Jam alu’d-Dln Abu’l-Nasr Malik 
Mis‘ar b. ‘AbduTlah was the Prime Minister, for Falaki calls him  
Sayyidu’l-Wuzara 2 :
When I behold the beauty of my lord, Jamalu’d-Dln, speech of every 
kind is arrested.
The support of the government, Abu’l-Nasr Sayyidu’l-Wuzara ; the 
administrator of the realm, Malik Mis‘ar b. ‘AbduTlah.
Because of him the religion of the Prophet remains in order ; because 
of him is the honour of the kingdom of the Shirwanshah.
1 In Persian literature the sky is the source of all trouble.
2 Diwan-i-Falaki, couplets 526-27 and 530.
from BAQILANI to  J 'A J i i  NAQILANl. Moreover, if jV  LAN be
J l  • v
—expressed by Falaki as a m athem atical equation :
^  I I) S ^  Aj L* <( I) Aii »
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Another of Minuchihr’s ministers was Amlnu’d-Dln Muhammad b. 
‘Abdu’l-Jalll-i-AhrasI, described as a man of piety and a patron of 
“ philosophers, physicians, astrologers, poets, and traditionists ” 1 :
jyyj^ *y \ * y iK~^ y*~S'y ci j
Thou needst not fear the oppression of the times if thy protector should 
be my lord, the minister.
Born of the noblest stock of Shirwan, the select and great Amlnu’d- 
Din Muhammad b. ‘Abdu’l-Jalil-i-AhrasT.
Further, there was the literary circle composed of Abu’l-‘Ala, Khaqani. 
and Falakl. Dawlatshah adds the names of Nizami of Gan j ah, Sayyid-i- 
D hu’lfiqar, and Shahfur,2 whilst TaqI Awhadi furnishes the names 
of Mujlru’d-Dln-i-Baylaqanl and Tzzu’d-Dln-i-Shirwanl.3 Nizami 
dedicated his Layla wa May nun  to  Akhsatan I ; the other poets 
mentioned by Dawlatshah and TaqI AwhadI were not even remotely 
connected with the court of Shirwan.4
Abu’l-‘Ala was the poet laureate and premier courtier of the king 5 : 
his two lieutenants were Khaqani (who derived his taJchallus from the  
royal title  “ Khaqan ” ) and Falakl. Learning, however, was not 
always patronized a t Shirwan : Falakl was imprisoned by Minuchihr I I  
and Khaqani by Akhsatan I, whilst Abu’l-‘Ala himself acknowledges th a t
1 Diwan-i-Falaki, couplets 728-29. 2 Browne’s ed., p. 71.
3 India Office MS. No. 3654, f. 8576. This tadhkirah of Taqi Awhadi is in the register of 
uncatalogued MSS.
4 With the exception of Tzzu’d-Dm-i-Shirwani, these poets are known by their diwans. 
Taqi Awhadi (India Office MS. No. 3654, f. 858a) cites a qasidah of Tzzu’d-Din-i-Shirwani 
with the following couplets :
j \Ju* 4lly j  )\ cJJh* I J
1_J I J LI I
Tzzu’d-Din-i-Shirwani belonged probably to the court of Atsiz Khwarazmshah. 
for Abu’l-Muzaffar ‘Alau’d-Dawlat wa’d-Din were the titles of Atsiz. Cf. Diioan-i- 
Rashldu’d-Din-i-Watwat (Br. Mus. MS. Add. 16,791, f. 52a) :
j  o oU- jJ.1 CiU* j^l y  J (_$(_$ yL-
jL A  C*-*") 1 j  \j  ^ J  fl
The coins of Fariburz III b. Garshasp bear the titles “ Abu’l-Muzaffar 'Alau’d-Zhmyd 
(not Dawlat) wa’d-Din.
5 Infra, p. 95.
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“ people are desirous of wading in his blood Could Abu’l-‘Ala’s diwan 
be discovered it would no doubt be found to  contain, like the diwdns of 
Khaqani and Falakl, some habsiyat or prison-poems.
A k h s a t a n  I
In different MSS. of Khaqani and Nizami, whose Layla wa M ajnun  
is dedicated to Akhsatan I, the  word Akhsatan is spelt as 
“ AKHTSAN ”, or “ A K H TSH A N ” , or “ AKHSTAN ” ;
accordingly the reading of D orn ,1 Khanikow ,2 and Zam bour3 is 
A khistan; of Salemann 4 and Pakhomow , 5 Akhsitan ; of R ie u 6 and H u art ,7 
A khsatan; of Prof. Browne,8 Akhtisan ; and of E th e ,9 Akhsatan, 
Akhtasan, or Akhtashan. The confusion, however, can be eliminated by 
determining (i) the spelling of the word and (ii) its pronunciation.
One of the three variants found in  Persian MSS. is 
“ AK H STAN ” , and as this spelling is supported by numismatic and 
epigraphic evidence given below it m ust obviously be correct. 
Consequently the reading, Akhtashan. of E the and Akhtisan of 
Prof. Browne is inadmissible.
Now, as shown by Salemann ,10 the measure of the word AK H STAN 
in the poems of K haqani is | — ^  — | 11 ; consequently, the reading 
Akhistan, of Dorn, Khanikow. and Zambour, cannot be accepted, for the
measure of AKHISTAN is | ^ -------1 Further, as the reading of the name
in the Georgian Chronicle is.Aghsarthan , 12 the correct pronunciation of 
AKHSTAN must be j f c l o J  “AKHSATAN
1 B. Dorn, Beitrage zur Geschichte der Kaukasischen Lander und Volker, aus Morgen- 
landischen Quellen. I. Versuch einer Geschichte der Schirwanschahe, p. 551, St. Petersburg 
(1841).
2 Melanges Asiatiques, iii, p. 119.
3 E. de Zambour, Manuel de Genealogie et de Chronologic, p. 182, Hanover (1927).
4 C. Salemann, Chetrerostishia Khakani. p. 12, St. Petersburg (1875).
6 E. A. Pakhomow. Kratkiy kurs istorii Azerbaidzana s priloz. ekskursa po istorii 
shirwanshakhov. p. 34, Baku (1923).
6 C. Rieu, Catalogue of Persian MSS. in  the British Museum, p. 559, col. 1.
7 Cl. Huart, article on Khakani. Encyclopaedia of Islam.
8 E. G. Browne, Lit. Hist, of Persia, vol. ii, p. 394.
9 H. Ethe, Catalogue of Persian MSS. in  the India Office, Index.
10 C. Salemann, Chetrerostishia Khakani, n. 2, p. 12, St. Petersburg (1875).
11 Infra, p. 29, n. 1.
12 M. Brosset, Histoire de la Georgie, p. 397.
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The Titles o f Akhsatan I
“ Akhsatan, whose laqab was Abu Ishaq Ibrahim ,” says Khanikow, 
“ and whose titles were Jalalu’d-Dln, Nasiru’d-Dln, and Fakhru’d-Dln, 
was born in the same year as Khaqani. namely 500 a . h . ”  1 In  revising
Nasiru’d-Dln, by which name, in an elegy on his death, he is called by 
Khaqani. Khanikow also mentions the titles Fakhru’d-Dln and Abu 
Ishaq Ibrahim , but whence he got the first is unknown to  me, and the 
second has arisen from a misunderstanding : the poet simply compares 
the Shirwanshah with the prophet Abraham father of Isaac .” 2 The 
laqab Fakhru’d-Dln belongs to Minuchihr II, bu t has inaccurately found 
its way in the explanatory titles of some of K haqani’s odes addressed to  
Akhsatan. Similarly, the following tarjV-band addressed to  Nasiru’d-Dln 
Abu Ishaq Ibrahim is the supposed elegy on Akhsatan 3 :
The Emperor to whose measure fits the cuirass of the Religious Law ; 
the potentate for whose feet the floor of heaven serves as a carpet.
The Imam of the Religious Law, the Sultan of the Path (of Mysticism), 
Nasiru’d-Dln, before whose standards the umbrellas of the infidels 
are overthrown.
Abu Ishaq Ibrahim, in whose purse of gifts, the heavens and the seven 
bodies (planets) have not the value of an atom.
By misunderstanding the words oLiJ—fL “ Emperor of the
Religious L aw ” and jLLA- “ Sultan of the P ath  of Mysticism ” ,
1 Melanges Asiatiques, iii, p. 117.
2 E. A. Pakhomow, Krathiy kurs istorii Azerbaidzana s priloz. ekskursa po istorii 
shirwanshakhov, p. 37, Baku, 1923.
3 Kullim t-i- Khaqani, Lucknow ed., pp. 171-72. The elegy comprises pp. 169-73.
this statem ent Pakhomow writes : “ The laqab of Akhsatan was probably
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Khanikow concluded th a t the elegy is addressed to Akhsatan, and inferred, 
in consequence, th a t Khaqani survived Akhsatan. This inference has been 
accepted by R ieu ,1 Prof. Browne,2 and Paldiomow, but I  have found 
no reference in the KulUyat-i-K hag dm  to  the death of Akhsatan. 
On the other hand, I  have found th a t the  theologian Nasiru’d-Din 
Abu Ishaq Ibrahim  of Shamakhi was a great friend of Khaqani’s. 
for there are two panegyrics in his honour 3 :
L-*-*-4 1 y  y\ 2 y ^  £ *A)I  ^ fU
^ A. .> I ,-y. jy  i A o is-* * ^ l \  i^ ~A—4
The Imam of the people, Nasiru’d-Din, whom I regard indispensable 
for the religious office of the Imdmat.
Ibrahim is his pleasant name, and when I recite his praise I recall the 
virtues of none save Ibrahim b. Adham . 4
o -j Cy ^  JisW-
•A 3fc- |  y  pU  J  y>\*a
 ^ 11  ^ 4 ■' * 1 t \ d*5
The guardian of the standards of the Religious Law, the defender of 
the religion (Nasir-i-Din) of the P rophet; by the aid of his learning 
is won the victory of “ the party of Allah ” . 5
The pontiff with the name of Ibrahim ; the philanthropist with the 
glory of Solomon ; the minister with the eloquence of Moses; 
the nobleman with the generosity of Muhammad.
Were the qiblas to become two there would be no wonder, for he has 
laid in Shamakhi the foundation of a second Ka£ba.
Proceeding now to  the actual titles of Akhsatan, the requisite informa­
tion is contained in six couplets of the Layla wa M ajnun  of Nizami, 
where Akhsatan appears as Jalalu’d-Dawlat wa’d-Din Abu’l-Muzaffar
1 C. Rieu, Persian Catalogue, p. 559, col. 1.
2 E. G. Browne, A Literary History of Persia, vol. ii, p. 398 (1906).
3 Kulliyat-i- Khaqani, Lucknow ed., pp. 278-80 and 485-91. The extracts cited occur 
on p. 279 and pp. 487-90.
4 A celebrated mystic who died c. 777 a .d .
5 See Qur’an, v, 56.
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Maliku’l-Mu'azzam Akhsatan b. Minuchihr, Shirwan shah, Khaqan-i- 
Kabir or Akbar 1 :
d j J U l  d U . '
0*-*5 y  ^  —f*" —*—~ j  p**?" ^
J  J — -i*—f "  vAl— L« oA JL o j  I 0 _ _^_ 5 d i — «  »
A_>.L->- ^yl_JLi 1 ---\\y ^  A
^ —4 ;?lj*» fL r -f—*.
The Coins o f Akhsatan I  
The coins of Akhsatan I belong to four different sets, as follows :
A
Obv. Rev.
■A^>r.i.' J .1 lAUil
<d!L_> ^Lk*il
(SIC) *"l y> <J^ —”'—»~^ -l
-O il V I  All V
B
Obv. Rev.
^ALJil viUil
(sic) I f i l l  ^LiAl
(sic) I j l —LA-JI y* ——»-l
1 Br. Mus. MS. Add. 7729, f. 88a. For the title " Khaqan-i-Kabir ” see Kulliyat-i- 
Khaqani, Lucknow ed., p. 119 :
«L- jJ  J- 1 jl <£i))j±
'r*J" i  j r 1 oA ^lkh- )s~=- j-r r ^  i  f^*"'
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c
Obv. Rev.
4 !!  4 1 !
11^ .
(s ic ) 411 ^ .* 4 !   *_!! ^ 4 !  4 4 i !
^iic-1 L^_laA**J) y*~* dy < »><■*>-!
0 L^lL>
D
Obv. Rev.
4 1 !  V !  4 !  V  4 1 !
(sic) jjjijJI J^^LI \
o ~ * j ^  ^  Cf.
As tLe caliph al-Mustanjid ruled from 555-66 a . h . ,  and Arslan Shah 
(the Asia Shah of the coins) b. Tughril I I  from 556-73 a . h . ,  the coins 
of set A were minted between 556-66 a . h .  Secondly, as the caliph 
al-Mustadl ruled from 566-75 a . h . ,  and Sultan Tughril I I I  b. Arslan 
Shah from 573-90 a . h . ,  the coins of set B were m inted between 
573-75 a . h .  Thirdly, as the  caliph al-Nasir li-Dlni’llah ruled from 575- 
622 a . h . ,  and Sultan Tughril I I I  b. Arslan Shah from 573-90 a . h . ,  the 
coins of set C were m inted between 575-90 a . h .  Fourthly, as Sultan 
Tughril III  died in 590 a . h . ,  and as after him the Seljuqs of ‘Iraq were 
displaced by the  Shahs of Khwarazm, the coins of set D, which contain 
the  name of the  caliph al-Nasir li-Dini’llah, but do not contain the name 
of Sultan Tughril, must have been minted after 590 a . h .  Finally, as 
Minuchihr I I  died about 544 a . h . ,  and as coins of set A only commence 
from 556 a . h . ,  a fifth set of coins, w ith  the name of the caliph al-MuqtafI, 
still remain to  be discovered. I t  is noteworthy th a t the coins of set D
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have the title “ Shirwanshah ” inserted for the first time, and th a t, whilst 
the coins of Akhsatan’s predecessors bear the title “ al-Malik ” , those of 
Akhsatan bear the title “ al-Maliku’l-Mu‘azzam
The Duration of Akhsatan’s Reign
Like his father, Aldisatan I  enjoyed a long reign. He was living in 
583 a.h., as is shown by the following inscription, discovered by 
Khanikow 1 in the village of Buzawnan in the peninsula of Baku :
• « • • •  ^ ..■> • • •
j  J  A—-  (sic)
“ . . . world, king of Islam, Shirwanshah, Akhsatan ibn
Minuchihr . . .  in the year 583 a.h .”
He was also living in 584 a.h., for the Layla wa M ajnun  was dedicated 
by Nizami to  Aldisatan I in 584 a .h .2 :
I > Aju j W t  J  *y>- I £  (jl—+c- j£j4~
The obvious date he had before him was 584 a.h.
In  600 a.h ., however, Farrukhzad b. Minuchihr II  was the ruling
sovereign, as is proved by the following inscription discovered by
Khanikow in the village of Mardakan in the peninsula of Baku 3 :
J^V J', j J U l  v iL H l  fL_> I j  (sic)______ I_L__>
-dl  J  1  ^ -> All . . . .  J y * 3-__*—4  ^ __fidall -Vj y  ll
^VV— V—w ily
 ^ J  ^  J-Ul . . . .  — 9 j — 4  ^ —*my —4l ^
oL* .si .5^41 a  |^ l**> al*« oAo l> aUI l^.sl ^  . . . . l T L 5 ^
“ This fortress was ordered to be built in the time of the great king,
. . . the victorious Fakhru’d-Dunya wa’d-Din [FarruWizjad 4 b. 
Minuchihr, helper of the Commander of the Faithful, by Garshasp,
1 Melanges Asiatiques, iii, p. 119. 2 Br. Mus. MS. Add. 7729, f. 88a.
8 Melanges Asiatiques, iii, p. 119.
4 The missing letters have been inserted on the basis of numismatic evidence.
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possessor of troops, commander-in-chief, the most glorious person of 
the world, the aided, the plentifully equipped . . . for state and 
religion . . . Ishaq, son of Kaka, may God give him His help for ever, 
in the month of Amurdad, year 600 [ a . h . ] . ” 1
Therefore, Aldisatan I  died between 584 and 600 a . h .  This interval, 
however, can be shortened—partly  because some of Akhsatan’s coins 
(set D) seem to have been minted after 590 a . h . ,  and partly  because 
Akhsatan survived Khaqani, in whose diwdn there is no reference to the 
death of Aldisatan.
The problem, therefore, is to determine the date of K haqani’s death. 
In the KulUydt-i-Khdqdnl there are four odes 2 in  honour of Qizil-Arslan 
b. Ildigiz, who reigned 581-87 a . h .  Further, as has been noticed by 
Rieu, Khwand Amir states in his Habibu’s-Siyar ,3 composed in 930 a . h . ,  
th a t “ after the capture of Isfahan in 590 a . h . 4 Khaqani addressed an 
ode to Sultan Takish Khwarazmshah with the two opening couplets :
£*> 4j>-j y* 5 I b
Rejoice, for the Khwarazmshah has captured Isfahan ; he has seized 
the two Traqs even as he seized Khurasan.
The knob of his umbrella has flung open the fortress of heaven ; and 
the hilt of his scimitar has captured the land of Solomon.”
This ode is not to be found in the  Lucknow edition or in  the British 
Museum and India Office MSS. of K h aq an i; it  is also not to  be found in 
th ediwdns of poets contemporary w ith Sultan Takish . 5 To whom, then,
1 The date must be 600 a . h . ,  because 600 a . j .  is obviously impossible, and 600 a . y .  
equals 628 a . h .  N o w  the Shirwanshah. from at least 622 a . h .  to 640 a . h . ,  was Fariburz 
III ,  contemporary on his coins with al-Na§ir (575-622 a . h . ) ,  al-Mustansir (623-40 a . h . ) ,  and 
al-Musta‘?im (640-56 a . h . ) .
2 Lucknow ed., pp. 141-52 ; 368-74; 425-31 ; and 498-507. In these odes the 
name Qizil-Arslan occurs on pp. 151, 371, 428, and 503.
3 Br. Mus. MS. Add. 27,237, f. 495a. 4 The date should be 592 a . h .
8 Tukush, according to Rieu, and Takash, according to Barthold, but the form is 
fixed by the following qasidah in the Diwan-i-Kamalu’d-Din Ism a'il of Isfahan 
(Br. Mus. MS. Or. 473, f. 116-12a) where the terminal words are manish, rawish, damish, 
parwarish, . . . Takish, e tc .: [— >—- --------| — — ----------| —  | — —' —]
S j  u->aU'* <£' j -3 ) j -5 j  ^  ca\j j  <^ 1
a 4i L** Jyl* <oLl_j| ^  tdj I I— I i IJ >djL_J L
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does the ode belong ? Says the historian ‘Ata Malik-i-Juwayni in his 
History of the Khwarazmshahs. composed in 657 a . h . 1 :
■ \ _ -i - .1 • i \ i ■: . . ‘ . - . ~.*i ft.
In the year 592 a . h .  Sultan Takish proceeded to ‘Iraq . . .  and thence 
to Isfahan ; and Khaqani composed the following fragment.2
Khaqani was, therefore, alive till 592 a . h . ,  and consequently 
Aldisatan, who survived Khaqani. died between 593 and 600 a . h .
The wife of Aldisatan was his cousin, the princess, ‘Ism atu’d-Din 
Safwatu’d-Din Safwatu’l-Islam 3 :
the kingdom of her ancestors.
I have seen the gem from the mine of Faridun the martyr, adorning the 
crown of Darius.
1 Tarikh-i-Jahdn-gusha, vol. ii, pp. 38-39, ed. Mirza Muhammad (1916).
2 Khaqani has an ode on 'Alau’d-Duwal Khwarazmshah (Lucknow ed., pp. 507-12), 
written in Khaqani’s 24th year, and, therefore, about 524 a . h .  (for Khaqani was born 
c. 500 a . h . ) .  As Atsiz Khwarazmshah ruled from 521-51 a . h . ,  and as Rashidu'd-Din-i- 
Watwat (Diwdn, Br. Mus. MS. Add. 16,791, f. 52a) calls Atsiz " 'Alau’d-Dawlat wa’d- 
Din ”, the * Alau’d-Duwal of Khaqani must be Atsiz. Elsewhere (Lucknow ed., pp. 747-48), 
the identity of the Khwarazmshah is not revealed.
3 Kulliyat-i- Khaqani. Lucknow ed., pp. 238-40; also Br. Mus. MSS. Add. 25,808, f . 
1326; Add. 25,018, f. 1306, etc.
Akhsatan’s Marriage and Children
1 'SjjUa  d/ ■A—JI
I have seen the fruit of the branch of King Fariburz in the garden of
D
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I have seen Tsmatu’d-Dln Safwatu’l-Islam as the glory of religion and 
the world.
The Queen is a stream, and Akhsatan a tree ; I have seen them together 
like Sa‘d and Asma.1
“ From  these lines,” says Pakhomow, “ Khanikow concluded th a t 
Queen Tsm atu’d-Dln was the daughter of Fariburz and the grandchild 
of Faridun I, but such can hardly be the case ; the poet simply refers to 
the royal origin of his patroness and names two of her ancestors. I  believe 
th a t Malik Fariburz was Fariburz I, the founder of the dynasty, and 
Faridun was perhaps the son of this Fariburz.” 2 The mention of 
Faridun “ the m artyr ” proves beyond doubt th a t the Faridun intended 
is Faridun I, grandfather of Aldisatan I, who, according to  the Georgian 
Chronicle, was killed in 514 a . h .  in a campaign against Derbend .3 Now, 
Tsm atu’d-Dln cannot be the daughter of th is Faridun I, because then, 
being the aunt of Aldisatan I, she could not have married him. 
Consequently, Tsm atu’d-Dln was the grandchild of Faridun I, and as 
there is independent evidence to  show th a t Fariburz I was the father 
of Faridun I , 4 Pakhomow’s conjecture would appear to  be more reliable 
than  the conclusion of Khanikow. If so, who was the father of Tsm atu’d- 
Dln and why has his name been withheld? 5 Can it be th a t Tsm atu’d-Dln 
was the grandchild of Faridun I, not because her father was the son but 
because her mother was the daughter of Faridun I  ? At any rate, 
Khaqani does mention th a t Faridun I had a daughter who performed 
the pilgrimage to Mecca.6
1 Ohiyathu’l-Lughat explains Sa'd and Asma as the proper names of a lover and beloved 
respectively.
* E. A. Pakhomow, Kratkiy kurs istorii Azerbaidzana s priloz. ekskursa po istorii 
shirwanshakhov, p. 31, Baku (1923).
3 Supra, pp. 7-8.
4 Supra, pp. 6-7.
6 The expression— <-lJU j  j?  j> I y *  —merely shows that T§matu’d-DIn was a
descendant of King Fariburz. Khaqani mentions the name of Fariburz in three other 
places, without giving any genealogical clue. Firstly, in an ode addressed to ‘Ifjmatu’d- 
Din when she was about to give birth to a child (Lucknow ed., p. 248) :
Secondly, in congratulating T§matu’d-Din on the birth of a son, afterwards named 
Fariburz (Lucknow ed., p. 656) :
■Dj' J *  s h  -DJ*1 'r'J* , 0 ^-
Thirdly, in a New Year’s ode addressed to Akhsatan I (Lucknow ed., p. 365):
oiLallAii J  j  jy  j\ j [v. \
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By his marriage with ‘Ism atu’d-Din, Akhsatan had a son, Fariburz, 
and a daughter, Iii I k : the former died young, and the la tter, in her 
infancy .1 According to Nizami, the heir-apparent in 584 a . h .  was 
Minuchihr b. Aldisatan,2 but this prince did not succeed to  the throne 
of Shirwan, as will be seen hereafter.
The Reign o f Akhsatan I
The political relations of Aldisatan with the Muslim Atabeks of 
Adharbayjan are unknown. According to the Rawdatu’s-S a fd 3 and 
the Ahsanu’t-Tawdrikh,4 Ildigiz 5 captured the whole of Shirwan including 
Baku. This story is based, probably, on the defeat inflicted by Ildigiz 
on Giorgi I II , son of Dimitri I  and grandson of David II , in 558 a . h .  
The Georgian campaigns of Ildigiz during 558-71 a . h .  are fully 
described in The History of Damascus, ed. H. F. Amedroz, but there is 
no evidence th a t Ildigiz ever marched against Aldisatan I  or seized his 
territory.
Similarly, the capture of Shamakhi attributed by Khanikow to Qizil- 
Arslan b. Ildigiz 6 is an unfortunate error due to  a misinterpretation of 
Khaqani. For, firstly, the couplet
1 Kulliyat-i- Khaqani. Lucknow ed., pp. 553 and 557 ; Br. Mus. MS. Add. 25,808, 
f. 2166 and 218a :
j- iAj j f  j| ,3 j j  cJl>- cL>jL£«l (jLj y k f f
y  >  J
2 Layla wa Majnun in the Khamsah of Nizami, Br. Mus. MS. Add. 7729, f. 886 :
■A -f-e JV-A _) I j  fA  - y i
J— t—^ y *  O  J^A y  j  I? lA >  y  _} y>
 — 5 ■ ...  , 1 (—-1— 1 A p . a . 3 l j  d l j —J ' j l  [ C I
* Tihran ed., vol. iv, p. 512 :
<_J-C I j J  j l  —  . ilL — j*  ^ j t  I  Ij j f l d  I J
4 Br. Mus. MS. Or. 1649, f. 1676 : J j j l  j j  jJ  Ij ^  j  4acilTj5oJLl
5 According to Lane-Poole, Muhammadan Dynasties, p. 171, Ildigiz ruled 531-68 a . h . ,
but Fariqi mentions a successful raid on Georgian territory by Ildigiz in 571 a . h .  See
History of Damascus, p. 48 and Ar. text, pp. 364-65 (1908).
8 " Akhsatan made Baku his capital and proceeded to adorn it, while Shamakhi, 
the capital of Shirwan in the strict sense of the word, was in the possession of the Atabeks 
of Adharbayjan, and Qizil-Arslan b. Ildigiz, being at war with the Seljuqs and fearing to 
remain in Nakhchjwan (where it was easier for the Seljuqs to reach him), had retired to 
Shamakhi.** Melanges Asiatiques, iii, p. 117.
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-Xj' C (J ^  —■«*> Ja_J ijyL.—> »j>- ^  y&£> ^iCLi*—
By the sweetness of his grace and the goodness of his character, 
Shamakhi resembles Isfahan.
is not in honour of Qizil-Arslan bu t of Malik Sayfu’d-Dln GhazI, Atabek 
of Mosul,1 and, secondly, it is doubtful whether the couplet is in honour 
even of the Atabek of Mosul. There are two odes of Khaqani. one, 
addressed to Aldisatan, beginning :------ -------| ^ -------------   ]
The other, addressed to  Sayfu’d-Dln GhazI, beginning:  1
A j O   ^ 1 &  « A > ^ — •+»
Now as both odes have the same rhyme and metre, the verses of the 
two have become intermixed, rendering it  impossible to determine whether 
the Shamakhi couplet is addressed to  Akhsatan I  or to  Sayfu’d-Dln 
GhazI. For example, in the Lucknow edition, pp. 385-86, Paris MS. 
Suppl. Persan 1816, f. 8 8 b, Br. Mus. MS. Add. 7726, f. 109a, and India 
Office MSS. No. 1264, f. 158a, No. 589, f. 175a, No. 2650, f. 216a, the 
Shamakhi couplet is addressed to  Sayfu’d-Dln GhazI. In  the Br. Mus. 
MSS. Add. 25,808, Add. 16,773, and the India Office MS. No. 1767, the 
Shamakhi couplet is wanting 2 ; whilst in  the Br. Mus. MS. Add. 25,018,
f. 70b, th e  Shamaldil couplet is addressed to  Akhsatan I .3 Moreover, in
the copies where the Shamakhi couplet is addressed to  Sayfu’d-Dln 
GhazI there are other couplets containing the words “ Khaq an-i-Akbar ” 
and “ Malik Bu’l-Muzaffar ”—the titles of Aldisatan I .4 The confusion
1 Khaqani:
&  <-4.11 jj^oixs j b
uj Li ^1^1 i l j j cA* h  & l$3^ v_i— <-4L»
There are two Atabeks of Mogul of this name—Sayfu’d-Dln GhazI I (541-44 a . h . )  
and Sayfu’d-Dln GhazI II (565-76 a . h . ) .  The Sayfu'd-Dln concerned should he 
Sayfu’d-Dln II.
* It should have been on folios 846, 816, and 249a respectively.
® Jb l«J t— W ^
jij Li  ^L- j- L> L-* jjI-aJL- ^L. j  Lai JkLlj Tj
4 Lucknow ed., p. 385 and p. 387 ; Br. Mus. MS. Add. 7726, f. 109a and 1096 ; India 
Office MS. No. 1264, f. 158a and f. 1586, etc.
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increases w ith the collation, and I  have no doubt th a t the Shamakhi 
couplet is in honour of Aldisatan I.
And so, by elimination, the solitary event of Akhsatan’s reign seems 
to  have been the invasion of the Brodniki or Russian freebooters of the 
Volga, who, with a fleet of seventy-two or seventy-three sail, cast anchor 
a t the island of Ruinas (Sari), pushed up the Kur, and reached Lambaran, 
7J miles from the K ur on the direct route from Shamaldil to  Shusha. 
Meanwhile, the  Khazars. either on their own initiative or as allies of the 
Brodniki, occupied Derbend, and advancing tw enty leagues south of 
the town, seized the citadel of Shabaran. In  his distress Aldisatan sought 
the help of Giorgi I I I : the Brodniki were expelled from Shirwan and their 
fleet was scattered, probably by te m p es t; the Khazars were likewise 
defeated, and Shabaran and Derbend handed over to Aldisatan. These 
details are contained partly  in the Georgian Chronicle1 :
“ One day when the Shirwanshah Aghsarthan, king of Muqan 2 
and Shirwan, was troubled by the Khazars of Derbend, he complained 
to the King Giorgi III, who gathered his troops from both sides of the 
mountain Likh, and bringing with him Andronicus Comnenus, brother 
of the Emperor of Greece, he advanced as far as the gates of Derbend, 
ravaged the neighbourhood of Mushkur and Sharabam, and took the 
town of Shabaran. When Giorgi III was at the gates of Shabaran, 
Andronicus knew how to win the esteem of the Tsar and his whole 
army. As for Giorgi III, he gave the town to the Shirwanshah, his 
cousin-germain paternal.”
and partly in three victory-odes of Khaqani. discovered by K hanikow 3 :
O-X £ A-Ls-
A j   .1, .0. -fe
j l
y . .C f  y
^‘>3 >*.i J J . _>
1 M. Brosset, Histoire de la Georgie, p. 397.
2 This is incorrect.
3 Melanges Asiatiques, iii, pp. 117-18, and pp. 125-34.
4 Kulliyat-i-Khaqani, Lucknow ed., pp. 481-84.
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Khaqan-i-Kablr, Abu’l-Muzaffar has become the first of conquerors.
His sword obtained help from heaven in the conquest of Derbend and 
Shabaran.
Thy victory over the Russian troops became an era for those exalted 
like the heavens (i.e. kings).
One of thy arrows, like the prophet Khidr,1 smashed the 73 vessels 
of the raiders.
I I 2
^ y
j V I  j \  — 9jl?  J  j \
^ k —' j  j  C yy   ^ -Uk—* jji
j - k - l J j j  {$£  g  ^ L >  j  k j j i  y — -  y m
j  — y j j  ® ^  *
kA—*— J b y -  j  k_j oi> a»Vj o j y y
<cs>kS j \ o y -  <^1— l)\ j \  ^ y *
cK 9 k_^ Pt*9 ^  k)k_»*—m*>-1 o k ^  I
\*^cSu\ (jk—^ .j ,—A ojljl
k)^^*—■+* a>1 j j j  j - U C
C f y J  J  A o j ^  o\— /i
-A y~—**
A prince with the enterprise of Hud and the eloquence of Noah ;
he has raised a tempest amongst the Khazars and a deluge amongst
the Alans.
His terror, like the keeper of hell and with the quality of 
hell-fire, made of Derbend a hell and raised up lamentations 
in Shabaran.
1 See Qur’an, xviii, 71.
2 Kulliyat-i- Khaqani. Lucknow ed., pp. 61-2.
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Over the surface of the sea, with his sword of indigo hue, he 
spread a layer of madder as far Lambaran and the island of 
Ruinas.1
In the island (of Ruinas), with the blood of the Russians, he made 
‘ the green one red ’, and the waves of this sea of blood upraised 
high mountains.
The standards of King Akhsatan, which bore the words ‘ Surely We 
have given to you (a clear victory) ’,2 spread joyful tidings 
in the world.
For a couple of days these dog-hearted men committed in Shirwan 
disorders like those of Arzhang in Mazandaran.
To-day the terror of the King has caused in Derbend and Russia 
the same confusion as those dog-hearted men caused in Shirwan.
I l l 3
j-* & j
JjI lj\
The Russians and the Khazars flee, because the Sea of the Khazars 
(Caspian Sea) has felt the benefit of his hand full of pearls.
The date of the Russian invasion of Shirwan has been investigated by 
Dorn and Kunik, on the basis of the wanderings of Andronicus Comnenus 
who accompanied Giorgi I I I  on his campaign against the Khazars 
a t Shabaran. Dorn shows th a t in 1164 a .d .  =  559 a . h .  Andronicus was 
in Galicia with the Russian prince Jaroslaw Wladimir Kowitsch ; in 
1170 a . d .  =  565 a . h .  he was in Georgia as a guest of Giorgi I I I ; and 
shortly after, he was in Asia Minor as a guest of Tzzu’d-Dln Qilij-Arslan 
(ruled 551-84 a . h . ) .  Finally, from 1183-85 a . d .  =  578-80 a . h .  
Andronicus was the Emperor of Byzantium. The date of the Russian 
invasion would, therefore, be 565 a . h . ,  when Andronicus was in Georgia. 
Dorn, however, places it “ provisionally ” in 1173 or 1175 a . d .  =  
568 or 570 a . h . 4
The reign of Aldisatan is now complete. Remembered chiefly as the
1 “ The island of Ruinas is either Narguen or Sari—probably the latter, which is 
specially fit for the cultivation of indigo, and which, because of its sources of fresh water, 
may have served as a station for the Russian fleet.”
2 Qur’an, xlviii, 1.
3 K u U i v a t - i -  K h a a a n i .  Lucknow ed., p. 393.
4 B. Dorn, Caspia, p. 240, St. Petersburg (1875).
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patron of Khaqani, Akhsatan is also the mamduh of the Layla wa M ajniin  
of Nizami, and of an ode of Zahlru’d-Dln-i-Faryabl.1 Finally, Aldisatan 
is mentioned as a contemporary of Qizil-Arslan, in a couplet of A thlru’d- 
Dln-i-Akhslkat I.2
The Successors o f Akhsatan I
Aldisatan I  was succeeded not by his son Minuchihr, but by his brothers, 
Shahinshah b. Minuchihr and Farrukhzad b. Minuchihr : the former 
is known by his coins ; the la tte r by his inscription, dated 600 a . h .  
Minuchihr b. Aldisatan I, apparently, never obtained the throne of 
Shirwan, for the Shirwanshahs who ruled contemporaneously with the 
caliph al-Nasir (575-622 a . h . )  are 3 : (i) Akhsatan I b. Minuchihr I I ; 
(ii) Shahinshah b. Minuchihr I I  ; (iii) Farruldizad b. Minuchihr I I ; 
(iv) Garshasp b. Farruldizad b. Minuchihr I I ; (v) Jalalu’d-Dunya wa’d- 
Dln Fariburz II  b. Afrldun b. Minuchihr I I ; and (vi) ‘Alau’d-Dunya 
wa’d-Din Abu’l-Muzaffar Fariburz I I I  b. Garshasp b. Farruldizad 
b. Minuchihr II. Fariburz I I I  b. Garshasp was also a contemporary of 
the caliphs al-Mustansir (623-40 a . h . )  and al-Must‘asim  (640-56 a . h . )  and, 
therefore, must have enjoyed a long reign. A coin of his son, Aldisatan II  
b. Fariburz III, is dated 653 a . h .
1 Diwan-i-Zahiru’d-Din-i-Faryabi, Br. Mus. MS. Add. 19,498, f. 34ar-b :
j |  jl 4i ^  A  ^ (S1
j  tj1?" ^ j  ^  ^  ^ y  0  1 ^  GI a l-w
2 Diwan-i-AtMru'd-Din-i-Akhsikati, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 268, f. 154a :
3 This list is based on numismatic evidence kindly supplied to me by M. R. 
Vasmer of Leningrad ; consequently, al-Nasawi is wrong in stating that Afrldun b. 
Fariburz was the Shirwanshah in 622 a . h .  (supra, n. 2, p .  5).
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T H E  LIFE OF FALAK l-l-SHIRW ANi
The Three Falakis
There have been three Falakis. The first of these is Abu’l-Fadl 
‘All b. Husayn Falakl of Ham adan (died 429 a . h . ) , 1 author of the
traditionists, mentioned as one of the sources of al-‘Asqalani’s Nuzhatu’l- 
Albab f i ’l-Alqab.3 The second Falaki is Falakl-i-Shirwani, the panegyrist 
of the Shirwanshah Minuchihr II, whilst the th ird  Falaki is a Persian 
poet of the eighth century a . h . ,  whom I accidentally discovered in an 
anthology in the British Museum.
On f. 2786 of the Br. Mus. MS. Or. 4110 there appears the following 
mustazdd with the title  “ Mawlana Musa Falaki in reply to  Mawlana 
Jam alu’d-Dm ibn-i-Husam ” :
1 Catalogus Codicum Manuscriptorum Orientalium qui in Museo Britannico 
asservantur, p. 798, London (1838-71).
2 K ashfu’z-zunun of Haji Khalifah. ed. G. Fluegel, p. 180, vol. vi, London (1850).
3 Nuzhatu’l-Albab f i ’l-Alqab, Br. Mus. MS. Add. 7351, f. 16.
MuntahTl-Kamal f i  M a'rifati’r-Rijdl,2 a work on the titles of
r (jf I o '-d lijt? ' ^\y>-
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The author of Or. 4110 is unknown, but on f. 2226-227a of this MS. is a 
muwashshah dated 803 a . h .  (f. 227b) and addressed by Malik ‘Azizu’llah to  
the king Mubarak Shah described as the reigning sovereign aA-A-.
As Mubarak Shah succeeded to the throne of Jaw npur in 803 a . h .  and 
died the following year, Rieu concludes th a t Or. 4110 was completed 
803-04 a . h . 1
Proceeding now to Ibn-i-Husam there have been three poets of this 
name. One of these is the author of the Khdwar-namah. composed in 
830 a . h . 2 Dawlatshah calls him Muhammad Husam u’d-Dm known as 
Ibn-i-Husam, died 875 a . h .  3; the Bankipore Catalogue gives his name as 
Shamsu’d-Dm ibn-i-Husam 4 ; whilst in the prologue and epilogue of 
his own Khdwar-namah Ibn-i-Husam  calls himself merely Ibn-i-H usam . 5
The second Ibn-i-Husam is known from a poem cited in the rare 
M unisu’l-Ahrdr f l  Daqd'iqil-Ash‘dr of Muhammad b. Badr-i-Jajarari, 
compiled in 741 a . h . 6 The poet’s name is given as Jalalu ’d-Dln ibn-i- 
Husam of Sarakhs, and as he is spoken of as dead— j y  —
he must have died before 741 a . h .
The th ird  Ibn-i-Husam, overlooked by Rieu, Ethe, ‘A bdu’l-Muqtadir, 
and Prof. Browne (in his index of Dawlatshah), is, according to 
Muhammad b. Badr-i-Jajarmi, Jam alu’d-Dln ibn-i-Husam of Hamadan, 
or, according to Dawlatshah, Muhammad ibn-i-Husam of Khawaf, 
died 737 a . h . 7 This Ibn-i-Husam is the author of a graceful mustazdd, 
whereof eleven stanzas are cited by Muhammad b. Badr-i-Jajarm i and 
seven by Dawlatshah, inclusive of the following 8 :
1 Supplement to the Catalogue of Persian MSS. in the Br. Mus., p. 232.
2 Khdwar-namah. Br. Mus. MS. Add. 19,766, f. 3606 :
^
fL r  la . ( o lf j  fto b  ^  j*
3 Dawlatshah, Browne’s ed., p. 438.
4 Vol. ii, p. 30, Calcutta (1910).
5 Khawar-ndmah. Br. Mus. MS. Add. 19,766, f. 5b :
i _* —■ cJL (_$ J y  . y^  tJt 41$^  y  | ^
Idem, f. 3606 :
f U  4—* lj Ij ^ [l J JU— 6 j  ^  f L ~ _ * . ^ _ j |  cJ L j J
6 MS. belonging to Mr. H. Kevorkian of New York :
j** jU j | oU j  iijy  j A  I JT* j U m j  jO ) | C l  j  2y J > - j  -UaiA j J
J —^a_a_1 d  »_j 4_Cj^7 1— jU —1 J— —-O  j —>
7 Dawlatshah, Browne’s ed., p. 226. Jamalu’d-Dln ibn-i-Husam must have flourished 
before 741 a.h., for he is cited in the Munisu’l-Ahrar compiled in 741 a.h.
8 Dawlatshah, Browne’s ed., p. 226.
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J
“AJLfc
j *\i^ xT
\ l-^S* J  L>» A.
\ J Lwt^  il) j l
o&ji j  y> -j s ^  B
Ij \jS ' X j \ y  * o - J  jT *
\^ T  *Cii>- jU  (J$^ * J  C
Ij 1^ 7r>- J  J  A> Iy>L^ £  ,^ s+~£U»-
XJ*\y>- O o  j T j >  0 ^ ° "  ^  O'* «/. ^
Ij j^-o Jr^ *-* J.
The stanzas A, B, C, D of this mustazdd seem to have inspired the 
stanzas A, B, C, D of the mustazdd previously cited. Further, the name 
Jam alu’d-Dln ibn-i-Husam given by Muhammad b. Badr-i-Jajarmi 
agrees with the name Jam alu’d-Din ibn-i-Husam given by the anthologist 
of the Br. Mus. MS. Or. 4110. Consequently, Musa Falakl has im itated, 
and was, therefore, contemporary with or posterior to th a t Ibn-i-Husam, 
who died in 737 a . h .  Musa Falakl, however, could not have been 
born after 780 a . h . ,  for he is quoted in an anthology—Br. Mus. MS. Or. 
4110—compiled in 803-04 a . h .  In  all probability, therefore, Musa 
Falaki belonged to the eighth century of the Hijra.
Falaki-i-Shirwam
The Falakl par excellence, Falaki-i-Shirwanl, was, with Abu’l-‘Ala and 
Khaqani, a court-panegyrist of the Shirwanshah, Minuchihr II . Taqiu’d- 
Din Kashi writes in 985 a . h . ,  w ithout mentioning his authority, th a t 
Falaki died in 577 a . h . 1 Similarly, the Ahsanu’t-Tawdrilch 2 (1019 a . h . ) ,  
the anthology of Leningrad ,3 Yad-i-Baydd 4 (1148 a . h . ) ,  Tadhkirah-i- 
Nudrat 5 (1149 a . h . ) ,  Atashkadah6 (1193 a . h . ) ,  Suhuf-i-Ibrahim 7 (1205 
a . h . ) ,  and Nishar-i-‘Ishq 8 (1233 a . h . ) ,  with Ram i’s chronogram cited 
th e re in :
1 Khulasatu’l-Ash'ar wa Zubdatu’l-Aflcar, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 3506, f. 5016.
2 Br. Mus. MS. Or. 1649, f. 3356.
3 Leningrad, Public Library MS. No. 322, f . ] 87a.
4 Bankipore MS. No. 691, f. 174a. 5 India Office MS. No. 2678, f. 48a.
6 Br. Mus. MS. Or. 1268, f. 29a. 7 Berlin MS., Pertsch No. 663, f. 261a.
8 Bankipore MS. No. 1716, f. 1344a.
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When, ordained by fate, that king of the domain of eloquence handed 
over his life to the Creator of Lives,
Earn! thus expressed the date of the even t: What shall I say ? Alas ! 
Najmu’d-Dln (Falaki) is dead.
—all of these give 577 a .h .  as the date of Falakl’s death, a date accepted 
provisionally by Dorn ,2 Sprenger,3 Aumer,4 Salemann , 5 Pertsch ,6 
and E the .7
This date, however, is untenable. For, of the 1,197 couplets of Falaki, 
representing his present diwan, nearly all are in honour of Minuchihr II, 
who is described as the reigning sovereign : there is no threnody on 
Minuchihr I I  nor is there any mention of the name of Akhsatan, the son and 
successor of Minuchihr II. Finally, though Minuchihr I I  is described as 
the son of Farldun I, there are no odes in honour of Farldun I  himself, 
who died in 514 a .h .  The obvious inference is th a t Falaki was too young 
a t  the time of Farldun’s death in 514 a .h . ,  and th a t Falaki did not survive 
Minuchihr II, who died about 544 a .h .  Falaki, therefore, could not have 
enjoyed a long life—a fact expressly stated by Khaqanl in his elegy on 
the death of F a la k i8 :
I j \ j  j  oX <V«la£'
1 Probably
2 B. Dorn, Beitrage zur Geschichte, etc., I  Versusch einer Geschichte der Schirwanschahe, 
p. 552, St. Petersburg (1841).
3 A. Sprenger, Oudh Catalogue, p. 392, Calcutta (1854).
4 J. Aumer, Die Persischen Handschriften der k. Hof- und Staatsbibliothek, p. 8, 
Munich (1866).
5 C. Salemann, Chetrerostishia Khakani, n. 7, p. 15, St. Petersburg, 1875.
6 W. Pertsch, Die Handschriften-Verzeichnisse der Koniglichen Bibliothek zu Berlin, 
p. 708, Berlin (1888).
7 H. Ethe, Index to the India Office M SS., col. 952.
8 Kulliyat-i-Khaqani, Br. Mus. MSS. Add. 25,018, f. 2346 ; Add. 25,808, f. 308a; 
Add. 16,773, f. 3016 ; India Office MSS. No. 1264, f. 240a ; No. 1767, f. 338a ; and Paris 
MS., Biblioth&que Nationale, Suppl. Persan No. 623, f. 3196-320a. The text of the 
Lucknow ed., p. 879, is rather corrupt.
ol A 4. txl’g fr ^  ©I
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Falaki was a sneeze of my lawful magic (i.e. poetry) ; and because of 
his proficiency in ten sciences was acquainted with the mystery 
of the nine heavens.
He went off quickly, because a sneeze does not last long ; alas ! alas ! 
my sneeze was young (lit. of small age).
His life gave a sneeze and abandoned the body ; and the angel of 
death said to him : “ God will have mercy on thee.”
We may now proceed to determine the dates of composition of the 
following two odes containing the takhallus of F a lak i:
A 1
j j j
j  , j l  I J  *—^  *** j l l  ©  ^ J  \ oX  ^
j  jU i! j  I j  ^
The day of joy has shown its face ; the Fast has come to an end. The 
flag of the Sultan of ‘Id  has appeared on the field.
The eyes of the cloud poured water and washed the faces of pools ; 
the heat of the month of Ab has gone, and the humidity of the 
month of Aban has come.
Thou (0 beloved) art, like heaven, tyrannical towards Falaki ; no 
wonder, then, that Falaki’s cry of pain should have reached heaven.
B 2
Xsjj o X aC* .**>> I j
' " #- M
l ) \ j j  C**J> <J j \  o 9***
( ^ ) l A) - V A A x  (/A 'xic* ^  X&
^  (jLi A - AM yX
s
1 Diwan-i-Falaki, couplets 83, 94, and 119. 2 Idem, couplets 577-80, 591.
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L>3^ «3 A._**i
0 LI9 C ^ - j  3 -jP -J, a!*A**
4^*^* J  ^  -J.
The flag of ‘Id has appeared and the cavalcade of the Fast has 
departed ; consider the observance of the ‘Id as obligatory and of 
the Fast as voluntary.
Although, for gladdening the soul, there is no singing of nightingales 
in the garden’s expanse (it does not matter), for there is the gurgling 
of the wine-bottle.
‘Id and autumn and Mihrgan—the three have synchronized ; and 
fealty to thee, ( 0  king), is the connecting link between them.
These three, like Sufis, have placed their woollen garbs in the middle ; 
thou art the spiritual guide ; explain, then, the difficulty of this 
congruity.
Thou (0 beloved) hast enkindled a torch and burnt the fabric of 
heaven ; thou hast raised up the city against Falaki by insurrection 
and tumult.
The ode, A, was written when the 1st of Shawwal had fallen in Aban ; 
the ode, B, when autumn and the 1st of Shawwal had synchronized with 
the festival of Mihrgan. Now as Aban is a Zoroastrian month, and as 
Mihrgan lasts from the 16th to  the 21st day of the month Mihr of the 
Zoroastrian calendar,1 it is obvious th a t both odes can be dated by 
expressing 1st Shawwal of the Hijra firstly, in term s of the era of 
Yazdigird, and secondly, in terms of the era of Jalalu’d-Dln.
The best work for this purpose is R. Schram’s Kalendariographische 
und Chronobgische Tafeln (Leipzig, 1908), containing (i) the Julian 
calendar (calculated to 2399 a . d . ) ,  pp. 2-99 ; (ii) the Gregorian calendar 
(calculated from 1582 a . d .  to  2399 a . d . ) ,  pp. 67-99 ; (iii) the Alexandran 
calendar, pp. 108-57 ; (iv) the Republican calendar, pp. 160-71 ; (v) the 
calendar of Jalalu’d-Dln, pp. 163-71 ; (vi) the calendar of Yazdigird 
(calculated from 1 a . y .  to 1799 a . y . ) ,  pp. 174-812 ; (vii) the Egyptian 
calendar, pp. 183-9 ; (viii) the  Jewish calendar, pp. 191-235 ; (ix) the
1 Al-Birunl’s Chronology of the Ancient Nations, tr. E. Sachau, p. 207.
2 On pp- 174, 176, 178, and 180 the upper figures belong to the era of Yazdigird, and 
the lower figures, to the Armenian era.
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Japanese and Chinese calendars, pp. 243-80; (x) the calendar of the H ijra 
(calculated till 1800 a . h . ) ,  pp. 248-319; and finally (xi) the Indian (?) 
calendar, pp. 322-55. Schram has proceeded methodically by allotting 
“ day-numbers ” : for example, Shawwal 1st, 1346 a . h . ,  corresponds to 
the day-number 2425,328 (p. 310). Now, turning to the era of Yazdigird 
we find the day-number 2425,312 equivalent to  Aban 1st, 1297 a . y .  (pp. 
176-7). Therefore, the day-number 2425,328 =  Aban 17th, 1297 a . y . —  
the correspondence being :
1st Shawwal, 1346 a . h .  =  2425,328 (day-number) =  17th Aban, 1297 a . y .
As the current calendar of the Persian government, published by 
Sayyid Jalalu’d-Dln, states th a t the 1st of Shawwal, 1346 a . h . ,  corresponds 
with the 17th of Aban, 1297 a . y . ,  there can be no question of the 
accuracy of Schram’s calculations. I  have, therefore, prepared the 
following calendar from Schram’s day-numbers, the basis being the era 
of Yazdigird.
Schram, pp. 294-5. Idem, pp. 176-9. Idem, pp. 56-7.
A.H.
1st Shawwal 
Day-number. Equivalence. A.Y. Equivalence.
Julian
A.D.
500 2125,534 8 Tir 476 26 May 1107
501 2125,888 27 Khurdad 477 14 May 1108
502 2126,243 17 Khurdad 478 4 May 1109
503 2126,597 6 Khurdad 479 23 April 1110
504 2126,951 25 Ardibihisht 480 12 April 1111
505 2127,306 15 Ardibihisht 481 1 April 1112
506 2127,660 4 Ardibihisht 482 21 March 1113
507 2128,015 24 Farwardin 483 11 March 1114
508 2128,369 13 Farwardin 484 28 February 1115
509 2128,723 2 Farwardin 485^ 17 February 1116
510 2129,078 22 Isfandarmadh 485/ 6 February 1117
511 2129,432 11 Isfandarmadh 486 26 January 1118
512 2129,786 30 Bahman 487 15 January 1119
513 2130,141 20 Bahman 488 5 January 1120\
514 2130,495 9 Bahman 489 24 December 1120 J
515 2130,849 28 Dey 490 13 December 1121
516 2131,204 18 Dey 491 3 December 1122
517 2131,558 7 Dey 492 22 November 1123
518 2131,913 27 Adhar 493 11 November 1124
519 2132,267 16 Adhar 494 31 October 1125
520 2132,621 5 Adhar 495 20 October 1126
521 2132,976 30 Aban 496 10 October 1127
522 2133,330 19 Aban 497 28 September 1128
523 2133,684 8 Aban 498 17 September 1129
524 2134,039 28 Mihr 499 7 September 1130
525 2134,393 17 Mihr 500 27 August 1131
526 2134,747 6 Mihr 501 15 August 1132
527 2135,102 26 Shahriwar 502 5 August 1133
528 2135,456 15 Shahriwar 503 25 July 1134
529 2135,811 5 Shahriwar 504 15 July 1135
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Schram, pp. 294-5. Idem, pp. 176-9. Idem, pp. 56-7.
A.H.
1st Shawwal 
Day-number. Equivalence. A.Y. Equivalence.
Julian
A.D.
530 2136,165 24 Murdad 505 3 July 1136
531 2136,519 13 Murdad 506 22 June 1137
532 2136,874 3 Murdad 507 12 June 1138
533 2137,228 22 Tir 508 1 June 1139
534 2137,582 11 Tir 509 20 May 1140
535 2137,937 1 Tir 510 10 May 1141
536 2138,291 20 Khurdad 511 29 April 1142
537 2138,646 10 Khurdad 512 19 April 1143
538 2139,000 29 Ardibihisht 513 7 April 1144
539 2139,354 18 Ardibihisht 514 27 March 1145
540 2139,709 8 Ardibihisht 515 17 March 1146
541 2140,063 27 Farwardin 516 6 March 1147
542 2140,417 16 Farwardin 517 23 February 1148
543 2140,772 6 Farwardin 518 \ 12 February 1149
544 2141,126 25 Isfandarmadh 518/ 1 February 1150
545 2141,480 14 Isfandarmadh 519 21 January 1151
546 2141,835 4 Isfandarmadh 520 11 January 1152\
547 2142,189 23 Bahman 521 30 December 1152/
548 2142,544 13 Bahman 522 20 December 1153
549 2142,898 2 Bahman 523 9 December 1154
550 2143,252 21 Dey 524 28 November 1155
551 2143,607 11 Dey 525 17 November 1156
552 2143,961 30 Adhar 526 6 November 1157
553 2144,315 19 Adhar 527 26 October 1158
554 2144,670 9 Adhar 528 16 October 1159
555 2145,024 3rd day of inter­
calation
529 4 October 1160
556 2145,378 22 Aban 530 23 September 1161
557 2145,733 12 Aban 531 13 September 1162
558 2146,087 1 Aban 532 2 September 1163
559 2146,442 21 Mihr 533 22 August 1164
560 2146,796 10 Mihr 534 11 August 1165
561 2147,150 29 Shahriwar 535 31 July 1166
562 2147,505 19 Shahriwar 536 21 July 1167
563 2147,859 8 Shahriwar 537 9 July 1168
564 2148,213 27 Murdad 538 28 June 1169
I t  will be noticed th a t ode A, w ritten when the 1st of Shawwal had 
fallen early in Aban, could not have been composed except in 523 a . h .  : 
523 a . h .  (1st Shawwal) =  498 a . y .  (8 th Aban) =  1129 a . d .  (17th 
September). 
or 557-8 a . h .  : 
557 a .h .  (1st Shawwal) =  531 a . y .  (12th Aban)=1162 a . d .  (13th 
September).
558 a . h .  (1st Shawwal) =  532 a . y .  (1st Aban) =  1163 a .d .  (2nd 
September).
The la tter dates are undoubtedly too late, for Falaki predeceased
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Minuchihr II, who died about 544 a . h . 1 Consequently, ode A was 
composed in 523 a . h .
Similarly, ode B, written when the 1st of Shawwal. the 16th-21st of 
Mihr, and the season of autumn had synchronized, could not have been 
composed except in 525 a . h .  :
525 a . h .  (1st Shawwal) =  500 a . y .  (17th Mihr) =  1131 a .d .
(27th August).
or 559 a . h .  :
559 a .h .  (1st Shawwal) =  533 a . y .  (21st Mihr) =  1164 a .d .
(22nd August).
The latter date is again too late ; therefore, ode B was composed in 
525 a . h .  when the 1st of Shawwal corresponded with the 17th of Mihr 
and the 27th of August.2
Dates o f FalakVs Odes calculated from the Era of Jalalud-Dm
Since in the sixth century a . h .  there existed two calendars of 
Zoroastrian m onths—namely, the old era of Yazdigird beginning with 
the accession of Yazdigird to the throne of Persia on 16th June, 632 a . d . ,  
and the reformed era of Jalalu’d-Din dating from the vernal equinox, 
15th March, 1079 a . d . — the coincidence of the Ramadan ‘Id with 
the beginning of Aban, mentioned by Falaki in ode A, and the 
synchronism of the Ramadan 'Id with autumn and the festival of Mihrgan 
(16th-21st of Mihr), mentioned by Falaki in ode B, are capable of being 
interpreted in terms of either the old or the reformed calendar. To allow, 
therefore, for both alternatives, another table is here set forth, on the 
basis of the era of Jalalu’d-Din.
1 Farldun I died in 514 a .h . (Georgian Chronicle tr. Brosset, p. 364), and Minuchihr II, 
son of Faridun I, reigned thirty years (Khaqanl. Lucknow ed., p. 549). Therefore, 
Minuchihr II reigned 514-44 a .h . The numismatic evidence is imperfect: Farldun I— 
no coins; Minuchihr II—contemporary with al-Muqtafi (530-55 a .h .) ; Akhsatan I—  
contemporary with al-Mustanjid (555-66 a .h .).
2 In the twelfth century a .d ., the dates of the Julian calendar (which lasted from 
1st January, 46 B.C., to 5th October, 1582 a .d . ,  and which supposes the year too long by 
11 minutes 14 seconds) would be six or seven days behind the actual dates. Consequently, 
the correct date is 27th August +  6 or 7 days =  2nd or 3rd September. This is not too 
early for autumn, especially as the statement “ autumn has come ” does not necessarily 
mean that autumn has commenced according to astronomy. For example, the first week 
of December is ordinarily considered to be winter, whereas, astronomically, winter does 
not commence till the 21st or 22nd of December.
E
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Idem, pp. 164-5
Schram, pp. 294-5. (lower figures). Idem, pp. 56-7.
A.H.
1st Shawwal 
Day-number. Equivalence. A.J. Equivalence.
Julian
A.D.
500 2125,534 13 Khurdad 29 26 May 1107
501 2125,888 2 Khurdad 30 14 May 1108
502 2126,243 22 Ardibihisht 31 4 May 1109
503 2126,597 11 Ardibihisht 32 23 April 1110
504 2126,951 29 Farwardin 33 12 April 1111
505 2127,306 19 Farwardin 34 1 April 1112
506 2127,660 8 Farwardin 35 \ 21 March 1113
507 2128,015 3rd day of inter­ 3 5 / 11 March 1114
calation
508 2128,369 22 Isfandarmadh 36 28 February 1115
509 2128,723 10 Isfandarmadh 37 17 February 1116
510 2129,078 30 Bahman 38 6 February 1117
511 2129,432 19 Bahman 39 26 January 1118
512 2129,786 8 Bahman 40 15 January 1119
513 2130,141 27 Dey 41 5 January 11201
514 2130,495 16 Dey 42 24 December 1120/
515 2130,849 5 Dey 43 13 December 1121
516 2131,204 25 Adhar 44 3 December 1122
517 2131,558 13 Adhar 45 22 November 1123
518 2131,913 3 Adhar 46 11 November 1124
519 2132,267 22 Aban 47 31 October 1125
520 2132,621 11 Aban 48 20 October 1126
521 2132,976 1 Aban 49 10 October 1127
522 2133,330 19 Mihr 50 28 September 1128
523 2133,684 8 Mihr 51 17 September 1129
524 2134,039 28 Shahriwar 52 7 September 1130
525 2134,393 17 Shahriwar 53 27 August 1131
526 2134,747 5 Shahriwar 54 15 August 1132
527 2135,102 25 Murdad 55 5 August 1133
528 2135,456 14 Murdad 56 25 July 1134
529 2135,811 4 Murdad 57 15 July 1135
530 2136,165 22 Tir 58 3 July 1136
531 2136,519 11 Tir 59 22 June 1137
532 2136,874 1 Tir 60 12 June 1138
533 2137,228 20 Khurdad 61 1 June 1139
534 2137,582 8 Khurdad 62 20 May 1140
535 2137,937 28 Ardibihisht 63 10 May 1141
536 2138,291 17 Ardibihisht 64 29 April 1142
537 2138,646 7 Ardibihisht 65 19 April 1143
538 2139,000 25 Farwardin 66 7 April 1144
539 2139,354 14 Farwardin 67 27 March 1145
540 2139,709 4 Farwardin 681 17 March 1146
541 2140,063 28 Isfandarmadh 6 8 / 6 March 1147
542 2140,417 17 Isfandarmadh 69 23 February 1148
543 2140,772 6 Isfandarmadh 70 12 February 1149
544 2141,126 25 Bahman 71 1 February 1150
545 2141,480 14 Bahman 72 21 January 1151
546 2141,835 4 Bahman 73 11 January 11521
547 2142,189 22 Dey 74 30 December 1152/
548 2142,544 12 Dey 75 20 December 1153
549 2142,898 1 Dey 76 9 December 1154
550 2143,252 20 Adhar 77 28 November 1155
551 2143,607 9 Adhar 78 17 November 1156
552 2143,961 28 Aban 79 6 November 1157
553 2144,315 17 Aban 80 26 October 1158
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Idem, pp. 164-5
Schram, pp. 294-5. (lower figures). Idem, pp. 56-7.
A.H.
1st Shawwal 
Day-number. Equivalence. A.J. Equivalence.
Julian
A.D.
554 2144,670 7 Aban 81 16 October 1159
555 2145,024 26 Mihr 82 4 October 1160
556 2145,378 14 Mihr 83 23 September 1161
557 2145,733 4 Mihr 84 13 September 1162
558 2146,087 23 Shahriwar 85 2 September 1163
559 2146,442 13 Shahriwar 86 22 August 1164
560 2146,796 1 Shahriwar 87 11 August 1165
561 2147,150 20 Murdad 88 31 July 1166
562 2147,505 10 Murdad 89 21 July 1167
563 2147,859 29 Tir 90 9 July 1168
564 2148,213 17 Tir 91 28 June 1169
I t  will be noticed th a t the two possible dates for the composition of 
ode A (when 1st Shawwal had fallen early in Aban) are :—
521 a . h .  (1st Shawwal) =  49 a . j .  (1st Aban) =  1127 a . d .
(9th October),
or
554 a . h .  (1st Shawwal) =  81 a . j .  (7th Aban) =  1159 a . d
(16th October).
Now, as Falaki predeceased Minuchihr II, who died c. 544 a . h . ,  ode A 
could not have been composed except in 521 a . h .
Proceeding now to ode B (when 1st Shawwal had synchronized with 
autumn and with the festival of Mihrgan, i.e. 16th-21st of Mihr), it will 
be noticed th a t as the years 555-557 a . h . ,  apart from being too late for 
Falaki, show no actual synchronism of the ‘Id  of Ramadan with the
festival of Mihrgan, ode B could only have been composed in 522 a . h .  :
522 a . h .  (1st Shawwal) =  50 a . j .  (19th Mihr) =  1128 a . d .  
(28th September).
To sum up, therefore, the general result. On the basis of the era of 
Jalalu’d-Din, ode A was composed in 521 a . h .  (1st Shawwal =  1st Aban), 
and ode B, in 522 a . h .  (1st Shawwal =  19th Mihr =  28th September)— 
the alternative dates, obtained from the era of Yazdigird, being 523 a . h .  
for ode A (1st Shawwal =  8th  Aban), and 525 a . h .  for ode B 
(lst*Shawwal =  17th Mihr =  27th August). As the difference in the years 
is small (521 a.h. against 523 a.h. for ode A, and 522 a.h. against 
525 a.h. for ode B), and as the reformed calendar discloses better than the 
ancient calendar both the synchronism with Aban mentioned in ode A 
(1st Shawwal =  1st Aban against 1st Shawwal =  8th Aban) and the
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synchronism with autum n mentioned in  ode B (1st Shawwal =  
19th Mihr =  28th September against 1st Shawwal =  17th Mihr =  27th 
August), the dates 521 a . h .  and 522 a . h .  obtained from the era of 
Jalalu’d-Din should be preferred to the dates 523 a . h .  and 525 a . h .  
deduced from the era of Yazdigird .1
These dates complete the argument. For as Falaki could not have been 
less than tw enty years of age when he composed ode A, he must have 
been born in or before 501-503 a . h .  On the other hand, the pre­
mature death  of Falaki, recorded by Khaqani. could not have taken 
place in the early years of Minuchihr’s reign, for Falaki has a whole 
diwdn in honour of Minuchihr II. Consequently, though the dates of 
Falaki’s birth  and death cannot be determined with accuracy, it  is 
obvious th a t they m ust be sought in the neighbourhood of the years 
501 a . h .  and 540 a . h . ,  respectively.
The Life o f Falaki-i-Shirwdm
Called Abu’l-Nizam Jalalu’d-Dln ,2 or Afsahu’d-Din,3or Najmu’d-Din ,4 
or even Mu’ayyidu’d-Din ‘Uthm an 5 by different tadhkirahs, Falaki 
gives his own name merely as Muhammad F a la k i6 :
0  Falaki, take a kiss of those two lips ; whyever shouldst thou fret ?
By (reciting) thy praise, 0  king, thy servant, Muhammad, has carried 
off, with his Persian verse, the ball of poetry.
Shaykh Adhari states in his Jawdhiru’l-Asrdr, composed in 840 a . h . ,  
th a t Khaqani was a pupil of Falaki.7 This statem ent is repeated, without
1 It is almost certain that Falaki observed the era of Jalalu’d-D in; see note to 
couplet 242 of the Persian text.
2 Khulasatu’l-Ash'ar wa Zubdatu’l-Afkar (984 a .h . ),  Br. Mus. MS. Or. 3506, f. 500a; 
Ahsanu’t-Tawdrikh, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 1649, f. 335a ; and Suhuf-i-Ibrahim, Berlin MS. 
Pertsch No. 663, f. 2606.
3 Haft Iqlim  (985 a .h . ),  India Office MS. No. 49, f. 4726.
4 ‘Urafatu’l-Ashiqin  (1024 a .h . ) ,  India Office MS. No. 3654, f. 9926; Khulasatu’l- 
AJkar, India Office MS. No. 2692, f. 221a; Riyadu’sh-Shu‘ara, Br. Mus. MS. Add. 16,729, 
f. 335a ; Nishtar-i-'Ishq, Bankipore MS. No. 1716, f. 1344a; and Majma'u'l-Fusahd, 
Tihran ed., vol. i, p. 381.
5 Subb-i-Sadiq (c. 1045 a .h .), Br. Mus. MS. Or. 1728, f. 58a ; and Tadhkirah-i-Nudrat, 
India Office MS. No. 2678, f. 48a.
8 Diwan-i-Falaki, p.
7 Jawdhiru’l-Asrdr, Br. Mus. MS. Add. 7607, f. 1836 : 3j f l i  ijlS L i.
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acknowledgment, in the Nafahatu’l-Uns of Jam !,1 composed in 881 a . h .  
Shaykh Adhar! does not mention his authority, but in the ‘Urafatu’l- 
‘Ashiqm  of TaqI AwhadI, written in 1024 a . h . ,  the following couplet is 
quoted from Athlru’d-Din-i-Akhslkati’s literary duel with Khaqani 2 :
0 ^  4> <yyb ^  A.l» yy  j  <3^ “' y  J
From the stable of Falaki no horse comes forth, the circle of whose 
shoe is not (impressed on) the circle of my mouth, i.e. does not 
leave a kick on mouth.
In  the Majma'u'l-Fusahn of Rida Qull Khan. 1295 a . h . ,  the couplet 
reappears as follows 3 :
J  y y b  £  j J  j y j  S -^ -9 ->
From the stable of Falaki a horse came forth, the circle of whose shoe 
is on the circle of my mouth.
I t  is obvious, however, from Khaqanl’s own statement 4 
o ^  \ (wXL_S 4> j ) \ j j  o-k_> 3 y> ^ y *  J  * -
Falaki was a sneeze of my lawful magic (i.e. poetry), and because of his 
proficiency in ten sciences was acquainted with the mystery of the 
nine heavens.
th a t Falaki was a protege rather than the tu to r of Khaqani. Further, 
the text of Khaqanl’s challenge and of A thlru’d-Dln’s reply does not 
permit the interpretation of as a proper noun. Wrote Khaqani
to A thiru’d-Dm :
Cs**** I) y  4*l>- J  ^ ( j l o  y y>~ iy>-
<jW) j U j j  j y  ij~*J j j * ^
—^b 1 ^ 4^1 >A**<y y
j^ * J j jCL [variant ^ A * 6J ^ J 3 5^ 'yS ^
1 Nafahdtu’l-Uns, Br. Mus. MS. Add. 16,717, f. 281a.
2 ' Urafatu’l-' Ashiqin, India Office MS. No. 3654, f. 68a, under Athiru’d-Dln Akhsikati, 
and f. 993a under Falaki.
3 Majma'u’l-Fusaba, Tihran ed., vol. i, p. 381.
4 Supra, p. 44.
5 Kulllyat-i- Khaqani, Paris MS. Suppl. Persan No. 1816, f. 1756.
8 Idem, Lucknow ed., pp. 937-38 ; Br. Mus. MS. Add. 25,018, f. 41a.
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Intelligence carries the letter-bag of my mind and expressions ; speech 
leads the (post-)horse of my pen and fingers.
By the God who created the Cycle of Time, I swear that the Cycle is 
my cycle and the Time is my time.
I do not fear every foolish prattler for he, who is my compeer, is yet to 
be born.
The writings of my mind reach the East and the West, because the 
pigeon of the sky (or variant, king) is my free messenger.
Thereupon A thiru’d-Din re to rted 1 :
j y 2 > y  AjL« ^y^~y C j j^ a  Ai
j U j  j U j  J\£- jU j  jU j
^ y  [variant 2] ^ 3 i  J^>-\ j
j  ^  [variant y ^
My powerful pen unravels the intricacies of speech ; my active mind 
is the treasurer of intelligence.
Am I not alive ? I t is foolish, then, to say : “ He who is my compeer 
is yet to be born.”
The Time is the time of the person who is eloquent and intelligent; 
it is wrong to say : “ The Time is my time.”
From the stable of the sky (or variant, king) no horse comes forth, the 
circle of whose shoe is devoid of (or variant, not impressed by) 
the circle of my mouth.
I t  will be observed th a t A thiru’d-Din meets K haqanfs challenge, 
point by p o in t; consequently, when Khaqani boasts : “ The pigeon of 
the sky, i.e. the sun, is my free messenger,” A thiru’d-Din replies : “ Yes, 
and the constellation of the Horse ,3 from the stable of the sky, is shod by 
my mouth-seal ”—or, if the other reading be adopted, when Khaqani
1 Diwan4-Athiru’d-Din-i-Akhsikati, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 268, f. 180a-6 ; India Office MS. 
No. 132, f. 34a.
2 This is the text of the Br. Mus. and India Office MSS. of Athiru’d-Din’s diwan, 
but the correct reading is, obviously,
3 There are two constellations of' this name, the 18th Northern constellation or 
1 i_rdJ J anc* Northern constellation or ^  j .  See
Bist Bab, Tihran ed., p .  60, 1271 a .h .
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says : “ The royal pigeons carry my verses,” A thiru’d-Din answers : 
“ Yes, and the royal horses carry mine.” In  neither case, therefore, need 
a horse issue forth from the stable of Falaki to leave a kick on A thiru’d- 
Dln’s mouth.
The uncertain relations between Khaqani and Falaki are given a 
picturesque form by Dawlatshah and other biographers, who make both 
Khaqani and Falaki the pupils of Abu’l-‘Ala. Eventually, Khaqani 
is married to A buV A la’s daughter, whilst the disappointed Falaki 
is compensated by a gift of 20,000 dirhems 1—“ the price,” as Abu’l- 
‘Ala remarked, “ of fifty Turkish handmaidens infinitely more beautiful ” 
than Khaqani’s bride. The first half of this story, relating to Khaqani. 
is corroborated by the verses ascribed to Abu’l-‘Ala,2 but Falaki’s role 
in this narrative is unconfirmed by contemporary evidence.3
The minutice of Falaki’s life, obtainable from his own diwan or
Khaqani’s. are scanty. Falaki was born in Shirwan 4 :
A
In this land was I born, but friends in this land have I none.
became a protege of Khaqani’s 5 ; got married ; lost his wife and other
relatives, and was left with an infant daughter6:
1 Dawlatshah, Browne’s ed., p. 70. According to the Universal Biography of Persian 
Poets (India Office MS. No. 2415, f. 20a), Falaki received 40,000 dirhems.
2 Dawlatshah, Browne’s ed., pp. 70-71 :
joli <C y  jl &  Z j y y  L> S '' y
(olu. j JU j I j  J  y ^  y-*
The same text is given also by Haft Iqlim  (Br. Mus. MS. Or. 203, f. 398a). The Tarikh-i- 
Ouzidah, Browne’s ed., p. 827, gives a different reading :
i_rl -J J'*  3 £-•** \ y  a */>;
3 Abu’l-'Ala could not have presented Falaki with 20,000 dirhems, for in a quatrain 
ascribed to Abu’l-'Ala by Taqi Awhadi (India Office MS. No. 3654, f. 41a), Abu’l-'Ala calls 
himself a borrower, reduced by love of wine to poverty :
^1 _j <** j  < o l  j  ( I  j  y - 9" y
^  tl?!.' *■ •A  J? 3 pr^^y*" r'-J ->
4 The name of Shirwan is not expressly mentioned, but as this is a prison-poem and as 
Falaki was sentenced to prison by the Shirwanshah Minuchihr II, the land of imprison­
ment must obviously be Shirwan. Now, as Falaki declares that the land of his imprison­
ment is the land of his birth, he must, consequently, have been born in Shirwan.
5 Supra, p. 44.
6 Diwan-i-Falaki, couplet 844.
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^jL“ ©a>3  J  O'* 3 f*~ j  3 ^
Of the males and females of my family none is alive save myself and 
a baby (respectively).
Falaki speaks of his skill in poetry and calligraphy 1 :
< y!y j  C12 y. tyr J* ^  f^ J y? ly S-^  ^  (£j\j
Because of the adversities of these times why dost thou lament, 0  
Falaki, for in verse thou art the third to Abu Tammam2 and 
Abu Nuwas ? 3 
Thy verse and script are the essence of the soul, for by these two thou 
hast revived pen, paper, and ink.
and Khaqani adds tha t Falaki was an astrologer, “ proficient in ten 
sciences 4 and acquainted with the mystery of the nine heavens ” 5 :
I A* 3 \ j j (3  ^ 0 y^ y^ CyA ^
Falaki was a sneeze of my lawful magic (i.e. poetry), and because of 
his proficiency in ten sciences was acquainted with the mystery of 
the nine heavens.
1 Diwan-i-Falaki, couplets 744-45. Of special interest in this connection is the 
following couplet of Falaki:
or* (♦**". ys -J a*'
>  {jV \j U j?  ^  j j
“ In peace and justice rest the country and religion, as (the letter) <j" (rests) 
within (the word) [dJl] ^ ; the love and hatred (of the world) is based on 
his (i.e. the king’s) pleasure and displeasure, just as the J  of Jj*> is based 
on Ia .”
A simile of this kind appears far-fetched, but is merely the reflex effect of calligraphy 
on poetry.
2 Abu Tammam Habib b. Aws, author of the Hamasa, died in 231 a .h . Scan, here, 
as Bu Tamam | —  — |
3 Abu Nuwas Hasan b. Hani’, poet and court-jester to the Caliph Harun, died 
between 190 and 199 a .h . Scan, here, as Bu Nuwwas | ------------ |
4 Five of these are certain, namely : Persian poetry, astrology, calligraphy, knowledge 
of Arabic (see the couplets 322, 334, 335 and 336 of the present diwan) and knowledge of 
the Qur’an (see couplets 150, 173, 186, 187, 351, 413, 451, 609, 614, 737, 748 and 931 
of the present diwan).
6 Supra, p. 44.
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Falaki’s interest in astrology has both a prelude and a sequel: it
originated, according to Taqiu’d-Din Kashi, from Falaki’s love for an
astrologer’s son ; and it culminated, according to the same authority, 
in the composition of a work on astrology and in the adoption of the 
peculiar takhallus—Falaki.1 The prose-work has perished, but the
takhallus has survived, though, according to Ulugh Beg b. Shah-rukh 
(850-53 a .h .), it was an unhappy choice 2 :
J  lflU> J  2 ^— <•! J J —> j  A « S l — J o
* o y>-
They showed His late Majesty, Ulugh Beg Kurkan, the Diwan-i- 
FalaJci : he read it with interest but said : “ The takhallus is peculiar 
and inauspicious.”
Falaki’s contemporary, Adib-i-Sabir (d. after 538 a .h .) uses 
FALAKI in the sense of “ Heavenly ” or “ a Heavenly being ” ,3 
but another contemporary, Hasan of Ghazna (d. after 545 a .h .) ,4 uses 
FALAKI in the sense of <oj o l—h_5 “ oppressed by the heavens ” 
or “ ill-starred ” , a meaning not found in dictionaries 5 :
jijTij" 5 L U
The revolution of the heavens has oppressed me ; the movement of 
the times has afflicted me.
1 Khuldsatu’l-Ash'ar wa Zubdatu’l-Afkar, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 3506, f. 5006 :
_} J O  J  J^L* < J l _ j.pT. J d j l  y  ^  I ^
 ^ fLSC- i j I j  h I j< Ij I -—^ ^  I j j  j  ..p ^  ^. k  L
i s I y* ^ Jj J ojj j .>!■* ^
2 Dawlatshah, Browne’s ed., p. 104.
3 Diwan-i-Adib-i-Sabir, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 327, f. 35a :
 ^Jb  ^  ^ aJ^ i X* , c ■ .>5^  i'1 *^
* This is the date of composition of one of his odes.
6 Diwan-i-Hasan-i-Ghazna, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 1777, f. 186.
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Whatever his original predilections may have been, Falaki soon
When I first composed verse I had little aptitude for poetry.
By thy instruction and patronage behold how I am handling verse this 
year.
Each year, by the glory of thy  state, I am a better panegyrist than 
before.
Poetry is a lion I  am continually trying to ensnare.
Shouldst thou encourage me by accepting this ode I shall bag this 
lion of speech.
At court his talents were recognized ; his means improved 2 :
My trouble is due to my wealth and estates ; neither of these do I 
need if I am wise.
His (Falaki’s) ambition is tha t they should say : “ Thou art the 
premier poet of the king.”
But soon th is fair prospect was overcast ; Falaki was traduced to the 
king as lacking in loyalty 4 :
renounced astrology for poetry, enrolling himself as a professional 
panegyrist1 :
and there was even the chance of his becoming the poet-laureate 3 :
0  king and conqueror of cities, they have alleged that I have neglected 
paying allegiance to thee.
1 Diwan-i-Falaki, couplets 462-66. 
3 Idem., couplet 789.
2 Idem, couplet 842. 
4 Idem, couplet 303.
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and thrown into the fortress of Shabaran 1 :
y  ^  y>- ^J>\ JZ
j  Cy j
i5W <JU>» & ^
Like a demoniac am I encased in iron though I have to fight no demon.2
Sad at heart and ill in body, I have no strength to bear the fetters of 
the king.
Since I have no independence here (i.e. since I cannot go elsewhere), 
order a home for me in this fortress.
In an ode written after his release from captivity Falaki states th a t 
the imprisonment had nearly killed him, reducing him to a mere skeleton3 :
—LjjJl y *  \ pC-j 2 13 j  I > oLa> Ij lJL.Ig._l
I was dead and from all my limbs the bones projected like (the letter) 
lam.
In his mercy the Shirwanshah granted me my life—in spite of Him 
(Allah) Who has said : Who will give life to the hones (when they are 
rotten) ? 4
How long Falaki survived his fall is uncertain. He may have succeeded 
in his efforts to obtain readmission to the royal court 5 :
1 oV.. ,A», J— .A c5^ L>» ^  pZ+ S 'S
When will I use (as collyrium) for my eyes and when will I kiss with 
my mouth the dust of His Majesty’s court ?
but it is much more likely th a t under the strain of his imprisonment 
Falaki died the premature death recorded by Khaqani. According to 
Taqiu’d-Din Kashi, Falaki is buried in his birthplace, Shamakhi, the capital
1 Diwan-i-Falaki, couplets 825, 830, 843.
2 The words, demoniac and demon, have been used to retain the redundant homonymy 
of the original—y J and
3 Diwan-i-Falaki, couplets 412-13. 4 Qur’an, xxxvi, 78.
5 Diwan-i-Falaki, couplet 395.
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of Shirwan 1 : there is no evidence, a t any rate, th a t Falaki died anywhere 
else but in Shirwan.
I I
The extant odes of Falaki are as devoid of facts as they abound in 
rhetorical artifices. Amongst seas, the Caspian Sea, Red Sea, and the Gulf 
of ‘Umman ; amongst rivers, the Euphrates, Nile, Oxus, and the Tigris ; 
amongst countries, Arabia, the Canary islands, Cathay, China, Egypt, 
Ethiopia, India, Kashmir, Khurasan, Khutlan (i.e. the mountainous tract 
lying in the angle between the Wakhshab and the Oxus), Persia, Rum, 
Shirwan, Spain, Syria, Tibet, Turkistan, and ‘Umman ; and amongst 
places, Badakhshan. Baghdad, Bahrayn, Baqilan, Bartas (in Turkistan), 
Chach, Chigil, Kashghar, Khallukh, Qayrawan, Samangan ,2 Shushtar, Sipa- 
han (Isfahan), Somnath, Taysun, and Tur Mt. are mentioned. The persons 
referred to are much more numerous. Of Prophets, Scriptural patriarchs, 
etc., Adam and Eve, Enoch, Noah, Pharaoh and Haman, Amran, Moses 
and Aaron, Balaam, Korah, Solomon, Elias, Jonah, Jesus Christ and 
Mary, Khidr, Muhammad and Fatim ah (Zahra) ; of the old legendary 
kings of Persia, Hushang, Jamshld, Blvarasp (Dahhak), Farldun, Salm, 
Tur, Iraj, Arash (b. K ay Kubad), K ay Khusraw, Gushtasp, and Isfan- 
d ly a r; of legendary warriors, Qaran (b. Kawah), Nariman (or Nlram), 
Sam, Zal, and R u s ta m ; of the Greeks, Plato, Luqman, Katayun, 
Balinas,3 and Alexander ; of the Sasanians, Bahram and Nushirwan ; of 
the Romans, Heraclius ; of the Indians, Porus ; of the Ethiopians, B ila l; 
of the Arabs, Hatim  of Tayyi’, Abu Lahab, Abu Hurayrah, Abu Nuwas, 
and Abu Tam m am ; of the kings of Persia, (Sultan) Mahmud the Ghaznawid 
(d. 4 2 1 a .h .) ,  Malikshah the Seljuq (d. 485  a .h .), Farldun I, and Abu’l- 
H ayja FaMiru’d Din Minuchihr I I  b. Farldun ; and of the other Persians, 
Manes, 4 Salman ,5 (Abu’l-Hasan) Gushyar (b. Labban), astrologer,
1 Khulasatu’l-Ash'ar wa Zubdatu’l-Afkar, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 3506, f. 500-16:
2 “ The precise position of Samanqan or Samalqan, which Yaqut describes as lying to 
the east of Jajarm in Khurasan, is uncertain.” G. le Strange, Lands of the Eastern Caliphate, 
p. 392, Cambridge (1905).
3 i.e. the magician Balinas, companion of Alexander the Great, and husband and 
pupil of the enchantress Adhar Humayun. See Nizami’s Iskandar-namah, Br. Mus. MS. 
Add. 7729, f. 227a and f. 2446.
4 Born in 215 or 216 a .d . , and put to death between 273 and 276 a .d .
5 Died between 32 and 37 a . h . See Kitabu’l-Isabah of Ibn Hajara’l-'Asqalanl, vol. iii, 
pp. 113-14, Cairo ed., 1325 a .h .
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342-83 a .h ., Abu ‘All (b. Sina) (Avicenna), 370-429 a .h ., KarasI, 
i.e. Abu’l-Hasan ‘All b. Muhammad b. ‘All Tmadu’d-Din Kia HarasI, 
divine, 450-504 a .h ., Abu’l-Futuh (minstrel of Minuchihr II), Prince 
Dhukhratu’d-Din Farldun (b. Minuchihr II), and the ministers Jam alu’d- 
Din Abu’l-Nasr Malik Mis‘ar b. ‘Abdu’llah and Aminu’d-Dm 
Muhammad b. ‘Abdu’l-Jalil-i-Ahrasi are mentioned. Finally, there 
are two proper names, J a ‘far and Qadir, which cannot be identified.
I t  is curious th a t Falaki should have ignored not merely the earlier 
poets of Persia but even his colleagues and compatriots, Abu’l-‘Ala 
and Khaqani. Prof. Browne quotes from Dawlatshah 1 :
“ Men of letters and poets of distinction have a high opinion of 
Mas‘ud (i-Sa‘d-i-Salman)’s verse, so that Falaki (of Shirwan), while 
lauding his own genius, thus alludes to Mas‘ud’s poetry :—
‘ Had Mas‘ud such cunning in verse as is mine, from the Land of 
the Dead,
Sa‘d-i-Salman, his father, would come and blessings invoke on his 
head.’ ”
This isolated couplet,
iS^y. b  J -5 j S  o \  S
given also by the Khayru'l-Baydn2 (1019 a .h .), proved rather 
troublesome, for I  was anxious to trace the ode because of its 
autobiographical information. Failing to find it in the Diwan-i-Falaki, 
I  consulted Mirza Muhammad K han’s monograph on Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i- 
Salman 3 to find if Dawlatshah’s couplet could be traced in the diwans of 
those poets who, according to Mirza Muhammad Khan, have praised 
Mas‘ud’s poetry. The result was negative ; and, to make the m atter
1 E. G. Browne, A Literary History of Persia, vol. ii, p. 325. Also Dawlatshah, Browne’s 
ed., p. 47 :
J lj  jL I j  |oLL*
J 5 j>-
-u— , j l j j  I S ^ y  b j -5 J*
2 Br. Mus.'MS. Or. 3397, f. 49a.
3 J.R.A.S. 1905-6.
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complicated, I found Dawlatshah quoted without acknowledgment in 
the preface of the Diwdn-i-Mas(ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salmdn himself (transcribed 
in 1008 a .h .), where Falaki-i-Shirwani is singled out from amongst the 
poets who have praised Mas‘ud’s poetry .1
I t  was necessary, therefore, to examine without distinction the works 
of all Persian poets contemporary with or posterior to Mas‘ud and 
anterior to  Dawlatshah. And so eventually Dawlatshah’s couplet was 
found in the Diwdn-i-Adib-i-Sdbir2 where it belongs to an ode of 
thirty-seven couplets, with the beginning :
X
and the conclusion :
A  S *  oA1> A
Ail o ijT *  (3*^* ctA>
A*- aAl>
J  ' ^  0 ,1  J »  J
a^ *^   ^ j b ' ^
J  j  A l l ^
J  A>- oba^£>
J  s ^ *  j b J ^  j l  j  i l  J i  j b ^
3  y  y  A  j ! a 3 -
The patron’s name given in the fourteenth couplet of this ode as 
Majdu’d-Dln Abu’l-Qasim ‘A ll3 leaves no doubt th a t the ode really
1 Diwan-i-Alas'ud-i-Sa'd-i-Salman, Br. Mus. MS. Egerton 701, f. 16 :
■Jj>- j j  lj .4*** ^j j l  3 I j  (j
A I *JjX j j k
* Diwdn-i-Adib-i-Sdbir, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 327, f. 27-8a.
3 Idem, f. 276 :
j  Jo*i I j  jllc j  y  y.j* J  ~yS y - ^ l j d  1-^ j

$ ts /£ i^ C A * 3 \
A > , > * £ >  W,i
y y y y y y i
' / ’j j t b f s y A
O j- A ) j i j t y J J k j \J A
>;
ir 3 j ' i$ ,M j ' x
^ y p y / i X y y
y ^ y s / ^ y s
¥>* y  * *
h y / y f y J ;
y y i y > A j C i
jky }  b y y ^ t ' / ? /
■»
J
j i x ,
? U i j y y s » ;€. :  '■: 
>Jrfy ;> Jtj* ’'> y '- r
y X , b s / j > y
S S S * Q & y S
J ;. -  * >/. »
Falaki in the Diwdn-i-ZahirvCd-Dm Shufurwah, 1.0. MS.
No. 2 4 0 , f. 87a.
To /acs p .63  ]
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belongs to Adib-i-Sabir, for Majdu’d-Din Abu’l-Qasim ‘All was Adib-i- 
Sabir’s earliest patron, to  whom the majority of the odes in his diwan 
are addressed.1
I l l
Amongst the poets of Persia who have mentioned Falaki-i-Shirwani 
there is first of all his contemporary, Khaqani, whose elegy on the death 
of Falaki has already been cited .2 Secondly, there is the poet Zahiru’d- 
Din Shufurwah, brother of Sharafu’d-Din Shufurwah and, like him, a 
panegyrist of Arslan Shah b. Tughril II  (556-73 a.h.) and Tughril I I I  
b. Arslan Shah (573-90 a.h.) who makes the following incidental 
reference to Falak i3 :
iS jy \ y ?  ^ ^  j  o*  j S
Shouldst thou become my supporter I shall surpass fire (by the quality 
of my verse) ; until by attaining perfection in the art of poetry 
I shall become celebrated like Anwari.
My verse is . . . like (the verse of) Falaki, for this honour transcends 
the power of the genius of ‘Unsuri.
The India Office Diwan-i-Zahiru’d-Din Shufurwah is not unique, 
as regarded by Ethe, but Prof. N. Martinovitch tells me th a t the 
ode in question is wanting in the copy owned by Mr. Robert Garrett of 
Baltimore. I t  is obvious, however, th a t Zahiru’d-Din Shufurwah has 
chosen his words with a double o b jec t: he has pitted Falaki against 
‘Unsuri, because “ Falaki ” , meaning “ heavenly ” , is the exact antithesis 
of “ ‘Unsuri ” , meaning “ mortal ” or “ terrestrial ” 4 ; and, secondly, 
he has compressed in two couplets the names of six poets, as follows : 
Zahir(u’d-Din-i-Faryabi)5or Zahir(u’d-Din Shufurwah) himself; Athir(u’d-
1 Diwan-i-Adib-i-Sabir, Br. Mus. Ms. Or. 327, f. 5b, 8b, 106, 126, 236, 55a, etc.
2 Supra, pp. 44^45.
3 Diwan-i-Zahiru’ d-Din Shufurwah, India Office MS. No. 240, f. 87a.
4 Cf. al-Baydawi in his Nizamu’t-Tawarikh. Br. Mus. MS. Or. 1859, f. 26 :
) ^ ^  b  j j ilt  ^  js*\ ^  U  • • • • —p  ^
 ^ . . . .  (_$ j M 3
5 Died 598 a .h .
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Din-i-Akhsikati)1 ; Anwari 2 ; F a la k i; Sharaf(u’d-Din Shufurwah.) ; and 
‘Unsuri.3
The th ird  reference is an appreciation by ‘Ism at. To the well-known 
qasidahoiFalaki: ^  ^ --------- 1| ^  ^  — |_  ^ ---------]
^  J  aL:A-> J J
the poet ‘Ism at of Bukhara has w ritten, as was pointed out by 
Dawlatshah , 4 a “ reply ” or “ parallel” , addressed to Sultan Khalil b' 
Miranshah b. Timur (ruled 807-09 a .h . and died 812 a .h .) 5 : [ ^  —  — |
j  A , j y
v»AA3 «AS i “A^ ^ ^9cm*  ^\ 1 *—*—9—)
One night, because of the pangs of separation, I lost (all) interest 
in the world ; flushed was my face with tears, and oppressed was 
my heart with grief.
The exalted and eminent K halil! To express its obedience by 
prostration at his threshold, bent is the stature of heaven.
‘Ism at goes on to  state tha t, since a thousand ‘Ism ats cannot hope to 
rival Falaki, the sole purpose of his “ reply ” is to learn from Falaki 
the arts of polite speech and poetry 6 :
(° ( y . < S b  4*“ * y  J ^  oXi j
^\c  A ^  O ’J  y  ^y* X t ^  j ' ^ 5 ”
j^h>_k>A j  c X ^ T  ' ^ y r  ® -^ aj
^  ^ y ^ J ^  ^  y *  <^Wa^" j  ^  ^ i ^ y *
1 Panegyrist of Arslan Shah b. Tughril II (556-73 a .h .) and of the Atabek Qizil-Arslan 
b. Ildigiz (581-7 a .h .).
2 Died after 581 a .h . 3 Died between 430 and 440 a .h .
4 Browne’s ed., p. 104.
5 Diwan-i-'Ismat of Bukhara. Br. Mus. MS. Or. 3500, f. 59a-61a.
6 Idem, f. 606-61a.
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They knew I was polite and learned, but who knew my aptitude for 
poetry ?
Even if I have not mastered that art what can be better than that by 
reciting thy praise I should be known throughout the world ?
When the ode of Falaki came to the ears of my soul I stammered with 
admiration, and was unable to reply (to his ode).
Can an ordinary person, like myself, rival Falaki’s eminence ? No, nor 
even a thousand others like myself.
To acquire learning and the art of polite speech have I imitated the 
verse of Falaki.
Finally, there is the poet Salman-i-Sawaji (700-78 a .h .), who, like 
‘Ismat, has im itated Falaki, but, unlike ‘Ismat, has not acknowledged 
his indebtedness. Says Falaki in an ode addressed to Minuchihr I I 1 :
[ w ------------------    ]
L$l y  jJU- J J  J J j  «*-i)j J
j J  J  L r f  J  J  J  i f f *  V. o *  j
jl y J Li o-AjLc
y t  J ^  O' jU  J j *
-U. ^  \ j  jsJj j  f & j  y \  j <C>- 4;Uj
OJ
j  j o ^31 J J  J^ LC' J
jl  ^jb  S y  ^  j j j  \ ^
^ *0^+0 ^SCj ^  o°.
To this Salman “ replies ” in an ode composed in honour of Shaykh
Hasan, founder of the Ja la ’ir dynasty (736-57 a .h .) 2 : [>_✓------------ 1
1    ]
j  j  oyf' j  -^^ 7
^  jl jic.j j i t  jljy* j  v'y*- ^  (****?■ ^
1 Diwan-i-Falaki, ode viii.
2 Kulliyat-i-Salman-i-Sdwaji, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 2815, f. 23a.
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Abbreviations
B =  British Museum MS. of Taqiu’d-DIn Kashi’s tadhkirah. Or. 3506.
D =  Sir E. Denison Ross’s MS. transcribed at Simla.
F =  Farhang-i-Jahangiri.
H =  Haft Iqlim, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 203.
L =  Leningrad anonymous anthology, Public Library MS. No. 322.
M =  Munich Diwdn-i-Falaki, Or. 279 Prunneri.
Ma =  Majma'u’l-Fusaha, Tihran ed.
Mu =  Munisu’l-Ahrar, MS. owned by H. Kevorkian of New York.
O =  British Museum MS. Or. 4110—an anonymous anthology.
P =  Paris copy of Taqiu’d-Din Kashi’s tadhkirah, Suppl. Persan, 799.
T =  Anonymous tadhkirah, British Museum MS. Or. 3386.
Ta =  Taqi Awhadi’s tadhkirah. India Office MS. No. 3654.
I
T h e  O r i g i n a l  D I wan-i-Fa l a e i
Although the fact of Falaki being an astrologer cannot be questioned, 
for it  is based on the contemporary evidence of Falaki’s compatriot, 
the poet KhaqanI, I  have found no trace of the treatise on astrology, 
which, according to Taqiu’d-Dln Kashi, was written by Falaki and 
appreciated by the astrologers of the age. The extant works of Falaki, 
therefore, are merely poetical, and even these seem to have partly 
perished.
In  his Khuldsatu’l-Ash'dr wa Zubdatu’l-Afkdr of 985 a . h .  Taqiu’d-Din 
Kashi states th a t the Diwdn-i-Falaki which is very rare, and which he 
hopes to be able to discover some day, consists of 7,000 couplets, com­
prising odes, lyrics, and quatrains .1 This is the earliest estimate of Falakl’s 
works, the others being : the anonymous anthology of Leningrad 2 
and Suhuf-i-IbrdM m 3 (1205 a . h . ) ,  7,000 couplets; Taqi A w hadI4
1 Br. Mus. MS. Or. 3506, f. 501a.
2 Leningrad, Public Library MS. No. 322, f. 187a.
3 Berlin MS. Pertsch No. 663, f. 261a.
4 India Office MS. No. 3654, f. 993a.
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(1024 a . h . ) ,  and Khuldsatu’l-A fkdr 1 (1207 a . h . ) ,  3,000 couplets ; and the 
modern British Museum an tho logy 2 (1253-87 a . h . ) ,  1 0 ,0 0 0  couplets. 
Now as Falaki died young ,3 and as he was originally an astrologer 
with little aptitude for poetry , 4
When I first composed verse I had little aptitude for poetry.
the higher figures—7,000 and 1 0 ,0 0 0 —given by the tadhkirahs appear 
unlikely. The present tex t comprises 1,197 couplets.
Sources of the present Diwdn-i-Falaki are the following : (A) diwdns 
of F a la k i; (B) tadhkirahs ; (C) books of general knowledge and history ; 
and (D) lexicons and works on prosody.
“ F alakfs diwdn," writes Taqiu’d-Din Kashi in 984 a .h ., “ is very 
rare and is supposed to contain 7,000 couplets. I  hope to  find this diwdn 
one day ; meanwhile, I have recovered with great difficulty the following 
collection of the poems of Falaki.” 5 Now the tadhkirah of Taqlu’d-Dln 
K ashi itself has become very rare so th a t I  have not found more than  two 
copies of this work with poetical extracts from Falaki—the Br. Mus. MS. 
Or. 3506, f. 5016-512a, 1,084 couplets, and the Bibliotheque Nationale, 
Paris, MS. Suppl. Persan 799, f. 2186-251a, 1,060 couplets. Thinking,
1 India Office MS. No. 2692, f. 221a. 2 Br. Mus. MS. Or. 3386, f. 2836.
3 Supra, p. 44. 4 Diwdn-i-Falaki, couplet 462.
5 Br. Mus. MS. Or. 3506, f. 501a-6 :
J  _) J j e  0-XyOS  j l  C - J  j I j A  C -j-Q  u b f 5
II
S o u r c e s  o f  t h e  P r e s e n t  D twan-i-Fa l a k i
A
Diwdns o f Falaki
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therefore, th a t the field had been thoroughly investigated by Taqlu’d- 
Dln Kashi, I  had decided to make his tadhkirah the basis for preparing a 
Diiodn-i-Falaki when I came across two im portant notices of the diwdn, 
the first in the Oudh Catalogue of A. Sprenger, and the second in the 
Munich Catalogue of J . Aumer. Says Sprenger :
No. 199 
Beginning of the Qasidahs
^  j
Motl Mahall, two copies, one 12mo, 72 pp. of 14 or 15 hayts, written 
at Agra in an elegant hand in 1015 a .h , ,  prefixed is a short biography 
of the author.
This information is brief but significant: the Oudh Diwdn-i-Falaki 
began exactly like the known collections of Taqlu’d-Dln Kashi. Further, 
as there were 72 pages of 14 or 15 couplets to a page there could 
not have been more than 72 x 15 =  1,080 couplets. Now, as some 
pages contained 14 couplets instead of 15, the space of a line must 
have been left over to prevent the odes from running in, and as a 
good collection of Falaki’s poems contains 25 odes, the gap must 
have amounted to 25 couplets. This reduces the number of couplets 
to 1,080 — 25 =  1,055, and if we make an allowance for the gaps 
between the different ghazals, “ fragments,” and quatrains, a nearly 
correct estimate of the Oudh Diwdn-i-Falaki would be 1,040 couplets. 
In  other words, the Oudh Diwdn-i-Falaki contained 20 couplets 
less than the Paris tadhkirah of Taqlu’d-Dln Kashi. This difference is too 
trivial to  negative the suggestion th a t the Oudh Diwdn-i-Falaki was 
extracted from Taqlu’d-Dln K ashi: numerically, indeed, the Oudh
Diwdn-i-Falaki resembles the Paris tadhkirah of Taqlu’d-Dln Kashi 
even more closely than  the Paris tadhkirah resembles the tadhkirah of 
London. Therefore, though neither of the two Oudh copies can be traced, 
it is perhaps some consolation to  find th a t they were merely extracts from 
Taqlu’d-Dln Kashi, dignified by the title  of “ diwdn ” .
There remains the second diwdn of Falaki, written in Ta‘llq about the 
eleventh century a .h ., and comprising folios 93a to  1335 of the Munich 
MS. Or. 279 Prunneri. This MS. contains no lacuna, but the folios of the
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diwdn have not been inserted in their proper place, so th a t the following 
corrections are necessary : folios 93a to 1026 as a t p resen t; then 104, 
103, 106, 105, 107-108, 116, 110-115, 109; and 117a to 1336 as at 
present.
The Munich diwdn contains tw enty odes in alphabetical order, three 
tarkib-bands, one prison-poem, five quatrains, and some ghazals and 
“ fragm ents” , comprising altogether 1,135 couplets. On f. 1306-131a 
are three couplets, which form part of four couplets cited on f. 1296. 
Subtracting these three couplets, the Munich diwdn contains 1,132 couplets, 
being the largest known collection of the poetical works of Falaki.
The value of the Munich diwdn, however, is chiefly quantitative : the 
scribe, apparently, was a man of no learn ing ; several words have been 
om itted ; others m isspelt; others, again, have not been dotted. The 
errors are so plentiful th a t not more than  a half of the diwdn makes sense. 
By collating, however, w ith the tadhkirah of Taqlu’d-Dln Kashi and other 
texts presently to  be described, I  found th a t the Munich diwdn could be 
deciphered, and th a t of the th irty  couplets of ode No. xviii, which appeared 
to  be unique, twenty-nine couplets were contained in the anonymous 
anthology of Leningrad, Public Library MS. No. 322. Further, tarkib- 
band No. 1 , which contains sixty-nine couplets, whereof thirty-seven 
couplets are not found in any other collection, proved to  be less defective 
than I  anticipated : I decided, therefore, to  yield to the numerical factor 
and make the Munich diwdn a basis for compiling a Diwdn-i-Falaki.
B
Tadhkirahs
Several tadhkirahs, like the Lubdbu’l-Albdb of Muhammad ‘Awfl, 
omit Falaki altogether ; others mention him, either with or without 
citing poetical extracts from him.
The following five tadhkirahs mention Falaki but do not cite poetical 
extracts from h im :
(i) Nafahdtu’l-Uns (881 a .h . )  of Nuru’d-Dln ‘Abdu’r-Rahman
Jam!, Br. Mus. MS. Add. 16,717, f. 281a.
(ii) May-khdnah (1040 a .h . )  of Hasan b. Lutfu’llah-i-Tihranl, Br.
Mus. MS. Or. 3537, f. 240a.
(iii) M ir’dtu’l-Khiyal (1102 a .h . )  of Shir Khan b.£ All Amjad Khan,
Br. Mus. MS. Or. 231, f. 236.
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(iv) Tadhkirah-i-Husaym (1163 a .h . )  of Husayn Dust-i-Sanbhali,
Br. Mus. MS. Or. 229, f. 138a.
(v) Suhuf-i-Ibrahlm (1205 a .h . )  of ‘All Ibrahim Khan, Berlin MS.
Pertsch No. 663, f. 2606-261a.
The tadhkirahs which give biographical notices of Falaki, accom­
panied by poetical extracts, are the following twenty-six, the number of 
couplets cited varying from 1 to 1,088 :
Couplets.
(i) Munisiil-Ahrdr f i  Daqd’iqi’l-Ashar (741 a .h . )  o f
Muhammad b. Badr-i-Jajarmi, MS. owned by Mr. H. 
Kevorkian of New York . . . . .  72
(ii) Anonymous anthology (804 a .h . ) ,  Br. Mus. MS. Or.
4110, f. 121a-1226   60
(iii) Tadhkiratu’sh-Shuara (892 a .h . ) ,  of Dawlatshah,
Browne’s ed., pp. 103-04 . . . . .  5
( iv) Khulasatul-Ashdr wa Zubdatul-Afkdr (985 a .h . )  o f
Taqiu’d-Din Kashi, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 3506, 
f. 5 0 1 6 -5 1 2 a ................................................................. 1,088
Idem, Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, MS., Suppl.
Persan No. 799, f. 2146-251a . . . .  1,062
(v) Anonymous anthology (c. 1000 a . i i . ) ,  Asiatic
Society of Bengal, Persian MS. No. 923, f. 141a . ? 1
(vi) Bazm A ra l (1000 a .h . )  of Sayyid ‘Ali b. Mahmud,
Br. Mus. MS. Or. 3389, f. 91a-916 . . ’ . 61
(vii) Haft Iqlim (1002 a .h . )  of Amin Ahmad-i-Kazi, Br.
Mus. MS. Or. 203, f. 3946-396a . . . .  99
(viii) Khayru’l-Baydn (1019 a .h . )  of Husayn b. Ghiyathu’d-
Din Mahmud, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 3397, f. 49a and 756 9
(ix) ‘Urafatud-Ashiqin (1024 a .h . )  of Taqi Awhadi,
India Office MS. No. 3654, f.9926-995a. . ’ . 93
Idem, Bankipore MS. No. 685 . . . .  93
(x) Lubbul-Lubab (1097 a .h . )  of Muhammad Quli
Qachar, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 3400, f. 1326-133a . 1
(xi) Safinah-i-Khushqu (1147 a .h . )  of Bindraban Das,
Berlin MS. Pertsch No. 652, f. 63a-6 . . .  26
(xii) Yad-i-Baydd (1148 a .h . )  of Ghulam ‘All Azad,
Bankipore MS. No. 691, f. 174a . . . . 2
1 I have not been able to obtain rotographs of this MS., but the couplets cited occur 
only on f. 141a. See W. Ivanow’s Catalogue, p. 421, Calcutta, 1924.
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(xiii) Tadhkirah-i-Nudrat, (1149 a.h.) of ‘All Fitrat Couplets.
‘Atau’llah, India Office MS. No. 2678, f. 48a. . 2
(xiv) Muntakhibul-Ash1 dr (1161 a.h.) of Muhammad ‘All
Khan, Bodleian Library MS. Elliott No. 247, f. 1386 1
(xv) Riyaddsh-Shdara (1161 a.h.) of‘AllQuli-i-Daghistani,
B rM us. MS. Add. 16,729, f. 335a . ~  7
(xvi) Atashkadah (1193 a.h.) of Lutf ‘All-i-Isfahani, India
Office MS. No. 2929, f . 276-28a . ’ . . . 29
(xvii) Anonymous Universal Biography of Persian Poets
(1170-80 a.h.), India Office MS. No. 2415, f. 196-20a 
and f. 618a . . . . . . .  1
(xviii) Khuldsatu’l-Afkdr (1207 a.h.) of Abu Talib b.
Muhammad-i-Isfahan!, India Office MS. No. 2692, 
f. 221a-6 .   42
(xix) Makhzanu,l-Ghara’ib (1218 a.h.) of Ahmad ‘All
HashimI, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 4610, f. 318a . . 10
(xx) Nishtar-i-Is_hq (1233 a.h.) of Husayn Quli Khan-i-
‘Azimabadi, Bankipore MS. No. 716 . . . 2
(xxi) Anonymous tadhkirah (1253-87 a.h.), Br. Mus.
MS. Or. 3386, f. 2836-289a . . . .  484
(xxii) Anonymous tadhkirah (1270 a.h.), Berlin MS. Pertsch
No. 681, f. 4 1 5 a - 4 1 6 a ................................................... 24
(xxiii) Majma'u’l-Fusahd (1295 a.h.) of Rida Quli Khan,
Tihran ed., vol. i, pp. 381-2 . . . .  51
(xxiv) Anonymous tadhkirah (undated), Leningrad Public
Library MS. No. 322, f. 187a-190a . . .  294
(xxv) MS. transcribed for Sir E. Denison Ross a t Simla,
1911 a.d ................................................................................. 650
(xxvi) Anonymous anthology (recent), Asiatic Society of
Bengal, Persian MS. No. 927, f. 19a . . . ? 1
Some of these tadhkirahs deserve special attention. Of the  rare 
Khuldsatu’l-AshSar wa Zubdatdl-Afkdr of Taqiu’d-Din Kashi, a third 
copy, with poetical extracts from Falaki, described by Bland, J.R .A .S ., 
vol. ix, p. 126, cannot be traced .2 Of the  extant copies, both w ritten in
1 I have not been able to obtain rotographs of this MS., but the couplets cited occur 
only onf. 19a. See W. Ivanow’s Catalogue, p. 438, Calcutta (1924).
2 The tadhkirah of Taqiu’d-Dm Kashi in the John Ryland's Library, Manchester, is 
not, as it is supposed to be, the copy described by Bland, for it does not contain poetical 
extracts from Falaki. Similar abridged MSS. of Taqlu’d-Dln Kashi exist in the India Office 
and the Bankipore Library.
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the sixteenth century a . d .  and therefore in the lifetime of the anthologist, 
Taqiu’d-Din Kashi, the London copy contains 1,088, and the Paris copy 
1,062 couplets. From the former copy, four couplets which occur on 
f. 5076 and are repeated on f. 5116, and from the latter copy, two couplets 
which occur on f. 2 2 1 a and are repeated on f. 2226, should be eliminated. 
The number of couplets, therefore, in the two copies is reduced to 1,084 
and 1,060 respectively, the difference of twenty-four couplets arising as 
follows :
Extras in  the London copy
Ode iii, 12 couplets; Ode iv, 12 couplets; Ode v, 3 couplets ; 
Ode x, 14 couplets; Ode xv, 2 couplets; Ode xx, 6 couplets; 
Ode xxiii, 1 couplet; Tarkib-band ii, 2 couplets; and Ghazals 
and “ Fragments ” , 12 couplets. Total, 64 couplets.
Extras in the Paris copy
Ode xi, 1 couplet; Tarkib-band i, 2 couplets ; and a new prison-poem, 
37 couplets. Total, 40 couplets.
The London copy has sixty-four couplets which are not found in the 
Paris copy, and, as the Paris copy has forty couplets which are wanting 
in the London copy, the difference is twenty-four. A collated tex t of 
Taqiu’d-Din Kashi would contain 1,084 +  40 =  1,124 couplets of 
Falaki, bu t even this number falls short of the 1,132 couplets of the 
Munich diwdn.
Next in numerical value to  the copies of Taqiu’d-Din Kashi are Sir
E. Denison Ross’s MS. (650 couplets) and the Br. Mus. anthology Or. 3386 
(484 couplets). The former of these, comprising thirty-three single folios 
transcribed by Mirza Abu’l-Qasim at Simla on 22nd December, 
1911 a . d . ,  and generously lent to me for an unlimited period, is not 
a complete copy, for it contains on the margin of f. 20  the following 
note in the hand of Sir E. Denison Ross : “ The rest of this qasidah is 
illegible being w ritten on the margin which has been hopelessly 
destroyed by insects.” Unfortunately Sir E. Denison Ross does not 
recollect the original from which his copy was made, but the 
ultimate source is probably the Paris copy of Taqlu’d-Dln Kashi 
which contains all the 650 couplets of Sir E. Denison Ross’s MS. Further, 
as the ode which is supposed to have been partly  destroyed is actually 
complete, and as between this and the succeeding ode there intervene, 
in the Paris copy, odes ix and vii of the present collection, it  is almost
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certain th a t the lost ode was not a new ode, bu t one of the two odes ix or 
vii. Finally, as all the 484 couplets of the Br. Mus. anthology Or. 3386 
are found in the London copy of Taqhi’d-Dln Kashi, this anthology and 
the MS. of Sir E. Denison Boss must be regarded as mere offshoots of the 
London and Paris copies of Taqiu’d-Dm Kashi respectively.
There remains the anonymous and undated anthology of Leningrad 
294 couplets). W ritten in a very fine and legible hand, th is anthology 
contains twenty-nine of the th irty  couplets of a rare ode, No. xviii, 
found elsewhere only in the Munich diwdn. On the other hand, as will be 
shown later on, there are five couplets in this anthology which are wanting 
in the Munich diwdn. Obviously, therefore, the Munich diwdn and the 
Leningrad anthology belong to  different originals.
Of the other tadhkirahs, containing less than  1 0 0  couplets of Falaki, 
only the rare ‘ TJrafdtu’l- Ashiqin of Taqi Awhadi need be mentioned. The 
India Office and the Bankipore MSS. of this work are equally defective, 
so th a t of the ten  couplets of a rare ode, No. xiv, contained therein, only 
the eight couplets cited in the M ajm a'dl-Fusahd  can be deciphered.
C
Books o f General Knowledge and History
Falaki-i-Shirwani is mentioned in the following seven books of general 
knowledge and history :
(i) Tdrikh-i-Guzidah (730 a .h . )  of Hamdu’llah Mustawfi-i-Qazwini,
Browne’s ed., p. 824.
(ii) Jdwdhiru’l-Asrdr (840 a .h . )  of Shaykh Adhari, Br. Mus. MS.
Add. 7607, f. 1836.
(iii) AhsanuH-Tawarikh (1019 a .h . )  of Hasan b. Muhammad al-Khaki,
Br. Mus. MS. Or. 1649, f. 335a-6.
(iv) Subh-i-Sddiq (1045 a . h . )  of Muhammad b. Muhammad-i-Isfahani,
‘ Br. Mus. MS. Or. 1728, f. 58a.
(v) Mir’atu’s-Safd (1179 a .h . )  of Muhammad ‘Ali b. Muhammad
Sadiq-i-Burhanpuri, Br. Mus. MS. Add. 6539, f. 229a.
(vi) Mukhtasar (1222 a .h . )  of Muhammad Husayn b. Karam ‘Ali-i-
Isfahani, Br. Mus. MS. Add. 7663, f. 215a.
(vii) Bustdnds-Siydhat (1248 a . h . )  of Ni‘matu’llah b. Iskandar-i-
Shirwani, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 3677, f. 1416.
The space given to Falaki in these works amounts only to a line or
two, no poetical extracts from Falaki being cited.
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Lexicons and Works on Prosody
The following four lexicons contain poetical extracts from Falaki. 
Firstly, the Farhang-i-Jahdngiri1 (1017 a.h.), thirteen couplets : under 
41 (one couplet) ; under 'J\jS 3 \  (one couplet) ; under <4 (one couplet) ; 
under t-A (two couplets) ; under (one couplet) ; under fU- (one
couplet) ; under y>- (one couplet) ; under i)y>- (one couplet) ;
under jx5Csl j \  ^^T"(one couplet) ; under Uj or (two couplets); 
and under 4 —{ (one couplet). Of these couplets, the four cited under 
and are unique, for they are not found
in the usual collections of the works of Falaki.
The second lexicon is the Farhang-i-Rasjndi (1064 a.h.) which cites 
seven and a half couplets: under (one hem istich); under
4 — (one couplet) ; under fU- (one couplet) ; under j& l-o  (one 
couplet) ; under (one couplet) ; under (one couplet);
under jA lSCil j \  \ ^ ~ ( o n e  couplet); and under <^ Ls (one couplet).
The third lexicon is the Bahar-i-1 Ajarn (1162 a.h.) which cites one 
couplet under i)y>-
Finally, there is the Farhang-i-Anjuman Ara’i-Nasiri (1288 a.h.), 
which cites ten couplets : under (one couplet) ; under (one
couplet)2 ; under 4 >v (one couplet) ; under o L ” (two couplets) ; under 
(one couplet); under y>- (one couplet); under (one couplet) ;
under (one couplet) ; and under <6 L« (one couplet). The couplet
cited under <J j> , however, is spurious, being ascribed by the Farhang-i- 
Jahangm  3 and the Farhang-i-Rashidi 4 to Hall-i-Sabzawarl.
1 The complete Farhang-i-Jahangiri (e.g. Paris MSS. Suppl. Persan 1560 and Suppl. 
Persan 437) contains an appendix with five sections.
2 «Jy* o _ } l  [v. 3 ^ ]  d jJ  j l [v. 4ll) J^ j A
3 Under J j , .  4 Under J j , .
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Of works on prosody, in the A l-M u‘jam  f i  M aayiri Ash‘dri’l-‘A jam  
of Shams-i-Qays, courtier and chamberlain to  Sa‘d b. Zangl (599-628 
a . h . ) ,  there are cited two couplets (pp. 392-93, Mirza Muhammad’s ed.) 
from Falaki, to  illustrate the device of commencing an ode as a qasidah 
and ending it as a ghazal w ith a new matla‘.
I l l
A d d i t i o n s  t o  t h e  M u n i c h  D iw a n -i -F a l a k i
As previously explained, the basis for compiling Falakl’s diwdn is 
the Munich Diwdn-i-Falaki, Or. 279 Prunneri, containing 1,132 couplets. 
To this number the following 108 couplets which are not contained in the 
Munich diwdn should be added.
(i) Twelve couplets forming a new ode.
B. f. 5096-10a.
Ca* j  Ca*X* y *  b t  \ J dl I
/  *
V>*J» 4 4 yA y  jjJ  ^  X aZ^A {jA
Ca^ J a  ^ y -  J  jy *  j  y  O ?  b
C + ^ b y y * ' 3 ^ J *  <J*J j \
C ^j\y^ \  J J j\ f \ y  ^  b y
C s * * 0^ **° b  y* Cy b^
yyA>j\y y  £  j & \  j\y>  j y  obi b y
z> * j \  y . b  y y r  y  j \  b ^ j ' £ y  ^ i S j y ^  <jb 1°
A>- O'I Us -ViU
C ^ jlX J A  j  J j  y  y f  cbj* J  ^  j  j y  y
(ii) One couplet wanting in a tarkib-band of the Munich diwdn.
0 . f. 1216.
JC  u U  y b s .  j \  y X z  y»>^  yJ>-y+~j' b ^ y *  J*  ^
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t
(iii) One couplet wanting in a fragment ” of the Munich diwdn.
B. f. 511a; and T. f. 2886.
X i
v/* —**
(iv) One couplet wanting in a “ fragment ” of the Munich diwdn.
B. f. 511a ; and T. f. 2886.
j!  j l  & o't?" j-3 y  yr
~*y. 'oyfi* ^  ^d>Jj <sy j
(v) Twelve couplets wanting in an ode of the Munich diwdn.
B. f. 5076 ; and T. f. 2866.
ijli >W- Cs$ 1 j   ^ >
x ^ j  jU- j  y  Kr*-
cJ S f Cy* ^  °y
J  y  I ^ylj\  ^ y£>
y  I A> ^   ^  ^^ ^ y  y  ^ y^^  1
-A^w j  ,jl-VO > j |  , X —■'*’
B. f. 5076.
j^i.>- j  (jl-Aii*- y y r  y^ y.
~^yy o ^ l^ . cr^~ y  y^  yi* .3
B. f. 5076 ; and T. f. 2866.
j l  j U o - j  £ - j  j  j  o ^ y .  j  jV :  y ?  20
? •• •
-A*a«j y j  ( J j  I—> (Jv-ai> <J-A9
(j ~—^  o L j l j  \ j l  tsr?~
J (J^“^   ^ J*3 oli I*"*?-
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-u*-j J  yfys
«Xww> j  — *x|^i>- f  1 (^ 1 y y
JL
j !  ^ i - v o  j \  o y y  {j* y >~ J
~ \ y j  j W i / ^  y  y^y^ \y* y ^
tfs>o- i,)^  - *t» ->-A) cJ>*^  j^ L*.*aS
■ J ^ j  j l — j \y>- j^ a  j \  O —— 5 (3
v_jl J  _P_P y  ^j-i -V— y
j ^ u j^  j U f  13 (3^ pX- j
'^ a***> \f ^ ® —?*■ j *3
Amj (jlijl J-b ^   ^ j  IJ
(vi) One couplet wanting in a “ fragment ” of the Munich diwdn.
B. f. 512a.
j y  y  ^ y y  _^L^> ^ y y s y  j  [ y y S I^ j  ^  j  j j  $ y j f i ^ ^ .  v/*
(vii) One couplet forming a new ode.
Dawlatshah, Browne’s ed., p. 47 ; Khayru’l-Baydn, Br. Mus. MS. 
Or. 3397, f. 49a ; and Prof. Browne, Lit. Hist, of Persia, vol. ii, 
p. 325.
iS^y. \y <S{/^—^ j-3 ^  y ^
i y.—»—*« jy \yy { £  ^ <^ 1.—. -^
(viii) One couplet forming a new “ fragment ” .
F., and Bahdr-i-‘Ajam, under y y ^ - ^ -  jjy>-
 3 (3— ___ > ^y\ J  Ali-ls f?^y* ^
f\y>- j ^ d >  <5 ! y j y > -  iyy*- j>..y.
1 Khayru’l-Baydn : ^jlJL - <lai- yb ^1 jJ .
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(ix) Thirty-seven couplets forming a new “ prison-poem 
P. f. 249a-b ; and D. f. 26-7.
f S  ^ j  0 ^  i j r *  v* j * f S  ^
<3 J  3  p— o L _ f " 3  j  j  3
(•jLfl—i—« <oLl_3^ _^ _> 4jU pi * ^ 5 0  Li_=*- pl.3
pj&1> A) AJLw-_> ^o l_ i—>
pjlj^ l 3 —^:—& j j j  v* 'Cyr?
—*—»" 3  o —*—> jf 3
J  ,j>3 j  ^
p jW  a—A— * j  P _ l_ ^  coJ> ^ I j L j '  O ^ . ) r ?  -J o^jr
p jL  j |  3 ^ j a J L .  J L _ ~ J  j  3 ^ j \  p j  j j j J  j j ^ l
pjU^L j  3 3  I ^  3 * ^  o»l-^ 40
{ j S ~ '-^ w> ^  p—*— <^ 1^  ^j\ j)\)'
p_^  1  ^ aJLj j  i_*‘>— ^ A - )  I “^ * I 3 L*.** I i_ -»- ,^A
pjl-\0 L.3 _3 A^ » Ajf"Li <6^ 3 * J £  (j^>^Ai>- ,jlA>j
pj  j  aL_j I y j'> > *”^J *^** ^  ' * '*A*,‘*^ > O I 1 *>*>*) «Al»
$j K J *  ^  J  f - 0 *  *  S ^  ^ l - L — C pA _^i 1 ^  3 > ^
P. f. 2496.
p jl^  ^JL_31 <— 3 —^ 3  p>3^->- a—I (3^  ^ —■—k 3
f jW j—*" •i*-*. ^ 4 *  ^ -* -5. ^ $ * S  ^  ^  j  <3 * ^  ^ - 3 ^
pjl>A—ii—a j  <_j^ " -A—*il I-Aj —** J  S ^ <*-> p^— t£^<s*
1 V a r i a n t  ^ 1 7 1 j n .  2 <1)1 ( i n s a n e ;  s t u p i d ) .
3 j L . C — ( i n s a n e ; s t u p i d )  ; v a r i a n t  p jL £ l~ * .
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^^ - +** \ .A) -^«A> 3 ^  J
O  J  i^llai>- vj>^ > I
pjL ^J^C  ^  j  <y y i5 ^  O-kj j'. v^H i  f'V 'J*
—«*—» —*1 3 !^  3 1 J^s> 2jt a —*—^ 1 j\,—^ —>
P. f. 250a ; and D. f. 27.
»^j La5^  j  ^yL_-iS^” ^  A^ _5
^ j l j > ^  > |j^  <J-  ^ j-5 <y Oj^- y^"* t,-^ J 3ajXj y>-l5^
P. f. 250a.
^JaJL_4 y 5A _ y  j  l>\ *> y. l$L 0 j
P. f. 250a ; and D. f. 27. 
fj^  j  •* -^la-ft) —jA—*«y js j l  ^-A« fla>-|_j £**&~\y>-^ \
' 1 «xft O*1-* -J c^na**a>
p*_y -^ - *. ■«■  ^ ^_J (^^».—<■_,> 4>
pjl-\$CTjj^ (jr*..^ - c^ j j\ j->S"o 3^ !
^ j l j l —> o\c— j j , '* 'c T  :>y- y*_y*£ ^U- 60
< j - ^  J j —;—9 j^~r j  Cy* jV -^J^ aA>.
*^jlc—l> oXj y  ^2 ~i <-*lt> 3   ^j  >y*- jV “ j l y   ^ y <J> \
pj^ol o: /  y*iy=>- cJuzL 3  jj* y a U  j  3 *  yV~ l£^
f j W  J  O -y ^ T  j j - ^ I  , ^ - u l  °
-Lfcy ^i- 3 J  j> (*1^—^  j  —i ^ j - ? - j ^
1 Variant j_£,. 2 The meaning is not clear.
3 Variant j ilC . * Variant jj>. 6 Variant j jJ > \ j f .
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P. f. 250a.
£Jl\ li y  y  -^ *a> IJ J^ £. )
11 ^ ^ y  ~\^ C- -P  ^  f l p
(x) Eight couplets wanting in an ode of the Munich diwdn.
Mu. ; Ta. f. 994a ; and L. f. 188a.
^ y d A jy  (jr^ r^9
Mu. ; B. f. 5016 ; Ta. f. 994a ; L. f. 188a ; and T. f. 284a.
/* #
J  < -J & y * jJ d 3 A ' J  1^,3 j  o j J '  j  o j ^
M u.; B. f. 5016 ; H. f. 395a ; Ta. f. 994a ; L. f. 188a ; and T. f. 284a.
J  ^  y * ’ dy~ > ,J  y *  £*+ ^
M u.; B. f. 502a ; L. f. 1886 ; and T. f. 284a.
3^ ^  ^*3! oImu) d  1^) “■
Mu. ; Ta. f. 994a ; and L. f. 1886.
^ -1  4 *  ^  j  ( ° ^  j - j  £->». j ?  j  j
♦
B. f. 502a.
s ? s 9 '  o . ? S ^ 9 '
y  o *  I r A  (J tt* -  y  y  r* y
Mu. ; B. f. 502a ; and Ta. f. 9946.
X O /  Q  ^ S ' Q 9 ' p
U1
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(xi) Ten couplets forming a new ode.
Ta. f. 995a ; and Bankipore No. 685.1
-A , ^
v* y J* is™) f’-y. y y-dd
Ta. f. 995a ; Bankipore No. 685 ; and Ma. p. 382. 
i*-*" Cy*y y jj <-Ji—1_j y ^ A
\ ** M ¥ ' • ••
f  y ^ y ^  6—^  $ J - f '  ^  ^  ^
— 9 \ j S  C»L->lj (J —^*— * ^ ^ — 5 0^—v 51 ^ „v •• v *'
Ta. f. 995a ; and Bankipore No. 685.
~>y L)yy c^ -^ y x ^  yS* y*
Ta. f. 995a ; Bankipore No. 685 ; and Ma., p. 382.
^  j  || ;  (pj \  X tS '  2y>- j*  ^£j j T  XX-+—M, j \  j j  a l l
x^S ja £  lyyj yy y*
^  X*o i^ ) I A. .... .C in**^ ^
Sy \ y^-< I jja , y^>. / j
rIL r  j \  a jI  v-i_l_9 ^  ^ —  ^ J \  j3  j \  a <^l jy» -
(xii) Nine couplets forming a new ode.
B. f. 511a ; and T. f. 2886.
J* i j y y  A
o t  3 * - * ^  r / ^  *1^  oT)
<s~^y j~  v—aJj .A-*-0, <jr*~yy 
j-> jA*- >3^ j  jA>-
1 Mawlawi Muqtadir, who kindly transcribed the passage for me, has not indicated the 
folio number.
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j \  y L u  I y>- j  j a
Cm. c r ^  J-5 0y»- <^-r^  A
B. f. 511a.
cr*. y*~ y y y
O^. OjLl—m. ^>- j l --
B. f. 511a ; and T. f. 2886.
f j j y  Jj k T  ^ ^  J3 90 
Cm- —*" c r ^  J  J
B. f. 511a.
<j?- "r’^ - 9  ^ y * f y  y^ C r y  y y
B. f. 511a; and T. f. 2886.
Cxi- c r ^ A  c j  ^ y S 'r  j  ^  o  IrA-*- •'->»* ^
B. f. 511a.
O**^  ^^ -*-x>a J*Va^j j a  ^la £3 } Cy**>~ y^
O-Vj Jj o l  - •
(xiii) One couplet wanting in a tarkib-band of the Munich diwdn.
0. f. 1216 ; B. f. 507a ; and P. f. 236a.
v>—.jl JU - j f  Jx> - oU y S ' a j j l
j l  J  j l  <S<L>j
(xiv) Two couplets wanting in an ode of the Munich diwdn.
B. f. 506a. 
a<^La> y>-
j j \  x j T  <jL*aa> (jl^U A
••
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(xv) One couplet forming a new “ fragment
F., and Farhang-i-Nasiri, under y X .
y>- twl A j j \ £  O  J  I* ^  AJL— X _A J
(xvi) Six couplets wanting in an ode of the Munich diwdn.
B. f. 5096 ; and T. f. 2876-88a.
3 > c  aIV <— o x x  _jl
o-AJ y  oA (LA •*—*" V
 *1 ^y 03>—*—=>" j  j l  £  J.J 1 0 0
oX*\ y  jl-A—£■ j  o\ y  j  O lo^ —y  y
,cX- j  y  oXS^ \y^  j a
y  c I *“ '  ^ c y  yyr^ ^
y  |.a j y » -  j  A > *  — ~3 A
o-ul y^ j l —y y *  3  J a J J J oA-~ L -^ ja
y  l A —93  y^  A  ^y <yr— • -^ 3
o-A*l y  (3 ^ ° ^  3  ®AjL_C »—’”0
©•a* I ^y *“3 3^* 3^ “3  ^ ® a l j ^ l  ^3^ y^y* y r  3 ^
(xvii) One couplet forming a new “ fragment ” .
F., Farhang-i-Rashidi, and Farhang-i-Nasiri, under (X .
oa j a  pi >- tlXy^ A* I—  ^ -1 U&C4-' AJL^ ^
(xviii) One couplet wanting in an ode of the Munich diwdn.
F., and Farhang-i-Rashidi, under aU-U-.
y  y  A 5 j a  3 a y  ^ — **> 3  p-^ r  x S ^ ^ c T -  
^  A  3  y k - ^  3 y^sX^MS
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(xix) One couplet wanting in a “ fragment ” of the Munich diwdn.
B. f. 511a ; and P. f. 2336.
(xx) One couplet wanting in an ode of the Munich diwdn.
B. f. 509a; and T. f. 2876.
s j T  X*\y>- yj>- y  y  j l —y y  108
Altogether, therefore, 1,132 +  108 =  1,240 couplets are ascribed to  
Falaki-i-Shirwanl.
IV
E l i m i n a t i o n s  f r o m  t h e  D iw a n -i -F  a l a k i
Of the 1,240 couplets ascribed to Falaki there can be no doubt of the 
authenticity of 984 couplets which belong to poems under one or more of 
the following three categories—firstly poems containing the takhaUus 
of Falaki (odes i, iv, v, x, xi, xvii, xx, xxi, x x i i ; tarkib-band i i ; and two 
ghazals, one of six couplets and the other of seven); secondly, poems 
containing the name of the Shirwanshah Minuchihr I I  (odes v, vii, 
viii, ix, x, xii, xiii, xv, xviii, xix, x x i i ; tarkib-bands i, ii, iii ; and two 
“ fragments ” , one of three couplets and the other of four) ; and thirdly, 
poems addressed to the ministers or princes of Shir wan (odes xvi, xxi, 
and a frivolous poem of seventeen couplets). The remaining 
256 couplets, which neither contain the poet’s takhallus nor the patron’s 
name, are as follows : odes ii, iii, vi, xiv, xxiii (104 couplets) ; two prison- 
poems (sixty-four couplets) ; and ghazals, “ fragments,” and quatrains 
(ninety-five couplets). The scope of the present section, therefore, is to 
determine how many of these 256 couplets can be rejected.
The doubtful couplets fall under three categories : (A) odes ; (B) 
prison-poems ; and (C) ghazals, “ fragments,” and quatrains.
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The odes, apparently, all belong to  Falaki, for, w ith the exception of 
ode No. ii, they are in the style of Falaki, and ode No. ii, though very 
peculiar,
1 ^y J  ^2 o~Afl£. o-XjS£- J  2 y  J 41'*'“’ ')
v_>l> oA A C - o«A aC ’ ©-AAC- (_ J  A*J2^ 0 * * ,>  ^ A b t^ o  4) '* '“'  4) * '“'  j
o l  j  < S o  j  o y y  y i &  o 2 y  o 2 y  j j  y  j v J C j  j  f s l>  l ) y y
l , j  1. . . i ^  1 y 2  ^ y ^ ^  o 2 y  o 2 y  o 2 y  j   ^ ^3i>  4^l>  A 3li  ^ Y  j
is not a spurious but an  im itative poem, drawing its inspiration from 
Adib-i-Sabir 1 :
j l l J i  ©L* j l  A a h > -  A a l > -  y ^ " o - 5 ^ -  o 2 y  o 2 y
^  I v— ^ J S  aJLX=»- A f th > -  A ftb > - ( j f  j  f*"*0  ^ o 2 y  o 2 y  o 2 y  y \ j
J l y £ - j \  y  4 * ^  * d * ^ *  j y  j j  { $ * * * y ^ °  ^  cy ^  ° b y y
< j l > 0  O y ^  a I* > £  C y  j  y 2 , y ^ o \  o e y l a J  o _ J a 3  ( j l  j
Further, in favour of the authenticity  of ode No. xiv is the following 
note of Taqi A w hadi2 :
j * *  C > \ &  (Jo L i  j  A b L $ ^ |  j  o -A c * a__3 < j J  ( jL l  L -«l  ^ J
i *.><w  ^1  ^ y.»1L? a ~j**jjy ^  .A*  ^y*3^ Ljl o A^ b^* o2y£
( s i c )  ^ 2  y 2  2 ^ "  y > -  d - l ?  < X A  y * *  A *  A w ^ ”” ( ^ 1
And several poets of distinction and also the present writer have 
written a reply or “ parallel ” to this ode (of Falaki), as is set forth in 
the TadhJciratu,l-‘ A r if In, the matla‘ being :
I t broke the bowl of the moon with its hoof, . . . .
1 Diwan-i-Adib-i-Sabir, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 327, f. 406.
2 India Office MS. No, 3654, f. 995a.
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These references, unfortunately, I  have not been able to trace : only 
in the Dlwdn-i-Sayfud-Dm-i-Isfarangi, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 287, f. 111a, 
is there an ode [--------^  | ^  — | _ -------]
O '— f*- y  o j ^ J  j U -  (^1
y  (—J  O y ^ -  o *—*».j y  j
which seems to have been written on the lines of F a la k i1 :
p s S  O ^" Cs*^ >y -C*—< —«* J *
*--1 I J j J j
B
Proceeding to the prison-poems it is curious th a t only those two prison- 
poems of Falaki should have survived which are of doubtful authorship. 
Even the fact, therefore, of F alak fs imprisonment might have been 
questioned were it not established on independent evidence. In  an ode 
containing his talchallus and addressed to the Shirwanshah Minuchihr II , 
Falaki states tha t false reports of his disloyalty have poisoned the mind 
of the king,2 and in an ode not containing his talchallus but again addressed 
to  the Shirwanshah Minuchihr II, Falaki states th a t he had been reduced 
to  a skeleton and was on the point of dying when the displeased king 
became merciful, condoned his faults, and pardoned his life.3 Obviously, 
therefore, Falaki had been cast into prison and then released by the order 
of the king.
To return now to the prison-poems. The first of these
,S 3 U  C* £  p-i—d _>-  *»
is of 27 couplets and is ascribed to Falaki by the following 
M SS.: M. f. 96a-6, 27 couplets ; B. f. 5096, 22 couplets ; P. f. 2346- 
235a, 22 couplets ; H. f. 396a-6, 6 couplets ; L. f. 190a, 12 couplets ; 
D. f. 16-17, 21 couplets ; Bazm A rd’i, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 3389, f. 91a, 
10 couplets ; Safinah-i-Khushau. Berlin MS. Pertsch No. 652, f. 63a, 
3 couplets ; and T. f. 2886, 21 couplets. The second prison-poem
1 The matla* of this ode is corrupt.
2 Supra, p. 58. 3 Supra, p. 59.
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is of 37 couplets, and is ascribed to Falaki only by two MSS.—the Paris 
copy of Taqlu’d-Dln Kashi’s tadhkirah, f. 294a-250a, 37 couplets ; and 
Sir E. Denison Ross’s MS., f. 26-7, 27 couplets. On the margin of f. 
2496 of the Paris copy, however, is the following note, w ritten in a hand 
different from the scribe’s :
k  1 m.s i J L i "  ^  i **> ‘ * i^-_* A x i_ y I
A> I A_ 4
Probably this ode belongs to Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman, having 
erroneously been inserted by scribes amongst the poems of Falaki.
Now both the prison-poems are in the style of Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i- 
Salman. Further, as I  have found the second poem w ith its thirty-seven 
couplets on pp. 706-7la  of the lithographed edition of the Diwdn-i- 
M as‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Sahnan, Tihran, 1292 a . h . ,  and as the first poem contains 
a statem ent th a t the afflictions of the prisoner have arisen from his wealth 
and estates,1 and as Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman inherited from his father 
large farms and estates 2 of which he was try ing to  obtain legal possession 
a t  Ghazna when, being suspected of complicity in the treasonable designs 
of Prince Sayfu’d-Dawlah, he was cast into prison,3 the question arises : 
To whom do these poems belong, to  Falaki or to  Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman ?
In  a qasidah composed during his first imprisonment (480-90 a . h . )  
and addressed to  the  Ghaznawid Sultan R adlu’d-Dln Ibrahim  (450- 
92 a . h . ) ,  Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman states th a t he has “ a son, a daughter, 
an aged mother, two sisters, and th ir ty  or forty relatives who are weeping 
and wailing for him a t home ” ,4 and in an ode, w ritten after his release 
from his second imprisonment (which lasted 492-500 a . h . ) ,  and 
addressed to  Sultan Arslan Shah b. Mas‘ud b. Ibrahim  (509-11 a . h . ) ,
1 j  ^  JL* J ‘—It* j
My trouble is due to my wealth and estates ; neither of these do I need if I am wise.
2 Diwdn-i-M as‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salmdn, Tihran ed., p. 43a :
3 See Mirza Muhammad Khan’s monograph on Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman? J.Jt.A .S., 
1905, pp. 701-2.
4 Dlwan-i-Mas'ud-i-Sa'd-i-Salman, Tihran ed., p. 76a \
J fj'-3
o'j j  j  u±S j-3 ^  ■*»*» 3' j  3 <y Jrr ^
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Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman states th a t he has “ countless women and 
innumerable children to  support ” .1 Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman, therefore, 
was the head of a large family, whereas in the first of the two prison- 
poems under discussion the prisoner declares th a t the only surviving 
members of his family are himself and his baby.2 Obviously, therefore, 
Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman cannot be the author of this poem.
There remains the second prison-poem with the following information :
f jtlJ*  j  ^
^ —L* ^  * T x- j j l  ^  j  < s h j j
y  — & \  J
Why I have been imprisoned I do not know, though I know that I 
am neither a thief nor a cut-purse.
From no appointment have I swallowed a morsel, and from no 
deputyship have I retained a balance.
Bu Nasr, the prime minister of the age, whose service has increased 
my status.
Do thou protect me by thy assistance, for to-day heaven has turned 
against me.
The king has now become merciful; do not leave me in this way in 
pain and misery.
I hope that by thy efforts and diligence God may release me from my 
affliction.
The mamduh of the poem is Abu Nasr described as the prime minister. 
Now amongst the patrons of Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman were three Abu 
Nasrs : (i) Abu Nasr-i-Farsi, the commander-in-chief of Shirzad, viceroy 
of India ; (ii) Abu’l-Faraj Nasr b. Rustam , also called Abu Nasr b.
1 Diwdn-i-Mas‘ud-i-Sa'd-i-Salmdn, Tihran ed., p. 486 : 
jU . ^  JUUl J oAjJ ^  o ljy -  JA Cj 3 ^  J- 3 ^  J-
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R ustam ,1 governor of Lahore ; and (iii) Abu Nasr Mansur, a minister of 
the court of Ghazna. Abu Nasr-i-Farsi, however, cannot be the  mamduh
from his being a protege of Abu Nasr-i-Farsi 2 who had incurred the dis­
pleasure of Sultan Mas‘ud b. Ibrahim .3 How, then, could Mas‘ud-i- 
Sa‘d-i-Salman have asked Abu Nasr-i-Farsi, himself a fallen minister, to  
intercede with the king on his behalf as the prisoner in this poem is doing ? 
Nor can Abu Nasr b. R ustam  be the  nmmduh of the poem, for he was 
merely a provincial governor,4 whereas the Abu Nasr, here intended, 
seems to  have been the prime m inister—sadr-i-wuzara-i-asr—of the 
imperial court.
There remains the  th ird  Abu Nasr whose full name, Abu Nasr Mansur, 
appears in an ode of Abu’l-F ara j-i-R un i5 :
Elsewhere A bu’l-Faraj-i-Runi calls Abu Nasr Mansur by the abbreviated 
form, Mansur—for example 6 :
3 For this reason both Muhammad Khatibi. commissioner of Quzdar in Sis tan, and 
Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman, governor of Chalandar (a dependency of Lahore), lost their 
appointments. Tihran ed., p. 38a :
of this poem, for Mas‘ud-i-Sa£d-i-Salman’s second imprisonment resulted
ijk—fi-JL.>1 j  ^ I
1 Diwan-i-Mas'ud-i-Sa'd-i-Salman, Tihran ed., p. 73a :
O o X i  y  j f  y < £ ) < C s l  y  ^ X .  i i '
p j u - j  < j l c  Ij S "  j y J  I f L - J  I J  —Iy ^ L x j f 1 ^ 1—*
Diwan-i-Mas'ud-i-Sa'd-i-Salman, Tihran ed., p. 43a :
y j  0J.I1
4 Diwan-i-Mas'ud-i-Sa'd-i-Salman, Tihran ed., p. 33a:
^  x. ^ -^ai x^ ” iS ^
j L -*ty j  y  J y * 41 j l —
5 Diwan-i-Abu’l-Faraj-i-Runi, Br. Mus. MS. Add. 27,318, f. 5a.
6 Idem, f. 3a-b.
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To this ode of Abu 1-Farajd-Runi, Mas'ud-i-Sa'd-i-Salman wrote from 
his prison a reply or “ parallel ” , and as in this prison-parallel the patron 
is once again the minister Mansur, there can be no doubt th a t Abu Nasr 
Mansur is intended 1 :
o -  j j j  y  y . J?~
j  y d  I j ' S j j  j j j  a)
I t  is possible, therefore, for Abu Nasr Mansur of Ghazna to be the
mamduh of the prison-poem :
pl$^-U,J jL -^ ; J* J* f j U * /  ^  j \
Elsewhere, however, it has been mentioned th a t amongst the patrons
of Falaki was also an Abu Nasr, who was the prime minister—sayyidu’l- 
wuzara—of Minuchihr II, and whose full name was Jam alu’d-Din Abfi’l 
Nasr Malik Mis‘ar b. ‘Abdu’llah.2 I t  is obvious, therefore, th a t the 
identity of the prison-poem m ust be sought elsewhere than  in the name of 
the homonymous mamduh. Fortunately, the prison-poem contains the 
following two couplets :
p l y t  A)'j Aj £ W " d 'y f '
f >  j j  ^  g t*  y
Why I have been imprisoned I do not know, though I know that I am 
neither a thief nor a cut-purse.
From no appointment have I swallowed a morsel and from no deputy- 
ship have I retained a balance.
There is no evidence th a t Falaki, the court-panegyrist of Minuchihr II , 
ever held an adm inistrative post in the Shirwan government. On the 
other hand, as shown by Mirza Muhammad Khan, Mas‘ud-i-Sa£d-i-Salman 
was professionally not a poet but an adm inistrative officer : before his 
first imprisonment he was a m ilitary commander under the viceroy of
1 Diwan-i-Mas'ud-i-Sa'd-i-Scdman, Tihran ed., pp. \2a-b.
2 Supra, p. 24.
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India, Prince Sayfu’d-Dawlah M ahmud,1 and before his second imprison­
ment he was the governor of Chalandar2 (one of the dependencies of 
Lahore) under Abu Nasr-i-FarsI, commander-in-chief of Prince Shirzad. 
I t  is almost certain, therefore, th a t  the prison-poem under discussion 
belongs to  Mas‘ud-i-Sa£d-i-Salman, the patron  being the Ghaznawid 
minister Abu Nasr Mansur.
Proceeding now to  the doubtful ghazals, “ fragm ents,” and quatrains, 
I have tried  to  examine the dlwdns of poets anterior to  Taqlu’d-Din 
Kashi, and the  result, disproportionate perhaps to my expectations, is 
as follows :
(а) One couplet ascribed to Falaki by (i) Dawlatshah, Browne’s 
ed., p. 47 ; (ii) Khayru’l-Bayan, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 3397, f. 49a ; and
(iii) Prof. Browne, Lit. Hist, of Persia, vol. ii, p. 325 :
j j *  S '
As stated elsewhere, this couplet is contained in the Br. Mus. 
Diwan-i-Adib-i-Sdbir, Or. 237, f. 27a, where it belongs to an ode 
addressed to Majdu’d-Din Abu’l-Qasim ‘All, a recognized patron of 
Adlb-i-Sabir.
(б) Two couplets ascribed to Falaki by (i) M. f. 1306 ; (ii) B. 
f. 5116 ; (iii) P. f. 248a ; and (iv) D. f. 32 :
j \ y  ^ jb? y* ^  b^ y*
These couplets form part of a qhazal of five couplets contained 
in the Br. Mus. Diwan-i-Shams-i-Tabriz, Add. 16,779, f. 288a, and in 
Prof. P . A. Nicholson’s Selected Poems from the Divdni Shamsi Tabriz, 
p. 132 (1898):
1 Diwan-i-Mas'ud-i-Sa'd-i-Salman, Tihran ed., p. 176 :
oU j  C—O 3 J.^X.
J -5 cd  J -3
2 Supra, p. 90, n. 3,
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f j b  f  ^  jd> y .  ^ ( 5 - C . j L J  i) \ ^
^ y ^  ^  y ^  O'**-* j u ^ -   ^ ^ 1 y
(•jb j \  d $y>- l)3y*j y. « ^ j  b y  b^y^
®j^* j*3 j j j- i  \ ^  ^y*" ®db* jd -j £ y  ^ ^ y  
^d"3 d b ^  pd* ^ y ‘■"'t,”^ ’  ^ ^ - ^ y  dd^* b* &  ^..y*  y*  d*3
(c) Three couplets ascribed to Falaki by (i) M. f. 132a ; (ii) B. 
f. 512a ; (iii) P. f. 244a ; (iv) T. f. 289a ; and (v) D. f. 31 :
f V  Xd f*bb>- —«jdJ
*^1 jJL j b * y ^ r y  f ^ y  ^  <SJyT ^
d-3 AA llii- d-3
These couplets form part of a ghazal of six couplets contained in 
the Br. Mus. Diwan-i-Qatran, Or. 3317,3 f. 239a:
(*V j b J  j '  V . f ^ V  jlS^J A - 1—* jd j '
b  c S j j d  * / ■ >  j  b  j d j '
b ^ ^ "  y y  ^r\y [<£]y^>- a^
1 D- 3' * j v- So in all tex ts; obviously Ae>.
3 On f. 67a of this diwdn there begins a qasidah
M x  jIAi J j  A^ [p 6 j  I j  J  LSb A^ A^i |^ V. j  j  | j
which in his History of Persian Literature under Tartar Dominion, dedication page (where 
the initial couplet alone is given) and pp. 116-17 (where the initial couplet is given 
together with the eight succeeding couplets and their English translation), Prof. E. G. 
Browne has ascribed to Imami of Herat. The qasidah was found by Prof. Browne 
on f. 98a of the Br. Mus. MS. Or. 2847, and apparently because of the title on the binding— 
“ Brit. Mus. Or. 2847 Divan Imami Persian’’—Prof. Browne came to the conclusion 
that the MS. was the Diwan-i-Imami. But as shown by C. Rieu (Supplement, p. 164), 
Or. 2847 consists of two portions : (i) Diwdn-i-Imami, f. 2-93 ; and (ii) selection from the 
Diioan-i-Qatran, f. 94-130. Rieu’s description, however, must be slightly amended, for 
on the last folio of the MS. occur six couplets of the well-known ghazal of R udaki:
^  *b 0 y *  "b 0^^* j£yrj£y.
See Chahar Maqalah, ed. Mirza Muhammad, p. 33 ; and Zafar Namah, Br. Mus. MS. 
Or. 2833, f. 2646.
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^  [ j ]  < Jjj \ f  o *— * s*  j  y* ^
J.S (  ^ ) A* tlz^ S^
Altogether, therefore, forty-three couplets1—one belonging to  Adib-i- 
Sabir, two to  Shams-i-Tabrlz, three to  Qatran, and thirty-seven to  
Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman—m ust be excluded from the works of Falaki. 
This reduces the number of ex tan t couplets from 1,240 to  1,197. Now, as 
the Munich Dlwdn-i-Falaki contains five of the  spurious couplets (those 
belonging to  Shams-i-Tabrlz and to  Qatran), the number of its couplets 
is also reduced from 1,132 to  1,127. In  other words, the present edition of 
the Diwan-i-Falaki contains seventy more couplets than  the largest 
ex tan t collection of the works of Falaki.
1 Disregarding the spurious (S ' y  couplet; see supra, p. 75.
APPENDIX
A b u ’l - ‘A l a ’s Qa s id a h
The Diwan-i-Abu'l- Ala  has perished, but there is in the Haft Iqlim  
an unutilized qasidah of Abu’l-‘Ala containing his name and w ritten in 
his fifty-fifth year and addressed to Minuchihr II, whose premier courtier 
Abu’l-‘Ala declares himself to  be. In  this qasidah Abu’l-‘Ala refers to  
Tmadi and Sana’! as persons deceased 1 :
OW J j j
1)^ .3 J  oL^ cAo A-UI vjj^Lt
s 0 *“^ Ay ^ j * *
l*> W- ^  e - \ j o L i  ^r*~y^ ~|y^* ^ * T /
3 (Jlo. I,jl~VoljL4 -VJL_^ w* ^U* I
When Tmadi died he left me nobility ; when Sana’i died he left me 
eminence.
Exalted be God, I am fifty-five years of age ; though not sixty, my 
back is bent like a bow.
By the honour conferred on me by His Majesty, the king of the world 
and time, Fakhr(u’d-)Din Abu’l-Hayja,
The king of kings, the king with the face of Minuchihr, by whom has 
been revived and made auspicious the family of praise . . .
They have reported falsely to the king : “ Abu’l-‘Ala, who is thy 
premier courtier,
Discloses thy secrets to thy enemies and commits espionage on behalf 
of thy opponents.”
1 Haft Iqlim, B r .  Mus. MSS. Or. 203, f. 3986, a n d  O r .  4902, f. 338a.
1 V a r i a n t  L - .  * V a r i a n t  1^,1 .
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A s  S a n a ’i  s t a t e s  i n  t h r e e  o f  h i s  q u a t r a i n s  t h a t  M u ‘i z z l  w a s  k i l l e d  b y  
a  s t r a y  a r r o w  f r o m  t h e  r o y a l  b o w  1 ( i . e .  f r o m  t h e  b o w  o f  S u l t a n  S a n j a r )  
a n d  a s  t h e  ta d h h ra h s  d e c l a r e  t h i s  a c c i d e n t  t o  h a v e  o c c u r r e d  i n  542 a . h . , 2 
t h e  d e a t h  o f  S a n a ’i  i s  g e n e r a l l y  p l a c e d  i n  545 a . h .  N o w  a s  t h e  d a t e s  o f  
M u ‘i z z l ’s  s u p p o s e d  a c c i d e n t a l  d e a t h  (542 a . h . )  a n d  o f  S a n a ’I ’s  n a t u r a l  
d e a t h  (545 a . h . )  a r e  p u r e l y  a r b i t r a r y ,  a n d  a s  I  h a v e  f o u n d  f r o m  h i s  o w n  
d lw d n  t h a t  M u ‘i z z l  r e c o v e r e d  f r o m  t h e  a c c i d e n t  a f t e r  a  s e r i o u s  i l l n e s s  o f  
t w e l v e  m o n t h s , 3 i t  i s  o b v i o u s  t h a t  t h e  f a c t  o f  M i n u c h i h r  I I  h a v i n g  
s u r v i v e d  S a n a ’i  d o e s  n o t  l e a d  u s  t o  t h e  p r o b a b l e  d a t e  o f  M i n u c h i h r ’s  
d e a t h ,  b u t  r a t h e r  t o  t h a t  o f  S a n a ’i  h i m s e l f .  I t  m u s t  a l s o  b e  n o t i c e d  t h a t  a s  
t h e  D lw d n -i-Im a d l- i-S h a h r iiid r l  c o n t a i n s  a  qasidah  a d d r e s s e d  t o  J a h a n  
P a h l a w a n 4 w h o  r u l e d  c. 571-81 a . h . ,  t h e  T m a d i  w h o  p r e d e c e a s e d  
M i n u c h i h r  I I  m u s t  b e  T m a d i - i -  G h a z n a w l .  T h e  qasidah  o f  A b u ’l - ‘A l a ,  
t h e r e f o r e ,  p r o v e s  b e y o n d  d o u b t  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  t h e  h o m o n y m o u s  
T m a d l s ,  i .e .  T m a d i - i - G h a z n a w l  w h o  d i e d  b e f o r e  544 a . h . ,  a n d  T m a d l - i -  
S h a h r i y a r l  w h o  d i e d  a f t e r  571 a . h .
1 Diwan-i-Sana i, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 3302, f. 1376 :
^ ^ i i  *»dJLb j  S '  j la  y-** “^ ”7
-J °j** o**'’ y^. Cjyz
The other two quatrains are on the same folio.
2 Khulasatu’l-Ash'ar iva Zubdatu’l-Afkar, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 3506, f. 2376 ; 
Atashkadah, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 1268, f. 185a.
3 Dlwan-i-Mu'izzi, Br. Mus. MS. Add. 10,588, f. 1406-141a ; India Office MS. No. 912, 
f. 264-56 :
* j 1 ^  4 ■ ■. ^  d4*t  ^* yA I r  I I
C p ' -j\ cJ-U:* 1 & ^  Iy I A>- o —•
j  jJLAj J
O l?3'  J  y  j \j S '  j C*- ^i_l
O—> J j lC lT ” O—i j-2* j l  S l j \  '-h i J jl*
The Br. Mus. MS. f. 2266-227a contains, in addition, four quatrains descriptive 
of the accident.
4 Diwan-i- Im adl-i-Shahriyari, Br. Mus. MS. Or. 298, f. 3a :
/
